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A limited aerodynamic, stability and control, and task evaluation of a new rocket-powered Mars airplane design 
was conducted.  The Mars airplane design, designated the Argo VII, was patterned after the NASA ARES-2 design.  
The aerodynamic and stability and control parameters of the Argo VII were determined using analytical and 
computational techniques and were comparable to those of the ARES-2.  The Argo VII was predicted to be statically 
stable and damped in all axes on Earth and Mars.  A series of flight tests were performed using a MATLAB 
Simulink-based flight simulation program to assess the performance, longitudinal flying qualities, and mission 
effectiveness of the Argo VII flying on Earth and Mars.  At an assumed Mars mission flight condition of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) altitude and 0.65 Mach, the Argo VII had a maximum range lift coefficient of 0.44, a maximum lift-to-
drag ratio of 15.5, and a maximum endurance lift coefficient of 0.76.  The Argo VII was dynamically stable and 
damped in the longitudinal axis.  At the Mars mission flight condition, the long period had a damping ratio of 0.04, 
damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.0423 rad/s (2.42 deg/s), and time to half of 409.6 sec.  The short 
period had a damping ratio of 0.2, damped natural frequency of 7.39 rad/s (723 deg/s), undamped natural frequency 
of 7.54 rad/s (432 deg/s), and time to half of 0.46 sec.  At the Mars mission flight condition, the aircraft had a 
specific excess power of 5.8 m/s (19.02 ft/s).  At all Mars altitudes evaluated, the fastest way for the aircraft to 
change altitudes was to climb to the desired altitude at a constant equivalent airspeed.  Mars mission aircraft task 
evaluations were performed using Mars simulation scenery to validate the predicted aircraft range and climb and 
descent performance.  The aircraft range evaluation resulted in an aircraft maximum range of 373 km (232 mi).  The 
predicted aircraft maximum range was 500 km (311 mi).  The climb and descent evaluations resulted in aircraft 
performance that was similar to the predicted aircraft performance.  This research illustrated that the Argo VII Mars 
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IA. Why Fly on Mars? 
 
Over the past 25 years Mars has been a target of scientific exploration.  To date, the exploration of Mars has 
been limited to the use of orbiting spacecraft like the Mars Express, landers such as Viking 1 & 2, and rovers such as 
Pathfinder and MER.  Orbiters contribute to the exploration of Mars through global-scale measurements over an 
extended period of time.  Landers offer the ability to land at scientifically interesting sites and perform surface 
measurements.  However, they are limited in range to the immediate landing site.  Rovers allow the freedom to 
maneuver and explore surrounding terrain and perform surface measurements over a broader range than that of a 
lander.  However, rovers are limited by the terrain they traverse; large boulders, canyons, and craters are obstacles 
that may create difficulties for rovers. 
 
There exists a technological gap for systems that would combine high-resolution measurements with extensive 
coverage range.  The gap might be addressed through the use of powered airplanes that can perform controlled, 
near-surface measurements spanning a range of hundreds of kilometers.  With the ability to traverse long distances 
at near-surface altitudes, powered aircraft observations could complement and extend orbital, rover, and lander 
measurements.  Powered aircraft observations could also provide a new prospective for scientific discovery.  
Powered aircraft would also have the ability to survey scientifically interesting terrain that is inaccessible or 
hazardous to rover and lander missions. 
 
A basic mission profile of a Mars airplane might consist of the following steps: 1) The launch of a rocket 
vehicle, 2) an interplanetary cruise, 3) a direct entry into the Mars atmosphere, 4) a mid-air deployment ending with 
a pull-up maneuver at a mission cruise altitude, and 5) an airplane cruise at a constant altitude, or other mission 
scenarios. 
 
IB. Challenges of Flying on Mars 
 
In comparison to the Earth’s atmosphere, the Martian atmosphere is very thin.  Atmospheric properties on Mars 
are comparable to those on Earth at an altitude of approximately 33.5 km (110,000 ft).  On Earth, typical full-scale 
Reynolds numbers are on the scale of millions.  However, on Mars typical Reynolds numbers are on the scale of 
100,000 to 200,000.  Where the Earth’s atmosphere is composed primarily of oxygen, the Mars atmosphere is 
composed primarily of carbon dioxide (~95%) with only about 0.1% oxygen.  Due to the thinness of the Martian 
atmosphere, conventional aircraft would have to fly at very high speeds, on the order of 0.6 Mach, in order to 
generate enough dynamic pressure to stay aloft.  The high speeds required for flight would make take-off and 
landing maneuvers very difficult, if not impossible.  Therefore, a conventional aircraft design would be limited to a 
single cruise flight, limiting the reusability of the aircraft.  The high speeds required for flight, combined with the 
low Reynolds numbers found on Mars create conditions ripe for the production of shock waves and airflow 
separation issues that would affect aerodynamic performance.  Special airfoils designed for flight on Mars would 
have to be employed instead of conventional Earth airfoils. 
 
 
With the low content of oxygen in the Martian atmosphere, conventional oxygen-breathing motors and engines 
used on Earth can not be used.  Therefore, Mars aircraft propulsion systems would need to rely on chemical or 
electrical systems.  Also, because the speed of sound is approximately 20% lower on Mars than Earth, propulsion 
systems utilizing conventional propellers and/or rotors can not turn as fast as they would on Earth without the 
creation of potentially destructive shock waves. 
 
 
Conventional aircraft geometry would be an issue to flying on Mars.  Aircraft size and weight would be limited 
due to packaging constraints imposed by the launch vehicle to Mars.  Due to a relatively high required wing area for 




within the launch vehicle and atmospheric delivery system.  A folding scheme would add complexity and risk to an 
already high-risk venture.  The wide range of temperatures found on Mars would also affect the materials and 
propellants used in the aircraft design. 
 
IC. History of Mars Aircraft Designs 
 
The idea to explore Mars using airborne platforms dates back to the 1970’s.  After the Viking landings in 1976, 
airborne platforms came to be seen as a viable way of extending the exploration of Mars, giving rise to many 
projects and concepts.  A summary of various Mars airplane designs can be found in Table 1 (all tables can be found 
in Appendix A).  One of the initial Mars airplane concepts arose from research being conducted on the effects of 
supersonic flight on the stratosphere.  While the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, CA, the research 
center that handles most of the planetary science for NASA, was pondering the use of airplanes for Mars 
exploration, Dale Reed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center was part of a NASA program conducting 
research on high-altitude turbulence and atmospheric pollution1.  The research involved sensing turbulence and 
measuring natural and man-made atmospheric pollutants from the ground to an altitude of 27.4 km (90,000 ft). The 
measurements required a small unmanned survey aircraft capable of flying at low airspeeds that would be able to fly 
at an altitude of 70,000 feet.  Dale Reed and his team designed the Mini-Sniffer1, shown in Figure 1 (all figures can 
be found in Appendix B), a small, remote-controlled, propeller-driven fixed wing aircraft with a 6.7 m (22 ft) 
wingspan. The Mini-Sniffer was ultimately powered by a unique non-air-breathing hydrazine fueled engine 
developed by James Akkermann at Johnson Space Center.  The Mini-Sniffer design used the heat produced by the 
hydrazine’s reaction with a catalyst to run a small steam engine, which in turn drove the propeller.  The Mini-Sniffer 
proved that two of the difficulties facing Mars airplanes could be overcome; it could operate in thin air and it could 
generate all its power with on-board fuel. 
 
Following the design of the Mini-Sniffer for high-altitude research, JPL realized that the Mini-Sniffer aircraft 
could serve as a precedent for a Mars aircraft.  JPL funded and directed Developmental Sciences, Inc. (DSI) to 
conduct a comprehensive feasibility investigation into a Mars airplane2.  From the investigation, NASA Dryden 
Research Center, DSI, and the JPL proposed several various unmanned aircraft designs for Mars exploration in 1977 
and 1978 based largely on the Mini-Sniffer design and sailplanes.  Among the various designs was DSI’s 
Astroplane.  The Astroplane2-4, shown in Figure 2, was based on the Mini-Sniffer design.  The design was a 
propeller-driven fixed-wing aircraft with a hydrazine fuel engine, a wing span of 21 m (68.9 ft), wing area of 20 m2 
(215.3 ft2), and a mass of 300 kg (661.4 lb).  The Astroplane was designed to fit inside a 3.8 m (12.46 ft) diameter 
Viking-like aeroshell, employing a complex folding scheme consisting of 6 wing folds, 3 fuselage folds and a 
folding propeller.  A prototype of the design was constructed and some testing had been performed before the 
project was terminated in 1978.  DSI’s Astroplane project further illuminated the challenges of flying on Mars and 
possible approaches for overcoming those challenges. 
 
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s several studies were conducted to examine various approaches to Mars 
aircraft missions by NASA, industry, and universities.  Considerable improvements in technological areas such as 
propulsion concepts, materials, and energy storage led to more advanced Mars aircraft designs. A wide variety of 
advanced concepts such as inflatable wings5, solar powered aircraft6, special helicopters7, lighter-than-air balloons8, 
and flapping insect robots9 evolved alongside the technologies.  In 1990 NASA Glenn Research Center performed a 
study on a long-endurance solar-powered Mars aircraft6.  A technology demonstrator model was built and tested, 
powered solely by high-efficiency GaAs solar cells.  In 1992, at the first workshop devoted to NASA’s Discovery 
program of low-cost planetary missions, Aurora Flight Sciences presented an early Mars airplane concept called 
Jason.  Jason involved the packaging of a foldable, electric powered aircraft with limited payload capacity into an 
existing aeroshell.  In 1999 a full-scale scale prototype was flown and successfully demonstrated the ability to 
separate from an aeroshell, unfold itself, and attain controlled flight. 
 
In 1996, in response to the NASA Announcement of Opportunity for Discovery Exploration Missions, NASA 
Ames Research Center, in collaboration with David Hall Consulting (DHC), proposed the Airplane for Mars 
Exploration (AME)10.  An early prototype of the AME is shown in Figure 3.  The final AME concept was a 




aircraft mass of 203.8 kg (449.3 lb), and employed a folding scheme.  A drawing of the final AME concept is shown 
in Figure 4.  The primary goals of the AME project were to investigate the aerodynamic challenges associated with 
flying in a Martian atmosphere and the design challenges associated with the deployment of a foldable aircraft from 
an aeroshell-type container.  The various design configurations and deployment tests conducted by DHC provided 
NASA with valuable insight into the intricacies and risks associated with the design, construction, and successful 
deployment of complex, folded aircraft. 
 
In response to the next NASA Announcement of Opportunity for Discovery Exploration Missions in 1998, JPL 
and NASA Ames proposed designs.  The JPL design was a multiple glider system dubbed Kitty Hawk, so that 
several areas of Mars could be investigated during a single mission.  Each glider was to deploy from its own aero 
shell upon entry into the Martian atmosphere.  Two of the Kitty Hawk gliders, Orville and Wilbur, are shown in 
Figures 5 and 6, respectively.  The benefits of the Kitty Hawk proposal included redundancy in using multiple 
gliders, and the reduction of aircraft weight and design complexity due to the lack of a propulsion system.  However, 
the lack of propulsion meant that endurance was severely limited. 
 
NASA Ames, in collaboration with Malin Space Science Systems, the Naval Research Laboratory, and Orbital 
Sciences Corporation proposed the Mars Airborne Geophysical Explorer (MAGE), shown in Figure 7.  The mission 
objective of the MAGE was to collect data, using a suite of scientific instrumentation, regarding the formation and 
evolution of a system of canyons and chasms known on Mars as the Valles Marineris.  The MAGE utilized a low-
drag flying wing design with a wing span of 9.75 m (32.0 ft) and weighed 135 kg (298 lb).  The design incorporated 
numerous folds which would enable the aircraft to be stowed and eventually deployed from an aeroshell.  A 
hydrazine-fueled engine, as employed in the Mini-Sniffer aircraft of 1978, provided power to a rear-mounted 3-
bladed propeller.  The MAGE was expected to have an endurance of 3 hours and a range of 1800 km (1118 mi).   
 
In February 1999 NASA announced the Mars Micromission Project, with the goal of sending a series of small, 
low-cost spacecraft to study the Martian atmosphere on December 17, 2003.  The target date was selected to 
coincide with the 100th anniversary of the Wright Brothers first powered flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.  An 
intense, relatively short lived feasibility and conceptual design effort was initiated by teams at NASA Langley 
Research Center, NASA Ames Research Center, and NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.  Each design team was 
assigned a particular science mission to be reflected in the respective designs.  Of the three design teams, NASA 
Ames and NASA Langley submitted conceptual designs. 
 
The mission for the NASA Ames design team was the geological exploration of the surface of Mars by 
providing high-resolution imaging of prominent surface features such as the Valles Marineris.  NASA Ames 
designed the Canyon Flyer11, shown in Figure 8. The Canyon Flyer, a propeller-driven, fixed-wing airplane, 
incorporated twin folding tail booms and a folding 4-bladed propeller.  Two wing folds, one for each wing, were 
incorporated, as well as one fuselage fold.  The aircraft had a mass of 14.6 kg (32.2 lb), wing span of 2.2 m (7.22 ft),  
wing chord of 0.35 m (1.15 ft), and wing area of 0.77 m2 (8.29 ft2).  The Canyon Flyer was estimated to have an 
endurance of 0.25 hours and a range of 130 km (80.8 mi). 
 
The science mission assigned to the NASA Langley design team was the imaging of the surface of Mars at a 
higher resolution than orbiting spacecraft.  Langley issued a Mars Airplane Package (MAP) Request for Proposal 
(RFP) to industry with the principal goal of demonstrating and validating the technologies and systems required for 
the use of airborne platforms for Martian scientific research.  The RFP involved the development, fabrication, and 
testing of a Mars Airplane Package (MAP) that included an airplane, aeroshell, and scientific instrumentation.  
Aurora Flight Sciences responded to the Langley MAP RFP with their Mars airplane concept the MarsFlyer.  The 
MarsFlyer, shown in Figure 9, was a rocket-powered fixed-wing design that employed wingtip mounted inverted V-
tails for robust stability and control and rocket plume clearance12.  The wing span of the MarsFlyer was 1.562 m 
(5.12 ft) with a wing area of 0.63 m2 (6.78 ft2).  The aircraft had an aspect ratio of 3.87 and a wing sweep of 22°.  
The MarsFlyer had a gross mass of 12 kg (26.5 lb) with a payload allowance of 1.42 kg (3.1 lb).  The MarsFlyer was 
predicted to have an endurance of at least 20 minutes at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) and airspeed of 150 m/s (492 
ft/s).  The Mars Micromission Project was cancelled in November 1999 due to lack of funding.  After the 
Micromission was cancelled, Aurora Flight Science continued with testing and analysis of the MarsFlyer, with the 





In 2000, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center conducted flight tests using inflatable wing aircraft designs5.  
Inflatable wings acquired from the U.S. Navy were incorporated into two remote-controlled, instrumented research 
aircraft as shown in Figure 10.  The I-2000 aircraft, shown on the left of Figure 10, was a pusher-powered 
conventional aircraft configuration.  The aircraft shown on the right of Figure 10 was an unpowered winged lifting-
body configuration.  The I-2000 aircraft had a wing span of 1.63 m (5.3 ft), a wing chord of 0.184 m (0.6 ft), and 
weighed approximately 5.90 kg (13 lbs).  The I-2000 employed a slightly aft-swept rigid H-tail design with two 
elevon and two rudder control surfaces.  The inflatable wing of the I-2000 employed no control surfaces.  Several 
test flights were conducted where the I-2000 was deployed from a carrier aircraft.  These tests verified that the 
wings of the I-2000 could be inflated in-flight.  The research also provided valuable aerodynamic performance and 
stability and control characteristics of inflatable wing technology. 
 
With the turning of the millennia came an influx of interest in Mars aircraft design, particularly from academic 
universities, both foreign and national, and foreign industry.  In 2000, the University of Colorado at Boulder 
designed, built, and performed research on the Mars Aerial Research Vehicle (MARV)13, shown in Figure 11.  
MARV was based heavily on the NASA Langley Mars Airplane Package (MAP) program of 1999.  The goal of the 
MARV project was to investigate wing packaging and deployment from aeroshell designs, and pitch stability 
through a series of wind tunnel tests.   
 
In 2002 the Baseline Inflatable-wing Glider, Balloon-Launched Unmanned Experiment (BIG BLUE)14-17 
program at the University of Kentucky (UK) College of Engineering was initiated.  A version of an aircraft used in 
the BIG BLUE program is shown in Figure 12.  The BIG BLUE program at UK continued the inflatable wing 
aircraft research begun in 2000 with the I-2000 aircraft at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.  The technical goal 
of the BIG BLUE program was to demonstrate the feasibility of inflatable wing aircraft in a low density atmosphere 
such as Mars.  The BIG BLUE project was the first program to successfully demonstrate the deployment of an 
experimental composite-inflatable wing design through a series of high altitude balloon deployments at an altitude 
of approximately 89,000 feet.   
 
In 2004, under contract with the European Space Agency (ESA), the Sky-Sailor, shown in Figure 13, was 
initiated at the Autonomous Systems Lab, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne (EPFL).  The Sky-Sailor 
project involved a feasibility study and first design of a very lightweight solar powered airplane for Mars 
exploration18.  The primary design requirements of the Sky-Sailor aircraft design were to carry a 0.5 kg (1.1 lb) 
scientific payload, be stowed in a 1 m (3.28 ft) diameter by 0.4 m (1.31 ft) height cylinder, and sustain a 10 hour 
autonomous flight.  The Sky-Sailor had a wingspan of 3.2 m (10.5 ft), wing surface of 0.776 m2 (8.35 ft2), and a 
gross vehicle weight of 2.5 kg (5.5 lb).  The Sky-Sailor employed winglets at each wing tip, a V-tail configuration, 
and a main structure composed of primarily composite material.  An electric motor drove a 2-bladed propeller.  The 
electric motor was powered by three flexible and light weight panels of silicon solar cells that covered 0.51 m2 (5.5 
ft2) of the wing.  The Sky-Sailor successfully demonstrated an autonomous 5 hour flight in which many design 
objectives were verified.  At present, research and design continue on the Sky-Sailor project. 
 
In 2004-2005 the M-4 Minerva Mars Atmospheric Flight Vehicle concept, shown in Figure 14, was completed at 
Cranfield University, UK19.  The Minerva design was a composite, foldable, swept, fixed-wing design that 
employed a twin-boom inverted V-tail design.  The Minerva was powered by pulsed, bi-propellant rockets and was 
capable of being stowed and later deployed from an aeroshell.  The Minerva wing had a span of 6.18 m (20.3 ft), 
area of 6.675 m2 (71.85 ft2), an inboard leading-edge sweep of 30 degrees, and an outboard leading-edge sweep of 
16 degrees.  The vehicle had a gross weight of 141.5 kg (312 lb), with a 48 kg (106 lb) fuel load and a 10 kg (22.0 
lb) science payload.  The Minerva was designed to fly for up to 75 minutes with a range of up to 620 km (385 mi) at 
a cruise speed of Mach 0.65 and up to 6 km (3.7 mi) altitude in the Martian atmosphere.  A drop test vehicle, dubbed 
CRATER (Cranfield Remote Aircraft for Technical Evaluation and Research) was constructed.  The CRATER was 
a 65% scale model of the Minerva vehicle.  The CRATER had a 4.017 m (13.2 ft) wing span, 2.82 m2 (30.4 ft2) 
wing area, and a gross weight of 63.88 kg (140.8 lb).  Several wind tunnel tests were performed on the CRATER 





In summary, a Mars airplane could bridge the current technological gap that exists between scientific 
measurement systems used on Mars.  Current Mars orbiters provide high-altitude scientific measurements over 
global-scale distances.  Landers and rovers provide surface measurements, but are limited to the immediate area 
around the landing site or by inaccessible terrain.  An airplane could provide high-resolution measurements over 
regional-scale distances without being overly limited by terrain, thereby complementing and extending orbital, 
rover, and lander measurements.  The atmospheric properties of Mars, combined with aircraft design limitations 
imposed by launch vehicle requirements, present several challenging issue to flying on Mars.  The thin, low 
Reynolds number Martian atmosphere, which is comparable to that on Earth at an altitude of approximately 33.5 km 
(110,000 ft) results in the need for high aircraft airspeeds in order to stay aloft.  The thin atmosphere, combined with 
high required airspeeds results in conditions ripe for the generation of potentially destructive shock waves and 
airflow separation. The need for the aircraft to be stowed within an atmospheric delivery system for later 
deployment, results in unconventional geometry designs and aircraft folding schemes that add complexity and risk 
to a Mars mission.  Since the 1970’s, several Mars airplane design concepts have been investigated within industrial 
and academic circles.  The various Mars airplane designs have aided in the understanding of the challenges involved 
with flying on Mars. 
ID. Objectives of Research 
 
The primary objective of the present research is to determine the feasibility of using a powered airplane for the 
acquisition of scientific data on Mars.  The primary objective is accomplished through: the evaluation of the 
aerodynamic performance and stability and control characteristics of a new Mars airplane design, conducting an in-
flight simulation of the Mars airplane to investigate handling qualities, performing flight tests using a flight 





II. Mars Airplane Designs 
 
IIA. NASA Aerial Regional-Scale Environmental Survey (ARES) Mars Airplane 
 
The latest and perhaps most viable Mars airplane design is the Aerial Regional-scale Environmental Survey 
(ARES) concept21, shown in Figure 17.  For this reason, the ARES concept and its Mars mission were used as 
guidelines this thesis.  Therefore, a detailed discussion of the ARES aircraft concept and Mars mission are presented 
in this chapter.  The ARES concept involves using an airplane to remotely acquire high-resolution scientific 
measurements over a regional-scale area of the atmosphere, surface, and interior of Mars.  The ARES is a result of a 
collaborative effort of many institutions; among them are the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA Langley Research 
Center, NASA Ames Research Center, and Aurora Flight Sciences.  ARES was developed in response to the 2002 
NASA Office of Space Science Announcement of Opportunity for Mars Scout 200220.  The Mars Scout program 
was launched to provide science-driven missions designed to complement and extend major missions being planned 
as part of NASA’s Mars Exploration Program, as well as missions under development by foreign space agencies. 
 
The ARES-1, shown in Figure 16, was developed through a combination of historical Mars airplane design 
experience, a number of trade studies, concept explorations, and design refinements.  The ARES-1 concept was 
down-selected in the Phase I competition for continued study.  With continued design refinements and concept 
maturation, the ARES-1 led to the most recent Mars airplane design, the ARES-2.  The ARES-2 was one of four 
finalist mission proposals considered in 2003 for full development as the first Scout mission to be launched in 2007.  
The ARES-2 was not selected for the first Mars Scout mission.  However, design maturation has continued and the 
airplane is expected to be a viable contender during the next Mars Scout mission selection process. 
 
IIA.1. Design Requirements and Philosophy 
 
The focus of the ARES airplane design was centered on the completion of a science mission in the southern 
highlands of Mars.  Table 2 lists the key ARES design requirements and their influence on the airplane design.  The 
science mission focused on three scientific themes: crustal magnetism, underlying crustal mineralogy and geology, 
and near-surface atmospheric chemistry21.  The crustal magnetism, mineral, and geology themes of the science 
mission required the completion of a precision aerial survey.  The precision aerial survey would allow for the 
mapping of crustal magnetism at a very high spatial resolution; a spatial improvement of two orders of magnitude 
with respect to measurements obtained at an altitude of 100 km (62.1 mi).  The survey needed to be completed over 
the groundtrack shown in Figure 15.  The groundtrack was in a racetrack-like shape and consisted of three parallel 
paths to be flown at an altitude of about 1 km (3,280 ft) above the surface.  Each parallel path was 100 km (62 mi) in 
length.  The aerial survey would also require traversing 4° of latitude.  The near-surface atmospheric chemistry 
theme of the science mission required measurements of atmospheric gases at an altitude of 1-2 km (3,280-6,562 ft) 
above the surface.  The altitude requirement of 1-2 km (3,280-6,562 ft) would allow, for the first time, 
measurements of the chemical coupling between the Martian atmosphere and the surface.  A more detailed 
description of the ARES science mission and requirements can be found in Reference 21.   
 
The primary ARES airplane design configuration constraints arose from the packaging requirements into the 
2.65 m (8.7 ft) diameter entry aeroshell and survival of the launch and entry load environments.  The 2.65 m (8.7 ft) 
maximum diameter requirement was defined by the launch vehicle selection, in this case a Delta II-2925 rocket.  
The vibration profile of the launch vehicle had an influence on the airplane structure selection and mass.  The tail 
size and wingspan of the airplane design were limited by the diameter of the entry aeroshell.  The airplane maximum 
weight of 175 kg (386 lb) and aerodynamic performance were predicated upon successful execution of the airplane’s 







IIA.2. Science Platform Selection 
 
After the definition of the ARES science mission requirements were completed, a science platform concept 
exploration was initiated which resulted in the selection of an aerial platform over orbiter, rover, and lander 
platforms. The aerial platform was chosen because it had the greatest potential of meeting the defined science 
requirements23.  Once an aerial platform was selected as the science platform, a trade study involving lighter-than-
atmosphere platforms and heavier-than-atmosphere platforms was performed.  The lighter-than-atmosphere 
platforms, such as balloons and airships, were deemed unsuitable to meet the ARES science requirements due to 
their lack of directional control and their inability to compensate for highly unpredictable Martian winds.  Within the 
heavier-than-atmosphere platform category, gliders were discarded due to their inability to meet range and 
endurance requirements.  A powered airplane was ultimately selected because it was the only platform that had the 
potential to satisfy all of the ARES science requirements. 
 
IIA.3. Preliminary Powered Airplane Design 
 
Once a powered airplane platform was chosen, a series of trade studies, concept explorations, and design 
refinements were instituted to determine a preliminary airplane design that would balance science mission 
requirements with aeroshell packaging constraints.  The overall shape of the airplane was derived primarily from the 
packaging constraints imposed by the entry aeroshell and the need to maintain subsonic flight during the science 
traverse.  The need to maintain subsonic flight was important for two reasons.  The first reason was to avoid the 
formation of shock waves and the onset of transonic drag rise that would degrade aerodynamic performance.  The 
second reason was due to science instrumentation pixel-smear issues.  The packaging of the airplane in the entry 
aeroshell was derived from historic Mars airplane design data where the outer wing panels were folded on top of 
each other through the use of two spring-loaded folds, one fold for each wing.  This packaging approach was 
retained because it was deemed to be a simple, low-risk implementation that would allow for a relatively large wing 
area to be used. 
 
Two types of propulsion systems were considered for the powered airplane design; propeller driven and rocket 
propelled.  Due to the low atmospheric density on Mars, which would have required a propeller that had a diameter 
of approximately 50% of the aircraft wingspan24 in order to generate required thrust levels, a propeller-based 
propulsion system was not selected.  A rocket propulsion system was selected because it was a low-risk, low-cost, 
system capable of providing the required thrust levels.  After a series of rocket propellant studies24 were performed, 
a regulated bi-propellant system consisting of mono-methyl hydrazine (MMH) and nitrogen textroxide with a 3% 
mixed oxides of nitrogen additive (MON-3) was selected because it required the least amount of fuel to complete the 
science mission (48 kg), which in turn allowed for the smallest propellant tank size and reduced vehicle profile drag. 
 
The tail arrangement and geometry of the powered airplane platform was constrained primarily by the aeroshell 
packaging limitations.  The primary concern imposed by the aeroshell limitations was a short moment arm.  A short 
moment arm could lead to unacceptable airplane stability and control behavior, which would affect the platform’s 
ability to complete the science mission.  Therefore, it was important to maximize the tail moment arm and tail 
stabilizer surface area in order to achieve acceptable stability and control performance.  Four types of tail 
arrangements were studied: tailless (flying wings), conventional tail, wingtip tails (tail surfaces mounted on the 
aircraft wingtips), and split tails.  The unusual flight attitudes that would be encountered by the airplane during the 
initial aeroshell deployment and pullout maneuver and the susceptibility of tailless designs to adverse flight 
characteristics eliminated the tailless arrangement from further consideration.  A conventional tail arrangement was 
eliminated for primarily two reasons.  First, this type of tail arrangement required a total of five airplane folds, 
thereby increasing mission risk.  Secondly, there was concern that non-linear control behavior could be a result of a 
change in tail flow conditions due to the arrangement’s proximity to the rocket exhaust plume.  The wingtip tail 
arrangement was eliminated due to structural concerns and the fact that this type of arrangement offered little 




ultimately chosen as the tail arrangement for primarily four reasons.  First, the V-tail arrangement fit well within the 
entry aeroshell.  Secondly, the arrangement proved to be the lowest-risk of all arrangements considered because only 
three unfolding events were required.  Third, the arrangement provided for the highest effective tail aspect ratio.  
Fourth, an elevated placement of the tail arrangement over the centerbody and the use of a negative dihedral angle 
eliminated the concerns related to the rocket exhaust plume.  The tail arrangement employed two ruddervators, 
which were deflected symmetrically for pitch control and asymmetrically for yaw control. 
 
Due to the requirement of having a rigid wing design that could be folded and stowed within an aeroshell, a 
number of trade-off studies between wing area and aspect ratio were performed to find an optimum combination that 
had the potential to fulfill the airplane’s mission.  The trade-off analysis resulted in initial wing geometry with an 
aspect ratio of 6 and a wing area of 7.0 m2 (75.35 ft2).  After further analysis, a linear wing twist was employed on 
the wing planform with a 3° washout.  The wing planform employed two flaperons that were deflected 
symmetrically for pitch control and asymmetrically for roll control. 
 
Several airfoil shapes were designed and considered for the ARES25.  The primary design drivers were stability 
and control, maximum lift, and maximum lift-to-drag ratio.  The airfoils were assessed for the mission cruise 
conditions of 150,000 Reynolds number, 0.65 Mach number, and a required lift coefficient of 0.8.  The airfoils were 
also assessed at the pullout maneuver, performed after the airplane has been deployed from the entry aeroshell at an 
expected Mach number of 0.7.  The goal of the airfoil selection process was to find a good compromise between a 
high value of maximum lift coefficient and good cruise performance.  Two airfoils were ultimately selected to be 
used, designated “ss1f” and “ss1e”.  The ss1f airfoil was the first airfoil designed for the ARES.  The ss1f airfoil was 
5.7% thick and had a maximum camber of 3.6%.  Refinement of the ss1f airfoil led to the ss1e airfoil.  The ss1e 
airfoil was 6.7% thick and had a maximum camber of 2.8%.  The ss1f airfoil had a higher lift coefficient than the 
ss1e airfoil, resulting in a more severe nose-down pitching moment.  Therefore, it was decided to use the ss1f airfoil 
only in the middle third of the wing where maximum lift was needed, and the ss1e airfoil for the inboard and 
outboard thirds of the wing, avoiding unnecessary wing pitching moment. 
 
The initial efforts of the ARES design led to the ARES-1, shown in Figure 16.  The ARES-1 had a wingspan of 
6.33 m (20.8 ft), area of 7.11 m2 (76.5 ft2), aspect ratio of 5.64, and an inboard leading edge wing sweep of 30°.  A 
summary of geometry parameters of ARES-1 can be found in Table 3. 
 
IIA.4. Design Refinement 
 
The design refinement and maturation of ARES-1 was primarily focused on the goals of improving stability and 
control margins and improving lift-to-drag ratio.  The wing airfoil distribution, fuselage shape, and tail geometry 
were modified to accomplish these goals. 
 
By adjusting the wing airfoil distribution, the stability and control margins were increased by reducing the zero-
lift pitching moment while leaving maximum lift unaffected.  The adjustment of the wing airfoil distribution led to 
the design of a new airfoil, designated ss1b25, which replaced the ss1e airfoil on the inboard wing panel.  A linear 
lofting technique was used between the three span stations and a new linear twist distribution was employed.  The 
adjustment of the wing airfoil distribution ultimately led to improved pitch control margins, with a 22% decrease in 
wing zero-lift pitching moment, while not impacting the value of maximum lift.  The reduction in zero-lift pitching 
moment also resulted in reduced trim drag and increased lift-to-drag ratio. 
 
The ARES-1 fuselage design refinement addressed flow separation concerns on the aft portion of the fuselage.  
This separated flow increased drag and decreased tail effectiveness due to the affect of the separated fuselage flow 
on the tail flow field.  The amount of fuselage camber was also a concern, as it contributed additional unwanted 
nose-down pitching moment.  A resituating of the fuel tanks within the fuselage, the implementation of a traditional 
wing carry-through structure, and a new fuselage cross-section led to a considerable reduction in fuselage camber.  






The primary goal of the ARES-1 tail geometry design refinement was to increase the airplane’s stability and 
control margins.  The tail area was increased and a horizontal center portion was added.  The increased tail area, 
coupled with the reduction in zero-lift pitching moment from the refined wing airfoil distribution and fuselage 
refinement, resulted in an increase in tail control authority and increased stability and control margins at trim 
condition over a broad range of angle-of-attack. 
 
The ARES-1 design refinements and modifications led to the most recent design, the ARES-2, shown in Figure 
17.  The ARES-2 was the result of a successful design refinement in which the goals of increased lift-to-drag ratio 
and increased stability and control margins were accomplished.  A summary of ARES-2 geometric parameters can 
be found in Table 4.  The ARES-2 had a gross weight of 175 kg (386 lbs), wingspan of 6.25 m (20.5 ft), wing area 
of 7.0 m2 (75.35 ft2), and an aspect ratio of 5.58.  More detailed descriptions of the ARES concept design and flight 
system can be found in references 26-28. 
 
IIA.5. ARES-2 Performance Summary 
 
A summary of the ARES-2 cruise performance parameters can be found in Table 5.  The maximum allowable 
airplane gross weight of 175 kg (386 lb) was limited by the airplane’s ability to successfully perform the pullout 
maneuver upon deployment from the entry aeroshell.  The estimated 48 kg (106 lb) fuel weight required to fulfill the 
range requirement and endurance requirements implies an airplane empty weight of 127 kg (280 lb).  For the pullout 
condition at the beginning of the cruise segment, the lift coefficient was predicted to be 0.71, which was 
approximately 30% lower than the predicted stall lift coefficient of 1.05.  The maximum lift-to-drag ratio was 14.4.  
The predicted cruise flight velocity of 140 m/s (459 ft/s) is approximately 17% faster than the predicted stall speed 
of 116 m/s (381 ft/s).  A pulsed, bi-propellant fueled rocket thruster producing approximately 60 N (13.5 lbf) of 
thrust gives the ARES-2 a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.093 and a climb rate of 180 m/min (591 ft/min).   
 
A summary of the ARES-2 stability and control derivatives can be found in Table 6.  The static margin of 7-8% 
suggests that the ARES-2 is a relatively stable platform.  The predicted longitudinal static stability, Cm , is 
approximately -0.4773 per radian (-0.00833 per degree), and the ARES-2 is able to trim at an angle of attack of 6° 
with 0° elevator deflection.  A relatively weak dihedral effect stability derivative, Cl , of -0.0286 per radian (-
0.0005 per degree), due to the negative dihedral employed in the design, minimizes sideslip-to-roll coupling.  
Aileron deflection was predicted to cause a relatively small adverse yawing moment.  Rudder deflection was 
predicted to create a nose-down pitching moment due to the V-tail arrangement, but was considered to be 
manageable.   
 
IIB. Argo VII Mars Airplane Design 
 
Due to the limited amount of data available with respect to the aerodynamic and stability and control 
characteristics of aircraft designed to fly on Mars, it was necessary to create a new design. The new design needed to 
have enough detail so that the stability and control derivatives could be derived in order to later be simulated with a 
variable stability Navion aircraft.  It was important that the stability and control characteristics of the new design be 
similar to those of a viable Mars aircraft design so that the results would be realistic.  Since extensive research, 
design, and testing had been completed for the NASA ARES-2 design, it was decided to use the ARES mission and 
aircraft parameters as guidelines for the design of the Argo VII. 
 
The Argo VII design, shown in Figure 26, was the result of a design wherein the aircraft geometry size 
limitations due to aeroshell packaging, aircraft weight, and ability to perform the prescribed mission were the focus 
and detail of the design.  The design requirements were similar to those of the ARES, as shown in Table 2.  Design 
details such as structure(s), aeroelastic effects, folding mechanisms, and exact payload and layout, etc. were not 
considered as they did not contribute greatly to the objective of determining the aerodynamic and stability and 





The design of the Argo VII utilized a basic build-up approach for the majority of the design in accordance with 
methods presented by Raymer29.  Airfoil section performance characteristics in Martian-like atmospheric conditions 
were approximated using the computer simulation programs XFOIL and XFLR.  These programs allowed for low 
Reynolds number/low density airfoil analysis.  The airfoil section performance parameters were compared with 
results from the University of Illinois Urbana-Campaign (UIUC) Low-Speed Airfoil Tests (LSATs) as a means of 
performance verification. The initial Argo VII stability and control derivatives were estimated using methods 
presented by Nelson30, Raymer29, and Etkin31.  Once a complete design of the Argo VII was completed, the overall 
design was then incorporated into XFLR, a computer flight simulation program which allowed for aircraft flight 
simulation in Martian atmospheric conditions, as another and more complete means of design verification. 
 
IIB.1. General Argo VII Description 
 
The Argo VII aircraft airframe is a blended wing-body design with a constant airfoil section.  The airfoil 
thickness increases slightly around the centerline of the aircraft to accommodate payload.  A conventional 
empennage consists of a horizontal stabilizer and a vertical stabilizer.  The empennage is connected to the wing-
body via a single rigid boom.  The airframe and all internal structures are assumed to be of composite graphite-
epoxy sandwich construction, providing a high strength-to-weight ratio.  Two longitudinal bulkheads are assumed to 
run the length of the wing-body to provide a hold for the payload and subsystems.  The airframe has four folding 
mechanisms: one fold for each wing, one fold for the tail boom, and one fold for the vertical stabilizer, to allow the 
airframe to be packaged into the aeroshell.  The folding mechanisms are assumed to be like those used on the ARES; 
titanium spring loaded hinges and latches that provide a simple, low-risk approach to the folding and unfolding 
sequence, while also preventing the deployed wings, vertical stabilizer, and tail boom from any reverse travel. 
 
The components of the Argo VII design that were included in the weight and balance estimate were the wing, 
fuselage, horizontal stabilizer, vertical stabilizer, propulsion system, tail boom, science payload, subsystem payload, 
and fuel.  The science payload was assumed to be that of the ARES, consisting of six scientific instruments.  The 
subsystem payload was also assumed to be similar to that of the ARES, consisting of items such as the required 
electrical systems for flight control surface actuation, inertial navigation units required for autonomous flight, and 
telemetry units and their associated antennas.  Table 7 shows the weight and balance summary of the major 
components of the Argo VII.  The aircraft datum for the moment arm calculations was defined as the apex of the 
leading edge of the wing-body. The estimated zero-fuel  weight of the Argo VII (aircraft gross weight less 48 kg of 
fuel) was 116 kg (255 lb) with a total moment of 132 kg-m (950 lb-ft), resulting in a zero-fuel center of gravity of 
1.14 m (3.74 ft) aft of the aircraft datum.  The total full-fuel weight of the Argo VII (zero-fuel weight plus 48 kg of 
fuel) was 164 kg (362 lb) with a total moment of 192 kg-m (1386 lb-ft), resulting in a full-fuel center of gravity of 
1.174 m (3.85 ft) aft of the aircraft datum.   
 
A bi-propellant, pulsed control thruster was chosen for the propulsion system because it was light in mass, 
produced the required thrust, and was simple.  The rocket thruster consists of a bipropellant mixture of mono-
methyl-hydrazine (MMH) fuel and nitrogen tetroxide with a 3% mixed oxides of nitrogen additive (MON-3) 
oxidizer.  The rocket thruster has a dry weight of 1.13 kg (2.49 lb) and a specific impulse of 287 seconds (5 min), 
resulting in a nominal specific fuel consumption of 12.54 per hour.  The rocket thruster produces a nominal 62 N 
(13.94 lbf) of thrust.  The propulsion system requires approximately 48 kg (106 lb) of fuel in order to complete the 
required mission.  The fuel is assumed to be stored in two tanks that lie parallel to the main spar of the wing-body 
and straddle the aircraft center of gravity in order to minimize center of gravity shift as fuel is depleted.  The rocket 
thruster is mounted on the wing-body centerline near the trailing edge.  
 
IIB.2. Aircraft Geometry 
 
A wing-body configuration was chosen for two general reasons.  First, because this configuration allowed for the 
required amount of wing area so that the aircraft could attain the aerodynamic performance necessary for flight on 
Mars.  Second, the configuration allowed for a folding scheme that would allow the aircraft to be packaged into an 
aeroshell.  The geometry of the wing-body was limited by packaging constraints imposed by the 2.65 m (8.70 ft) 
diameter aeroshell.  Table 8 summarizes the Argo VII geometry parameters.  For simplicity, a tapered trapezoidal 




sketching a 2.65 m (8.70 ft) circle to represent the aeroshell. Then the estimated lengths of the wing-body, wingspan, 
tail boom, and chord were sketched in.  The wing span of was limited to a conservative maximum span of 6.36 m 
(20.9 ft), the maximum chord was limited to approximately 2.0 m (6.6 ft), the wing-body length was limited to 
approximately 2.0 m (6.6 ft), and the tail boom length was limited to 6.36 m (20.9 ft).   
 
The aircraft was designed to accommodate a vehicle gross weight of 175 kg (386 lb) at cruising conditions.  An 
aspect ratio of 6 was chosen based on historical data relevant to conventional Earth aircraft design.  This led to a 
required wing area of 7.34 m2 (79 ft2) and a wing span of 6.66 m (21.85 ft).  The value of required wing span was 
slightly over the initial maximum value as limited by the aeroshell.  However, the initial maximum permissible 
value was a conservative value to allow for slight growth.  A taper ratio of 0.25 was selected.  From the wing area, 
wing span, and taper ratio, a root chord of 1.76 m (5.77 ft) was calculated, a value that was less than the design 
limitation of 2.0 m (6.6 ft).  By using the taper ratio and root chord value, a tip chord was calculated to be 0.44 m 
(1.44 ft).  The mean aerodynamic chord was 1.23 m (4.04 ft).  
 
A leading-edge sweep of 30 degrees was chosen in order to avoid approaching the critical Mach number for the 
airfoil, since the aircraft was to fly at a relatively high subsonic Mach number.  The leading-edge sweep of 30 
degrees led to a quarter-chord sweep of 25 degrees.  The value of the quarter-chord sweep was chosen based on the 
value of the leading-edge sweep and to avoid any pitch-up at cruising conditions.  The leading-edge sweep of 30 
degrees resulted in an effective dihedral of 3 degrees, thereby contributing to inherent lateral stability.  A value of 3 
degrees of linear wing twist (“washout”) was employed to ensure that the root of the wing-body stalled before the tip 
and to reduce wing rock.  Flaps were deemed unnecessary in order to save weight and to reduce complexity of the 
design.  Three degrees of geometric dihedral was incorporated into the design to aid in lateral and directional 
stability.   
 
For simplicity, a conventional tail configuration was chosen for the tail empennage.  The tail empennage was 
connected to the wing-body via a single composite rigid boom.  The length of the tail arm from the aircraft center of 
gravity to the horizontal stabilizer aerodynamic center was 3.0 m (9.84 ft).  The length of the tail arm was later 
refined for longitudinal stability to 2.93 m (9.62 ft).  In order to avoid potential rocket exhaust issues, the tail 
empennage was elevated 0.7 m (2.3 ft) above the wing-body.   
 
The horizontal stabilizer was designed with respect to a tail volume coefficient of 0.44.  An aspect ratio of 3 was 
also chosen.  The leading-edge sweep of the horizontal stabilizer was designed to be swept approximately 5 more 
degrees than that of the wing-body, at 35 degrees, to ensure that the tail stalled after the wing-body.  The extra 5 
degrees of sweep over that of the wing-body provided the tail with a higher critical Mach number than that of the 
wing. This aided in the avoidance of loss of elevator effectiveness at high subsonic or transonic speeds.   A leading-
edge sweep of 35 degrees led to a quarter-chord sweep of 27.5 degrees.  The horizontal stabilizer was designed with 
a taper ratio of 0.3, leading to a root chord value of 1.05 m (3.44 ft) and a tip chord value of 0.3 m (0.98 ft).  The 
mean aerodynamic chord of the horizontal stabilizer was 0.75 m (2.46 ft) and the reference area was 1.37 m2 (14.75 
ft2).   
 
The vertical stabilizer was designed with the same 35 degree leading-edge sweep as the horizontal stabilizer, 
leading to a quarter-chord sweep of 16 degrees.  An aspect ratio of 1.3 (2.0 effective) and a vertical tail volume 
coefficient of 0.0454 were chosen.  The vertical tail volume coefficient was later refined for stability purposes to be 
0.043.  The length of the vertical stabilizer tail arm was calculated from the tail volume coefficient to be 2.84 m 
(9.32 ft).  The vertical stabilizer had a reference area of 0.74 m2 (7.96 ft2) and a span of 1 m (3.28 ft), with a mean 
aerodynamic chord of 0.83 m (2.72 ft).   
 
IIB.3. Airfoil Analysis 
 
The wing-body airfoil analysis of the Argo VII focused on optimizing lift-to-drag ratio, maximum lift, and 
stability and control performance.  An airfoil capable of producing sufficient lift and having a relatively low pitching 
moment coefficient at the mission cruise conditions of Mach 0.65 and Reynolds number of 153,244 per meter was 
required.  The coordinates for several low Reynolds number airfoils were obtained from the University of Illinois 




and had an airfoil shape that was similar to the airfoils used in the ARES-2 design, designated “ss1e” and “ss1f”, so 
that airfoil section aerodynamic performance would be similar to that of a viable Mars airplane design.   
 
The selected airfoils from the UIUC database were simulated using the XFOIL program.  XFOIL is a program 
for the design and 2-D analysis of subsonic isolated airfoils.  XFOIL uses a combination of high-order panel 
methods with the fully-coupled viscous/inviscid interaction method to estimate 2-D airfoil section characteristics33.  
Airfoils were analyzed for viscous flow at a Mach number of 0.65, 188,500 Reynolds number, and free boundary 
layer transition.    
 
An airfoil from the UIUC database, designated “sd7037”, shown in Figure 19, was selected as the Argo VII 
wing-body airfoil based on the 2-D airfoil section performance characteristics estimated by the XFOIL program.  
The airfoil had physical parameters similar to those of the two airfoils used on the ARES-2 wing-body.  The sd7037 
airfoil was 9.22% thick, 3.52% thicker than the 5.7% thick ss1f airfoil, and 2.52% thicker than the 6.7% thick ss1e 
ARES-2 airfoils.  The sd7037 airfoil had a maximum camber of 2.91%, a value between the 3.6% maximum camber 
of the ss1f airfoil and 2.8% maximum camber of the ss1e airfoil.   
 
Figure 18 shows some of the 2-D sd7037 analysis results generated by XFOIL.  Table 9 summarizes some of the 
Argo VII airfoil section performance characteristics generated by XFOIL. The sd7037 airfoil was predicted to 
produce a relatively high maximum lift coefficient of 1.24, slightly higher than the maximum lift coefficient of the 
ARES-2 ss1e and ss1f airfoils of 1.2.  The sd7037 airfoil was predicted to have a minimum drag coefficient of 
0.01082, slightly lower than the predicted minimum drag coefficient of 0.0125 for the ARES-2 ss1e and ss1f 
airfoils.  At a lift coefficient of 0.7, the sd7037 airfoil was predicted to have a pitching moment coefficient of -
0.0909, as compared to that of the ARES-2 airfoils of -0.125.  The lift-curve slope of the sd7037 airfoil was 7.28 per 
radian (0.12705 per degree). The pitching moment slope was -0.4584 per radian (-0.008 per degree).  In summary, 
the 2-D airfoil characteristics predicted by the XFOIL program indicated that the sd7037 airfoil had the potential to 
provide comparable, if not slightly higher, performance characteristics at mission cruise conditions than that of the 
ARES-2 wing-body airfoils. 
 
Once the sd7037 airfoil was analyzed by XFOIL, the results were compared to those from the UIUC Low-Speed 
Airfoil Tests (LSATs) database34 for the same airfoil as a means of verification of the XFOIL results.  The UIUC 
LSAT database is comprised of results from the wind tunnel testing under low Reynolds number conditions of 
several airfoils.  The UIUC LSATs of the sd7037 airfoil were performed at a slightly higher Reynolds number based 
on chord length (199,915) than that of the XFOIL program (188,500).  However, the results of the UIUC LSATs and 
XFOIL compared relatively well given the differences in Reynolds numbers.  The maximum lift coefficient of 1.24 
predicted by XFOIL was slightly lower than the UIUC LSATs result of 1.314.  The XFOIL predicted pitching 
moment coefficient of -0.0909 at a lift coefficient of 0.7 compared relatively well with the UIUC LSATs result of -
0.0609 at a lift coefficient of 0.75. The 2-D lift-curve slope determined from XFOIL results of 7.28 per radian 
(0.12705 per degree) was slightly higher than the 2-D lift-curve slope calculated from the UIUC LSATs results of 
5.46 per radian (0.0953 per degree).  The 2-D pitching moment slope determined from XFOIL results of -0.4584 per 
radian (-0.008 per degree) was approximately twice the value of the UIUC LSATs calculated result of -0.2687 per 
radian (-0.00469 per degree). 
 
There were two reasons regarding the decision of which airfoils to use for the horizontal and vertical stabilizers.  
The first reason was based on the need for an airfoil that was thinner than the wing-body airfoil.  A thinner airfoil 
would ensure that the tail empennage airfoils had a higher critical Mach number than the wing-body airfoil.  The 
second reason was the need for reliable, proven airfoils capable of performing at Reynolds numbers of 
approximately 115,000 and 127,000.  Unfortunately, no data was available regarding the airfoils that were used with 
the ARES-2 tail empennage for comparison. 
 
The NACA 0009 airfoil, shown in Figure 21, was chosen for use with the Argo VII horizontal stabilizer for two 
reasons.  The first reason was because of its popularity of use as a horizontal stabilizer airfoil in general aviation 
aircraft designs. The second reason was because the airfoil is slightly thinner than the Argo VII wing-body airfoil.  
The NACA 0009 airfoil was analyzed with XFOIL using a viscous analysis at a flight condition of 0.65 Mach 




transition.  Figure 20 shows some of the 2-D NACA 0009 analysis results generated by XFOIL.  Table 9 
summarizes some of the NACA 0009 airfoil section performance characteristics generated by XFOIL.  The NACA 
0009 airfoil was predicted to produce a maximum lift coefficient of 0.6847 and a minimum drag coefficient of 
0.01319.  A 2-D lift-curve slope of the NACA 0009 airfoil was determined to be 5.74 per radian (0.1001 per 
degree).  A 2-D pitching moment slope was determined to be -0.0630 per radian (-0.0011 per degree).   
 
The results of the XFOIL analysis of the NACA 0009 airfoil were compared to results from UIUC LSATs for 
the same airfoil as a means of verification of the XFOIL results.  Unfortunately, the only data available from the 
UIUC LSATs for comparison to the XFOIL results were lift coefficient versus angles of attack.  The UIUC LSATs 
of the NACA 0009 airfoil was performed at a lower Reynolds number (100,700) than that of the XFOIL program 
(115,000).  The UIUC LSATs results indicated a maximum lift coefficient of 0.836, as compared to the XFOIL 
predicted maximum lift coefficient of 0.6847.  The 2-D lift-curve slope calculated from the UIUC LSATs results 
was 5.22 per radian (0.0911 per degree), comparing relatively well with the 5.74 per radian (0.1001 per degree) 2-D 
lift-curve slope calculated from the XFOIL results.   
 
The NACA 0006 airfoil, shown in Figure 23, was chosen for use with the Argo VII vertical stabilizer for the 
same reasons that the NACA 0009 airfoil was chosen for use with the horizontal stabilizer.  The NACA 0006 airfoil 
was analyzed with XFOIL using a viscous analysis at a flight condition of 0.65 Mach number, 127,000 Reynolds 
number (based on a mean aerodynamic chord of 0.83 m), and free boundary layer transition.  Figure 22 shows some 
of the 2-D NACA 0006 analysis results generated by XFOIL.  Table 9 summarizes some of the NACA 0006 airfoil 
section performance characteristics generated by XFOIL.  The NACA 0006 airfoil was predicted to produce a 
maximum lift coefficient of 0.65 and a minimum drag coefficient of 0.01.  A 2-D lift-curve slope of the NACA 0006 
airfoil was calculated to be 6.60 per radian (0.1151 per degree).  A 2-D pitching moment slope was calculated to be -
0.364 per radian (-0.00635 per degree).  The UIUC LSATs did not contain data for a NACA 0006 airfoil for 
comparison purposes with the results generated by XFOIL. 
 
IIB.4. Aerodynamic Model 
 
 An aerodynamic model of the Argo VII design was developed using analytical techniques and the XLFR5 
computer program.  Only the aerodynamic model parameters that were deemed necessary for the calculation of the 
Argo VII stability and control parameters are discussed here.  Further details for the calculation of additional 
aerodynamic parameters are given in Appendix C.  There were two purposes for using the XFLR5 computer 
program as an aid in determining some of the characteristics of the Argo VII aerodynamic model.  The first was the 
program’s ability to simulate the entire Argo VII airplane design under low Reynolds number and Martian 
atmospheric conditions.  The second purpose was to compare the Argo VII analytical aerodynamic model with the 
computer model.   
 
XFLR5 is a program for the design of airfoils, wings, and planes operating at low Reynolds numbers35.  The 
XFLR5 program is based on the XFOIL v6.94 code.  The XFLR5 program is presented to the user as a MS 
Windows GUI (Graphical User Interface).  Five different applications have been implemented in XFLR5; three 
airfoil design applications, an airfoil analysis application, and a wing/plane design application.  For the Argo VII 
analysis, only the airfoil analysis and the wing/plane design applications were used.  The wing/plane design and 
analysis application utilizes a linear Vortex Lattice Method (VLM).  Because the VLM method is linear, the results 
are valid only in the linear region of the lift slope, not near the stall region. 
 
The first step taken to analyze the Argo VII design in XFLR5 was to use the airfoil direct analysis application to 
create and save data for all the airfoils used with the Argo VII across the flight envelope to be analyzed.  The next 
step was to use the wing design application to build the Argo VII airplane.  The geometric parameters of the Argo 
VII wing-body, such as chord lengths, dihedral, and twist, were then input along with the airfoil to be used with the 
wing-body.  Once the Argo VII wing-body was defined, a Polar Analysis of only the wing-body was performed in 
order to compare the XFLR5-generated value of the 3-D wing-body lift-curve slope with analytical calculations.  
The analysis was performed at the Mars mission cruise flight conditions.  Aircraft airspeed was set to 145 m/s 
(Mach 0.65), atmospheric density was set to 0.01265 kg/m3, and atmospheric viscosity was set to 9.462x10-4 m2/s.  




from the XFLR5-generated results to be 4.240 per radian (0.0740 per degree).  The XFLR5 3-D lift-curve slope was 
0.420 per radian (0.0073 per degree), a value that was lesser than the 4.66 per radian (0.0813 per degree) 3-D lift-
curve slope derived from analytical calculations. 
 
Once the wing-body was analyzed, the next step was to define the entire Argo VII airplane in XFLR5 for 
analysis.  Once the Argo VII plane was defined, a Polar Analysis corresponding to a full-fuel flight condition was 
defined.  The mission cruise velocity was set as 145 m/s, plane weight was defined as the full-fuel plane weight of 
62.3 kg, and the moment reference location was defined as 1.23 m.  The atmospheric density and viscosity were set 
to 0.01265 kg/m3 and 9.462x10-4 m2/s respectively.  The angle of attack range for the analysis was defined to be 
from 0 to 6 degrees. 
 
A series of analyses were performed to find an optimal setting for the horizontal tail incidence angle so that the 
zero lift pitching moment coefficient, Cmo , of the Argo VII would be comparable to that of the ARES-2 design.  A 
horizontal tail incidence angle of -4 degrees produced an estimated Cmo  value of 0.0423, 0.0006 greater than the 
estimated ARES-2 Cmo  value of 0.0417 at comparable conditions. 
 
A Polar Analysis was also performed to simulate the zero-fuel flight condition of the Argo VII.  The inputs 
remained the same as those entered for the full-fuel flight condition except for the plane weight and moment 
reference location inputs.  Plane weight was reduced by 48 kg (total fuel weight), and set to 43.9 kg.  A shift in 
moment reference location due to fuel consumption was accounted for by setting the moment reference location to 
1.24 m.  The angle of attack range was kept the same as the previous conditions.  Figure 24 shows a 3-D view of the 
Argo VII design generated by XFLR5 with the resulting pressure coefficient distribution.  Figure 25 shows some of 
the results generated by XFLR5 of the full-fuel and zero-fuel analyses. 
 
Table 10 summarizes the aerodynamic parameters of the Argo VII.  The Argo VII XFLR5 analyses indicated an 
average aircraft subsonic parasite drag coefficient, CDo , of 0.0170, 0.00273 greater than the 0.01427 value derived 
from analytical calculations.  The Argo VII 3-D lift-curve slope, CL , was calculated from the XFLR5 polar results 
to be 4.584 per radian (0.0800 per degree).  The 3-D lift-curve slope calculated from the XFLR5 polar results was 
0.649 lesser than the 5.233 per radian (0.0913 per degree) 3-D lift-curve slope derived from analytical calculations.  
The ARES-2 predicted 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope was 5.44 per radian (0.0949 per degree) at comparable 
conditions. 
 
The Argo VII XFLR5 results indicated a cruise lift-to-drag ratio of 17.02, 2.62 greater than the ARES-2 
predicted cruise lift-to-drag ratio of 14.4 at comparable conditions.  The cruise lift-to-drag ratio of the Argo VII 
derived from analytical calculations was 14.12. 
 
At the full-fuel flight condition, the Argo VII XFLR5 results indicated a pitching moment coefficient, Cm , of -
0.4782 per radian (-0.008346 per degree).  A value of pitching moment coefficient was estimated from plotted 
ARES-2 data to be -0.4473 per radian (-0.0083 per degree).  The fuel condition was unknown for the ARES-2 
estimate.  The Argo VII static margin was 10.4%.  The static margin of the Argo VII was 2.4% greater than that of 
the ARES-2, at 8%, under similar conditions.  The greater value of static margin for the Argo VII indicates that the 
Argo VII is a more stable platform than the ARES-2 under similar conditions. 
 
At the zero-fuel flight condition, the XFLR5 results indicated a pitching moment coefficient slope of -0.4411 per 
radian (-0.007698 per degree), leading to an aircraft static margin of 9.6%.  The zero-fuel static margin of the 
ARES-2 was 7%.  The 0.8% shift in the Argo VII static margin between the full-fuel and zero-fuel conditions was 
comparable to the 1% shift in the ARES-2 static margin under similar conditions.   
 
In summary, some of the parameters of the Argo VII aerodynamic model needed for later stability and control 
calculations were determined using analytical techniques and XFLR5 and summarized in Table 10.  The 
aerodynamic parameters calculated using analytical techniques presented in Appendix C and the XFLR5 program 




The aerodynamic parameters indicate that the Argo VII and the ARES-2 design have similar aerodynamic 
characteristics.  
 
IIB.5. Stability and Control Model 
 
Estimates of the stability and control derivatives for the Argo VII were determined using techniques presented in 
Raymer29, Nelson30, Etkin31, Datcom36 and the XFLR5 computer program.  As discussed in the previous section, an 
estimate of the Argo VII longitudinal static stability at beginning of mission (full-fuel) and end of mission (zero-
fuel) flight conditions was predicted by the XFLR5 program.  In this section the longitudinal static stability 
prediction determined using the XFLR5 program will be compared to the longitudinal static stability estimates 
calculated using analytical techniques presented in Appendix D.  A detailed explanation of the stability and control 
parameters discussed in this section and details of the parameters calculated using analytical techniques, can be 
found in Appendix D. The predicted stability and control derivatives for the Argo VII at mission cruise conditions 
are summarized in Table 11. 
 
In the previous section, the longitudinal static stability derivative, Cm  , was predicted using XFLR5 at two 
mission flight conditions.  The first flight condition was a full-fuel (beginning of mission) condition with an aircraft 
weight of 62.3 kg (137 lb) and an aircraft center of gravity (c.g.) location of 1.23 m (4.04 ft).  The full-fuel condition 
resulted in a longitudinal static stability derivative of -0.4782 per radian (-0.008346 per degree) and a static margin 
of 10.4%.  The second flight condition was a zero-fuel (end of mission) condition with an aircraft weight of 43.9 kg 
(96.8 lb) and an aircraft c.g. location of 1.24 m (4.07 ft).  The zero-fuel condition resulted in a longitudinal static 
stability derivative of -0.4411 per radian (-0.007698 per degree) and a static margin of 9.6%.   
 
The longitudinal static stability of the Argo VII was also determined using techniques presented in Appendix D 
for the same two flight conditions.  The primary difference in the parameters used between the two methods was the 
location of the aircraft c.g.  The aircraft c.g. locations used in the Appendix D calculations were the original c.g. 
locations determined using methods presented in Raymer29.  These c.g. locations were discussed in the section 
regarding the Argo VII design.  At a full-fuel condition, an aircraft weight of 62.3 kg (137 lb) and a c.g. location of 
1.174 m (3.85 ft) resulted in a Cm  value of -0.3106 per radian (-0.005421 per degree) and a static margin of 
6.71%.  At a zero-fuel condition, an aircraft weight of 43.9 kg (96.8 lb) and a c.g. location of 1.139 m (3.85 ft) 
resulted in a Cm value of -0.443 per radian (-0.007731 per degree) and a static margin of 9.55%.   
 
There was a difference of 0.1676 per radian (0.003 per degree) between the two methods used to estimate Cm  
at the full-fuel condition.  There was a difference of 0.002 per radian (0.0000331 per degree) between the two 
methods used to estimate Cm  at the zero-fuel condition.  Results from XFLR5 indicated that the Argo VII would 
have a static margin shift of 0.8% over the mission duration (from full-fuel to zero-fuel conditions).  The static 
margins estimated with respect to the analytical techniques presented in Appendix B indicated that the Argo VII 
would experience a shift in static margin of 2.84% over the mission duration. 
 
The Argo VII static lateral stability, or dihedral effect, Cl , was estimated using techniques presented in 
Appendix D to have a value of -0.0344 per radian (-0.00060 per degree).  As discussed in Appendix D, the negative 
slope of this stability derivative is indicative of positive static lateral stability.  The relatively small magnitude of 
Cl  is indicative of minimal sideslip-to-roll coupling, allowing for a more stable platform.   
 
The Argo VII static directional stability, or weathercock stability, Cn , was estimated using techniques 
presented in Appendix D to have a value of 0.1068 per radian (0.001864 per degree).  As discussed in Appendix D, 
the positive slope of this stability derivative is indicative of positive static directional stability.  The value of this 
stability derivative is indicative of yaw-to-sideslip coupling.  In general, the smaller the values of this stability 





The damping derivatives, Cmq , Cnr , Cl p , were calculated using techniques presented in Appendix D.  Pitch 
damping, Cmq , was -7.086 per radian (-0.1237 per degree).  The negative value of this derivative is indicative of a 
resistance to rotation in pitch.  Yaw damping, Cnr , was -0.0969 per radian (-0.001691 per degree).  The negative 
value of this derivative is indicative of a resistance to yaw motion.  Roll damping, Cl p , was -0.5355 per radian (-
0.00934 per degree).  The negative value of this derivative is indicative of a resistance to roll motion. 
 
The control derivatives, Cnr ,Cl r
,Cme ,Cn ,Cl 
, were calculated using techniques presented in Appendix D. 
Rudder power, Cnr , was -0.0682 per radian (-0.001190 per degree).  The effect rudder deflection has on an 
airplane’s rolling moment, Cl r
, was 0.0264 per radian (0.000461 per degree).  Elevator control power, Cme , was -
0.8110 per radian (-0.0142 per degree).  Adverse yaw, Cn , was -0.01555 per radian (-0.0002714 per degree).  Roll 
control power, Cl 
, was 0.1875 per radian (0.003272 per degree). 
 
In summary, the static longitudinal stability derivative, Cm , was estimated using two methods.  The first 
method consisted of the use of XFLR5 which resulted in the prediction of a full-fuel value of Cm of -0.4782 per 
radian (-0.008346 per degree) at an aircraft c.g. location of 1.23 m (4.04 ft).  The second method consisted of the use 
of techniques presented in Appendix D, which resulted in an estimated full-fuel value of Cm  of -0.3106 per radian 
(-0.005421 per degree) at a c.g. location of 1.174 m (3.85 ft).  XFLR5 predicted a zero-fuel value of Cm  of -0.4411 
per radian (-0.007698 per degree) at a c.g. location of 1.24 m (4.07 ft).  The use of techniques presented in Appendix 
D resulted in a zero-fuel value of Cm  of -0.443 per radian (-0.007731 per degree) at a c.g. location of 1.139 m 
(3.74 ft).  XFLR5 analysis of the Argo VII indicated a shift in static margin of 0.8% over the mission duration.  Use 
of the analytical techniques presented in Appendix D indicated a shift in static margin of 2.84% over the mission 
duration.  The stability and control derivatives discussed in this section indicate that the Argo VII is statically stable 
and damped in all axes.  
 
IIB.6. Performance Summary 
 
Predicted Argo VII cruise performance was determined using methods presented in Raymer29 and XFLR5.  The 
predicted cruise performance for the Argo VII is summarized in Table 12.  The aircraft gross weight was 164 kg 
(362 lb).  The fuel weight necessary to meet the 500 km (311 mi) science mission range requirement was 48 kg (106 
lb), resulting in an empty weight of 116 kg (246 lb).  With a fuel weight of 48 kg (106 lb), the Argo VII range was 
673 km (418 mi) and the endurance was 86.9 minutes. 
 
The aircraft maximum lift coefficient, with no elevator deflection, was 1.01.  At this maximum lift coefficient, 
the Argo VII stall speed is 118 m/s (387 ft/s) at the full-fuel (beginning of mission) flight condition.  The mission 
cruise speed of 145 m/s (475.7 ft/s) was 1.23 times that of the stall speed.  The maximum cruise lift coefficient at the 
full-fuel condition was 0.67, approximately 33% below the maximum lift coefficient.  The minimum cruise lift 
coefficient at the zero-fuel (end of mission) condition was 0.44. 
 
The Argo VII has a full-fuel lift-to-drag ratio of 13.4.  In comparison, XFLR5 indicated a full-fuel lift-to-drag 
ratio of 17.23.  The Argo VII has a zero-fuel lift-to-drag ratio of 14.1.  The Argo VII thrust-to-weight ratio at the 
full-fuel condition was 0.095.  The 62 N (14 lbf) rocket thruster provides enough excess thrust for a climb rate of 













The geometry dimensions of the Argo VII and ARES-2 designs were very similar.  The primary differences in 
the geometric parameters between the Argo VII and ARES-2 designs were in the wing-body planforms and the tail 
empennage configurations.  Table 13 shows a comparison of the geometric parameters for the Argo VII and ARES-
2.  For simplicity, the Argo VII wing-body configuration utilized a tapered, trapezoidal planform with leading edge 
sweep of 30°.  The ARES-2 utilized a tapered planform with a change in leading edge sweep.  The leading edge 
sweep of the inboard wing panel was 30° and the leading edge sweep of the outboard panel was 13°. 
 
The wing span of the Argo VII is 6.66 m (21.84 ft), 0.41 m (1.34 ft) wider than the 6.25 m (20.5 ft) wing span of 
the ARES-2.  The planform area of the Argo VII is 7.34 m2 (79 ft2), 0.34 m2 (3.66 ft2) greater than the 7.0 m2 (75.35 
ft2) planform area of the ARES-2.  The mean aerodynamic chord of the Argo VII is 1.23 m (4.03 ft), 0.02 m (0.066 
ft) shorter than the 1.25 m (4.10 ft) mean aerodynamic chord of the ARES-2.  The Argo VII has a wing aspect ratio 
of 6, 0.42 greater than the 5.58 aspect ratio of the ARES-2. 
 
The overall length of the Argo VII is 4.65 m (15.26 ft), 0.25 m (0.82 ft) longer than the 4.4 m (14.4 ft) length of 
the ARES-2.  The two designs had the same overall heights of 0.7 m (2.3 ft). 
 
The wing loading of the Argo VII at a full-fuel condition (beginning of mission) is 1.74 lb/ft2 (83.3 N/m2), 0.2 
lb/ft2 (9.57 N/m2) lesser than the 1.94 lb/ft2 (92.8 N/m2) wing loading of the ARES-2. 
 
The mass moment of inertia about the roll axis, Ixx, of the Argo VII is 59.58 kg-m
2, 3.58 kg-m2 greater than the 
56 kg-m2 mass moment of inertia of the ARES-2.  The mass moment of inertia about the pitch axis, Iyy, of the Argo 
VII is 27.58 kg-m2, 10.42 kg-m2 lesser than the 38 kg-m2 mass moment of inertia of the ARES-2.  The mass moment 
of inertia about the yaw axis, Izz, of the Argo VII is 89.78 kg-m
2, 2.22 kg-m2 lesser than the 92 kg-m2 mass moment 
of inertia of the ARES-2. The gross mass of the Argo VII is 164 kg (11.24 slugs), 11 kg (0.75 slugs) lighter than the 
175 kg (12 slugs) gross mass of the ARES-2. 
 
For simplicity, the Argo VII utilized a conventional empennage.  The ARES-2 utilized an inverted V-tail 
configuration.  The ARES-2 inverted V-tail configuration has an anhedral angle of 37°.  The Argo VII conventional 
empennage utilized a tail incidence angle of -4°.  The horizontal stabilizer of the Argo VII has a span of 2 m (6.56 
ft), 0.19 m (0.62 ft) wider than the 1.81 m (5.94 ft) horizontal span of the ARES-2.  The horizontal tail reference 
area of the Argo VII is 1.37 m2 (14.75 ft2), 0.27 m2 (2.91 ft2) greater than the 1.1 m2 (11.8 ft2) horizontal tail 
reference area of the ARES-2.  The horizontal tail volume ratio of the Argo VII is 0.44, 0.07 greater than the 0.37 
horizontal tail volume ratio of the ARES-2.  The vertical tail reference area of the Argo VII is 0.74 m2 (7.96 ft2),  
0.06 m2 (0.64 ft2) lesser than the 0.8 m2 (8.61 ft2) total vertical tail reference area of the ARES-2.  The vertical tail 
volume ratio of the Argo VII is 0.043, 0.043 lesser than the 0.053 total vertical tail volume ratio of the ARES-2. 
 
IIC.2. Stability and Control 
 
Four values of the static longitudinal stability coefficient, Cm , were calculated for the Argo VII.  Two values of 
Cm , one at a full-fuel condition and one at a zero-fuel condition, were calculated using XFLR5, and two values of 
Cm were calculated using techniques presented in Appendix D.  The Cm values determined using XFLR5 were 
assumed to be more accurate and were used in subsequent analysis.  The XFLR5 results were used because the 
values of Cm closely matched those of the ARES-2, thereby indicating a potentially more accurate method for the 
determination of the Cm values.  The Argo VII and ARES-2 designs were determined to be statically stable and 
damped in all axes.  Table 11 shows a comparison of the stability and control derivatives discussed in this section, as 






The full-fuel static longitudinal stability, Cm , of the Argo VII is -0.4782 per radian (-0.008346 per degree).  
The zero-fuel Cm of the Argo VII is -0.4411 per radian (-0.007698 per degree).  The Cm of the ARES-2 was 
estimated from graphical data to be -0.4773 per radian (-0.00833 per degree).  The center of gravity location used 
for the ARES-2 Cm was unknown.  However, the range of Cm values of the Argo VII compared well to those of 
the ARES-2. 
 
The zero-fuel static margin of the Argo VII is -0.096 (9.6%).  The zero-fuel static margin of the ARES-2 is -0.07 
(7%).  The full-fuel static margin of the Argo VII is -0.104 (10.4%).  The full-fuel static margin of the ARES-2 is -
0.080 (8%).  The greater values of the static margin parameters indicate that Argo VII is more longitudinally 
statically stable than the ARES-2. 
 
The static directional stability coefficient, or weathercock stability, Cn , of the Argo VII is 0.1068 per radian 
(0.001864 per degree).  The Cnvalue of the ARES-2 is 0.0630 per radian (0.0011 per degree).  The difference in 
Cnvalues of 0.0438 per radian (0.000764 per degree) indicates that the Argo VII is more directionally stable than 
the ARES-2. 
 
The static lateral stability coefficient, or dihedral effect, Cl , of the Argo VII is -0.0344 per radian (-0.00060 per 
degree).  The Clof the ARES-2 is -0.00050 per degree (-0.02865 per radian).  The difference in Clvalues of -
0.00573 per radian (-0.00010 per degree) indicates that the Argo VII is more laterally stable than the ARES-2. 
 
The pitch damping derivative, Cmq , of the Argo VII is -7.086 per radian (-0.1237 per degree).  The Cmq  of  the 
ARES-2 is -6.8 per radian (-0.1187 per degree).  The difference in Cmq  values of -0.2865 per radian (-0.005 per 
degree) indicates that the Argo VII is less sensitive to pitch disturbances than the ARES-2. 
 
The yaw damping derivative, Cnr , of the Argo VII is -0.0969 per radian (-0.001691 per degree).  The Cnr  of 
the ARES-2 is -0.0700 per radian (-0.001222 per degree).  The difference in Cnr values of -1.541 per radian (-
0.0269 per degree) indicates that the Argo VII is less sensitive to yaw disturbances than the ARES-2. 
 
The roll damping derivative, Cl p , of the Argo VII is -0.5355 per radian (-0.00934 per degree).  The Cl p  of the 
ARES-2 is -0.4200 per radian (-0.00733 per degree).  The difference in Cl p values of -0.1152 per radian (-0.00201 
per degree) indicates that the Argo VII is less sensitive to roll disturbances than the ARES-2. 
 
IIC.3. Cruise Performance 
 
The cruise performance parameters of the Argo VII and the ARES-2 were very similar.  Table 14 shows a 
comparison of the Argo VII and ARES-2 cruise performance parameters.  The Argo VII has a gross mass of 164 kg 
(11.24 slugs).  A fuel mass of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) results in an empty mass of 116 kg (7.95 slugs).  The ARES-2 has a 
gross mass of 175 kg (12 slugs).  A fuel mass of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) results in an empty mass of 127 kg (8.7 slugs).  At 
a maximum lift coefficient of 1.01 the Argo VII has a stall speed of 118 m/s (387 ft/s).  The ARES-2 has a stall 
speed of 116 m/s (381 ft/s).  The range of lift coefficients over the cruise duration for the Argo VII is 0.44 to 0.67.  
The range of lift coefficients over the cruise duration for the ARES-2 is 0.52 to 0.71. 
 
The range of lift-to-drag ratios over the cruise duration for the Argo VII is 13.4 to 14.1.  The range of lift-to-drag 
ratios over the cruise duration for the ARES-2 is 14 to 14.4.  With a 62 N (14 lbf) rocket thruster, the Argo VII has a 
thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.095.  The ARES-2 has a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.093.  The two designs have a climb 
rate of 180 m/min (591 ft/min) at a gross mass condition.  
 
With a fuel mass of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) the Argo VII has a range of 673 km (418 mi) and an endurance of 86.9 




III. Theory and Approach 
 
 
This chapter presents and discusses the theory behind the atmospheric model of Mars that is used to estimate the 
flight conditions and performance capabilities of the Argo VII.  The theory of aircraft pitching moments is also 
presented and discussed. A parameter matching technique that requires the calculation of the Argo VII pitching 
moment at mission conditions is also discussed.  The parameter matching technique is used to determine the 
required inputs for a variable stability Navion research aircraft that will allow for an in-flight simulation of the Argo 
VII longitudinal handling qualities. 
 




As a result of the similarities between Earth and Mars, many basic assumptions and deductions can be made of 
the Martian atmosphere from comparisons with equivalent aspects found on Earth.  Table 15 lists a summary of 
various planetary data for Mars and Earth from Reed37 that aids in illustrating the similarities between the two 
planets. 
 
Mars has an equatorial radius approximately half that of Earth.  The rotation rates of Mars and Earth are nearly 
equal, with Mars taking approximately 40 minutes longer to complete a rotation.  Mars is approximately 50% farther 
from the Sun than the Earth, implying that the intensity of solar heating from the Sun is therefore approximately 
50% less than that found on Earth. 
 
The planetary obliquity of Mars (25.19°) is approximately equal to that of the Earth’s (23.93°).  From the 
approximate equality in planetary obliquity between Earth and Mars, it can be deduced that the tropics of both 
planets are warmer than their polar regions and that both planets experience seasonal variations at mid- and high-
latitudes, with the hemispheres swapping warm and cold climates over the course of a year. 
 
Approximately 95% of the Martian atmosphere is composed of carbon dioxide, with small percentages of 
nitrogen (2.7%), argon (1.6%), and oxygen (0.13%).  In comparison, the Earth’s atmosphere is composed largely of 
nitrogen (77%) and oxygen (21%) with small traces of water (1%) and argon (0.9%).  The Martian atmosphere is 
relatively dry, as compared to Earth’s, where water constitutes approximately 1% of the atmosphere. 
 
The presence of the thin, dry, carbon dioxide-rich atmosphere on Mars results in greenhouse warming capable of 
retaining some intensity of heat provided by the Sun.  Due to the absence of large bodies of water on Mars, the 
Martian surface has a relatively low thermal capacity, and therefore changes in the intensity of solar radiation 
received results in a large variation in atmospheric temperatures. 
 
Due to the similarities in planetary rotational rates and atmospheric stratification between Earth and Mars, it has 
been theorized that Mars weather systems have a similar scale and set of physical balances to those experienced on 
Earth37.  It is also theorized that the essential dynamic processes, which determine atmospheric circulation and the 
transportation of heat and momentum between the equator and poles on Mars, are similar to those of Earth. 
 
The Martian atmospheric model used to estimate the flight conditions and performance capabilities of the Argo 
VII was derived from a combination of temperature and pressure equations developed from measurements of the 
Martian atmosphere made by the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) in 199638. Basic atmospheric equations used to 
determine Earth atmospheric parameters were also used. 
 
It should be noted that the MGS-derived equations utilized in the next section represent a very limited 
knowledge of the Martian atmosphere.  Therefore, the conclusions from the ensuing calculations regarding the 




was not used, four basic assumptions based on the Earth’s standard atmosphere model were applied to the Martian 
atmosphere as well: 1) The atmosphere is dry (only 0.4% per volume of water vapor), 2) The atmosphere is a perfect 
gas and obeys the equation of state, 3) The gravitational field decreases with altitude, and 4) Hydrostatic equilibrium 
exists.   
 
IIIA.2. Calculation of Martian Atmospheric Properties 
 
Detailed calculations of the Martian atmosphere model using the ensuing equations can be found in Appendix E.  
Table 17 summarizes key Martian and Earth surface atmospheric conditions for comparison.  The temperature at the 
mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) was calculated using an equation developed from measurements of the 
Martian atmosphere made by the MGS in 1996.  The equation is applicable to the lower Martian atmosphere, which 
was defined as the altitudes from 0 km (0 ft) to 7 km (22,966 ft): 
 
 T @ 31@ 0.000998h  (3-1) 
 
Where, 
T = Mars atmospheric temperature (°C) 
h= Altitude above ground level (m) 
 
The pressure at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) was calculated using an equation developed from 
measurements of the Martian atmosphere made by the MGS in 1996.  The equation is applicable to the lower 
Martian atmosphere, which was defined as the altitudes from 0 km (0 ft) to 7 km (22,966 ft): 
 
 p  0.699e@ 0.00009h  (3-2) 
 
Where, 
p= Mars atmospheric pressure (kPa) 
h  = Altitude above ground level (m) 
 
Once the pressure and temperature at the mission cruise altitude were estimated, the ideal gas law was utilized to 









= Mars atmospheric density (kg/m3) 
p= Mars atmospheric pressure at cruise altitude (kPa) 
R= Mars specific gas constant (J/kg/K) 
T = Mars atmospheric temperature at cruise altitude (K) 
 
The absolute (dynamic) viscosity at the mission cruise conditions was calculated using Sutherland’s formula, 


















= Mars atmospheric absolute viscosity at mission cruise temperature, T  (kg/m-s) 

0
= Reference absolute viscosity at reference temperature, T 0 
T = Mars atmospheric temperature at cruise altitude (K) 
T 0= Reference temperature (K) 
C = Sutherland’s constant for carbon dioxide (CO2) 
 
The kinematic viscosity at the mission cruise conditions was then calculated by the ratio of absolute viscosity at 









  = Mars atmospheric kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
= Mars atmospheric absolute viscosity at mission cruise temperature, T  (kg/m-s) 
= Mars atmospheric density (kg/m3) 
 
The speed of sound at the mission cruise altitude was calculated by taking the square root of the product of the 
Martian specific heat ratio, the Martian specific gas constant, and the temperature at the mission cruise altitude: 
 





a= Speed of sound at mission cruise altitude (m/s) 
 = Martian specific heat ratio (dimensionless) 
R= Martian specific gas constant (J/kg/K) 
T = Mars atmospheric temperature at cruise altitude (K) 
 
The atmospheric density ratio was calculated by taking the ratio of the atmospheric density at the mission cruise 










 = Martian atmospheric density ratio (dimensionless) 
= Mars atmospheric density (kg/m3) 

0





The aircraft true airspeed was calculated by taking the ratio of the aircraft equivalent airspeed to the square root 
of the density ratio: 
 







V t = Aircraft true airspeed at mission cruise altitude (m/s) 
V e = Aircraft equivalent airspeed at mission cruise altitude (m/s) 
 = Martian atmospheric density ratio (dimensionless) 
 
The Mach number at the mission cruise altitude was calculated by taking the ratio of the aircraft true airspeed at 









M = Mach number at the mission cruise altitude (dimensionless) 
V t = Aircraft true airspeed at mission cruise altitude (m/s) 
a  = Speed of sound at mission cruise altitude (m/s) 
 
The Reynolds number per unit length at the mission cruise conditions was calculated by taking the ratio of the 









Re  = Reynolds number per unit length (/m) 
V e = Aircraft equivalent airspeed at mission cruise altitude (m/s) 




IIIA.3. Discussion of the Mars Atmosphere Model 
 
A summary and comparison of the atmospheric parameters for Earth and Mars at the Argo VII mission cruise 
parameters discussed in this section can be found in Table 18.  The atmospheric temperature versus altitude for the 
lower Martian atmosphere (0 to 7 km) and Earth is shown in Figure 27.  The temperature lapse rate on Earth is quite 
larger than that found on Mars; 6.5 K/km on Earth versus 1 K/km on Mars.  At the surface (0 km) the Martian 
atmospheric temperature is 242 K (436 °R).  The temperature on Earth at sea level is 288.15 K (411 R).  At the 
mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the temperature on Mars is 240.2 K (432.4 R).  The temperature on Earth 
at the same altitude is 275.16 K (495.3 R).  Therefore, the temperature on Mars at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 





The atmospheric pressure versus altitude for the lower Martian atmosphere and Earth is shown in Figure 28.  The 
Martian atmospheric pressure is 0.7 kPa (14.62 lb/ft2) at the surface.  The pressure on Earth at sea level is 101.3 kPa 
(2116.2 lb/ft2).  At the mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the pressure on Mars is 0.5838 kPa (12.19 lb/ft2).  
The pressure on Earth at the same altitude is 79.5 kPa (1660 lb/ft2).  Therefore, the atmospheric pressure on Mars at 
an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 0.734% of that on Earth. 
 
The atmospheric density versus altitude for the lower Martian atmosphere and Earth is shown in Figure 29.  The 
Martian atmospheric density at the surface is 0.0151 kg/m3 (2.93x10-5 slugs/ft3).  The density on Earth at sea level is 
1.255 kg/m3 (0.00237 slugs/ft3).  At the mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the density on Mars is 0.01265 
kg/m3 (2.45x10-5 slugs/ft3).  The density on Earth at the same altitude is 1.007 kg/m3 (0.00196 slugs/ft3).  Therefore, 
the atmospheric density on Mars at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 1.256% of that on Earth at the same altitude.  
The atmospheric density on Mars at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is comparable to the atmospheric 
density found at an altitude of 32.5 km (106,500 ft) on Earth.  The Martian atmospheric density ratio at the mission 
cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 0.8377. The atmospheric density ratio on Earth at the same altitude is 0.8021. 
 
The speed of sound versus altitude for the lower Martian atmosphere and Earth is shown in Figure 30.  The 
speed of sound on Mars at the surface is 245 m/s (804 ft/s).  The speed of sound on Earth at sea level is 340 m/s 
(1116 ft/s).  At the mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the speed of sound on Mars is 244 m/s (800 ft/s).  The 
speed of sound on Earth at the same altitude is 333 m/s (1091 ft/s).  The speed of sound on Mars at an altitude of 2 
km (6,562 ft) is therefore 73% of that on Earth at the same altitude. 
 
The Martian atmospheric absolute (dynamic) viscosity at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 
1.219x10-5 kg/m-s (2.55x10-7 slugs/ft-s).  The absolute viscosity on Earth at the same altitude is 1.73x10-5 kg/m-s 
(3.605x10-7 slugs/ft-s).  Therefore, the Martian absolute viscosity at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 70.5% of that on 
Earth at the same altitude.  The Martian atmospheric kinematic viscosity at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) is 9.635x10-4 m2/s (0.0104 ft2/s).  The kinematic viscosity on Earth at the same altitude is 1.715x10-5 m2/s 
(1.845x10-4 ft2/s).  Therefore, the Martian atmospheric kinematic viscosity at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is 
5,620% of that on Earth at the same altitude. 
 
At an equivalent airspeed of 145 m/s (475.7 ft/s), the true airspeed on Mars at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) is 158.42 m/s (519.62 ft/s).  At the same equivalent airspeed and altitude on Earth the true airspeed is 
161.9 m/s (531.2 ft/s).  At a true airspeed of 158.42 m/s (519.62 ft/s) and altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), the Mach 
number on Mars is 0.65.  At the same conditions on Earth, the Mach number on Earth is 0.49. 
 
At an equivalent airspeed of 145 m/s (475.7 ft/s) and altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), the mission cruise Reynolds 
number on Mars is 150,493 per meter.  At the same conditions on Earth, the Reynolds number is 8.46x106 per meter.  
Therefore, the Reynolds number on Mars is 1.78% of that on Earth at comparable conditions. 
 




In order to configure the variable stability Navion research aircraft to have pitching moment handling qualities 
similar to those of the Argo VII Mars airplane design, two issues must be addressed.  The first issue is to determine 
which parameters need to be matched between the Navion and Argo VII.  The second issue is to determine the 
required potentiometer settings to be input into the variable stability system control panel so that the Navion 
parameters match those of the Argo VII.  To address the first issue, it was decided to match the pitch stability 
derivative, M  , and the pitch damping derivative, M q , of the Argo VII to that of the variable stability Navion.  To 
address the second issue, the implementation of a parameter matching technique, presented by Solies39, was used to 





The parameter matching technique presented by Solies39 will only be illustrated for the pitch stability 
potentiometer setting, P M  . The parameter matching technique is valid only for the flight condition used to 
calculate the parameter.  The detailed calculations used to determine P M   and P M q  can be found in Appendix F. 
The “baseline” Navion referred to in this section refers to the Navion aircraft without any effects contributed by the 




IIIB.2. Calculation of Pitch Stability Moment, M   
 
The parameter matching technique is used to determine the potentiometer setting, P M  , to be “dialed in” to the 
Navion variable stability system control panel so that the Navion exhibits similar pitching moment handling 
qualities as the Argo VII. 
 
The dimensional pitch stability derivative, M  , is defined as: 
 








M  = Dimensional pitch stability derivative (/s2) 
Cm = Non-dimensional pitch stability derivative (/rad) 
q= Dynamic pressure (N/m2 or lb/ft2) 
S = Wing reference area (m2 or ft2) 
c
ff
= Wing mean aerodynamic chord (m or ft) 
I y = Mass moment of inertia about the pitch axis (kg-m2 or slugs-ft2) 
 
Since the goal is to have the Navion exhibit similar handling qualities as the Argo VII, it is desirable that the 





ffffffff 1 (3-12) 
 
Therefore, the dimensional pitch stability derivatives for the Argo VII and Navion must be determined for their 
respective flight conditions.  The Argo VII dimensional pitch stability derivative can be determined from the 
equation: 
 
 M  A 
Cm
A















= Argo VII non-dimensional pitch stability derivative at Mars mission cruise conditions (/rad) 
qA = Argo VII dynamic pressure at Mars mission cruise conditions (N/m
2 or lb/ft2) 
c
ff
A = Argo VII wing-body mean aerodynamic chord (m or ft) 
S A = Argo VII wing-body reference area (m
2 or ft2)  
I y A = Argo VII mass moment of inertia about the pitch axis (kg-m
2 or slugs-ft2) 
 
The Argo VII non-dimensional pitch stability derivative, Cm
A
, was determined in an earlier section of this 
paper, and its value can be found in Table 11.  The other Argo VII parameters of concern in Equation (3-13) were 
also determined in earlier sections of this paper and can be found in Table 13.  The Argo VII dynamic pressure at 
Mars mission cruise conditions, qA , can be found in Table 18. 
 
The baseline Navion dimensional pitch stability derivative, M  NB , can be determined from the equation: 
 
 M  NB 
Cm
N












= Navion non-dimensional pitch stability derivative (/rad) 
qN = Navion dynamic pressure at Earth mission cruise conditions (N/m
2 or lb/ft2) 
S N = Navion wing reference area (m
2 or ft2) 
c
ff
N = Navion mean aerodynamic chord (m or ft) 
I y N = Navion mass moment of inertia about the pitch axis (kg-m
2 or slugs-ft2)  
 
The baseline Navion parameters required to solve Equation (3-14) can be found in Cooper40.  The variable 
stability system incorporated into the Navion has an effect on the baseline Navion aircraft pitching moment.  The 
effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitching moment, M VSS , can be expressed by the equation: 
 
 M VSS 
CLe N








M VSS = Effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitching moment (/s
2) 
CLe N
= Increase of the Navion horizontal tail lift coefficient due to elevator deflection (/rad) 
G = Variable stability system gain (dimensionless) 

H N
= Navion horizontal tail efficiency (dimensionless) 
V H N = Navion horizontal tail volume ratio (dimensionless) 
qN = Navion dynamic pressure at Earth mission cruise conditions (N/m
2 or lb/ft2) 
S N = Navion wing reference area (m
2 or ft2) 
c
ff




I y N = Navion mass moment of inertia about the pitch axis (kg-m
2 or slugs-ft2) 
 
The variable stability system gain, G , of Equation (3-15) is a selectable parameter that controls the amount of 
elevator deflection, e , in response to a change of angle of attack,  , where: 
 






A variable stability system sensor calibration curve, like that shown in Figure 31, can be used to relate the 
amount of elevator deflection,  e , to a change in angle of attack,  , and variable stability system gain, G , with 
the equation: 
 
 e e0 G   (3-17) 
 
The Navion total pitch stability derivative, M  N
b c
total
, can be defined as the sum of the baseline Navion 
dimensional pitch stability derivative, M  NB , and the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion’s 
pitching moment, M VSS : 
 
 M  N
b c
total
 M  NB  M VSS  (3-18) 
 
Now that the total Navion pitching moment has been determined, by returning to Equation (3-12) it can be 
shown that it is desirable to have the Navion total pitch stability derivative, M  N
b c
total
, be equal to that of the Argo 
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Equation (3-19) can be solved for the Argo VII pitching stability derivative, M  A , as the sum of the baseline 
Navion pitch stability derivative, M  NB , and the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitching 
moment, M VSS : 
 
 M  A  M  N
b c
total





Equation (3-20) can be solved for the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitching moment, 
M VSS , as a function of the baseline Navion pitch stability derivative, M  NB , and the Argo VII pitch stability 
derivative, M  A : 
 
 M VSS M  A@M  NB  (3-21) 
 
From Equations (3-15) and (3-21), there are now two equations that represent the effect of the variable stability 
system on the Navion pitching moment.  By equating Equations (3-15) and (3-21), the required variable stability 
system gain, G , can be solved for as a function of Argo VII and baseline Navion parameters: 
 
 M @M  NB 
CLe N





















G = Required variable stability system gain (dimensionless) 
M  A = Argo VII dimensional pitch stability derivative (/s
2) 
M  NB = Baseline Navion dimensional pitch stability derivative (/s
2) 
I y N = Navion mass moment of inertia about the pitch axis (kg-m
2 or slugs-ft2) 
CLe N
= Increase of the Navion horizontal tail lift coefficient due to elevator deflection (/rad) 

H N
= Navion horizontal tail efficiency (dimensionless) 
V H N = Navion horizontal tail volume ratio (dimensionless) 
qN = Navion dynamic pressure at Earth mission cruise conditions (N/m
2 or lb/ft2) 
S N = Navion wing reference area (m
2 or ft2) 
c
ff
N = Navion mean aerodynamic chord (m or ft) 
 
Now that the desired system gain has been determined, the last step is to determine the required potentiometer 
setting, P M  , to be “dialed in” to the Navion variable stability control panel. 
 
The relationship between the variable stability system control panel potentiometer setting, P M  , and the 
variable stability system gain, G , can be determined from the calibration curve shown in Figure 32 to be: 
 





The required potentiometer setting, P M  , can be determined by solving Equation (3-24) for P M  : 
 









IIIB.3. Discussion Stability Derivatives, M   and M q , on Earth and Mars 
 
 
The pitch stability moments, M  , for the Argo VII and Navion versus true airspeed on Mars are shown in 
Figure 34.  The data was calculated for a single altitude of 2 km (6,652 ft) over a range of true airspeeds from 0 to 
200 m/s (0 to 389 kts) for both aircraft.  The maximum value of M   for the Navion flying at a true airspeed of 200 
m/s (389 kts) is -1.26 /s2.  The maximum value of M   for the Argo VII flying at the same airspeed is -40 /s2.  The 
value of M   for the Argo VII is approximately 32 times that of the Navion. 
 
The pitch stability moments, M  , for the Argo VII and Navion versus true airspeed on Earth are shown in 
Figure 35.  The data was calculated for a single altitude of 1,524 m (5,000 ft) over a range of true airspeeds from 0 
to 200 m/s (0 to 389 kts).  The maximum value of M   for the Navion flying at a true airspeed of 200 m/s (389 kts) 
is -105 /s2.  The maximum value of M   for the Argo VII flying at the same airspeed is -3,305 /s2.  The maximum 
value of M   for the Argo VII is approximately 32 times that of the Navion.  
 
For a Navion flying at a typical cruise true airspeed of 50 m/s (100 kts) at an altitude of 1,524 m (5,000 ft) on 
Earth, M   is -7 /s2.  Flying at the same airspeed and altitude on Mars, M  is -0.08 /s2.  The differences in M   
values indicate that the longitudinal static stability of the Navion on Mars is 1.2% of that on Earth.  The differences 
in M   values can be attributed to the difference in air density between Earth and Mars.  The density on Earth at the 
flight condition is 1.0556 kg/m3 (0.002048 slugs/ft3).  On Mars, the air density is 0.01265 kg/m3 (2.45 x 10-5 
slugs/ft3), 1.2% of that on Earth.  
 
For the Argo VII flying on Mars at an altitude of 2,000 m (6,652 ft) and a true airspeed of 158 m/s (308 kts), 
M   is -25 /s2.  Flying at similar conditions on Earth, M   is -2,115 /s2.  The differences in Argo VII M   values 
indicate that the static longitudinal stability on Mars is 1.2 % of that on Earth. 
 
In Appendix F, the Argo VII M   was calculated at the Mars cruise conditions of altitude of 2 km (6,652 ft) and 
true airspeed of 158 m/s (308 kts).  The Argo VII M   at this flight condition is -25 /s2.  From calculations in 
Appendix F, the Navion variable stability potentiometer setting, P M  , would have to be set at 77.0 to exhibit 
similar handling qualities as the Argo VII at this flight condition. 
 
The pitch damping moments, M q , for the Argo VII and Navion versus true airspeed on Mars are shown in 
Figure 36.  The data was calculated for a single altitude of 2 km (6,652 ft) over a range of true airspeeds from 0 to 
200 m/s (0 to 389 kts).  The maximum value of M q  for the Navion flying at a true airspeed of 200 m/s (389 kts) is -
18 /s2.  The maximum value of M q  for the Argo VII flying at the same airspeed is -587 /s2.  The maximum value of 
M q  for the Argo VII is approximately 33 times that of the Navion. 
 
The pitch damping moments, M q , for the Argo VII and Navion versus true airspeed on Earth are shown in 




to 200 m/s ( 0 to 389 kts).  The maximum value of M q  for the Navion flying at a true airspeed of 200 m/s (389 kts) 
is -1,537 /s2.  The maximum value of M q  for the Argo VII flying at the same airspeed is -49,000 /s2.  The 
maximum value of M q  for the Argo VII is approximately 32 times that of the Navion.  
 
For a Navion flying at a typical cruise true airspeed of 50 m/s (100 kts) at an altitude of 1,524 m (5,000 ft) on 
Earth, M q  is -96 /s2.  Flying at the same airspeed and altitude on Mars, M q  is -1.0 /s2. The differences in M q  
values indicate that the pitch damping stability of the Navion on Mars is 1.2% of that on Earth.  
 
For the Argo VII flying on Mars at an altitude of 2,000 m (6,652 ft) and a true airspeed of 158 m/s (308 kts), 
M q  is -376 /s2.  Flying at similar conditions on Earth, M q  is -31,300 /s2.  The differences in the M q  values 
indicate that the pitch damping stability on Mars is 1.2% of that on Earth. 
 
In Appendix F, the Argo VII M q  was calculated at the Mars mission cruise conditions of altitude of 2 km (6,652 
ft) and true airspeed of 158 m/s (308 kts).  The value of M q  is -376 /s2.  From calculations in Appendix F, the 
Navion variable stability potentiometer setting, P M q , would have to be set at 660 to exhibit similar handling 





IV. Flight Test and Simulation 
 
 
The relationship between the stability, control and performance parameters of the Argo VII airplane and the 
degree of suitability of the Argo VII for a Mars mission can be examined through the use of 3 “tools”: theoretical 
analysis, experimental computational techniques, and pilot evaluation.  Theoretical analysis has been employed in 
the previous chapters of this thesis and has provided an analytical prediction of aircraft performance and flying 
qualities.  However, theoretical analysis can not adequately provide insight into the complex interactions between an 
aircraft and its environment.  In order to assess the suitability of the Argo VII to a Mars mission, an assessment of 
the maneuvers and tasks that the Argo VII is capable of performing must be made.  Answers to such questions as 
“For what maneuvers and tasks is the Argo VII capable of performing on Mars?” and “How does the aircraft’s 
ability to perform individual tasks relate to its overall suitability for a specific mission?” can be assessed through the 
implementation of a flight test program using the second and third “tools” listed above; experimental computational 
techniques, such as flight simulation programs, and pilot evaluation. 
 
This chapter discusses the use of a MATLAB and Simulink-based flight simulation program to perform a series 
of flight tests that will allow for the assessment of the stability, control, and performance parameters of the Argo VII 
in Martian and Earth atmospheres.  This chapter also discusses the use of a variable stability Ryan Navion research 
aircraft as a tool that will allow for a pilot evaluation of the Argo VII handling qualities. 
 
IVA. Description of Ryan Navion Variable Stability Research Aircraft (VSRA) 
 
Although the Argo VII is intended as an unmanned aerial platform, a pilot evaluation of the Argo VII handling 
qualities can provide valuable insight into pilot-vehicle performance and workload of a Mars airplane design in 
assessing the suitability of the airplane for a Mars mission.  A pilot evaluation can also provide: a basic measure of 
aircraft quality, a standard on which pilot-aircraft system theory may be developed, correlation of performance 
measurements, and determination and correlation of aircraft design parameters and characteristics.  A pilot 
evaluation can add to the summation of the suitability of the Argo VII to perform a specified Mars mission as 
determined through the use of analytical and experimental computational techniques as discussed earlier. 
 
The variable stability research aircraft (VSRA) used to perform a pilot evaluation of the handling qualities of the 
Argo VII Mars airplane design is N66UT, shown in Figure 38, a Ryan Navion.  N66UT is one of two VSRA owned 
and operated by the University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI). Table 19 summarizes the geometric, mass, and 
inertia properties of the Navion. The mass properties listed in the table refer to an aircraft gross weight of 2948 lbs, 
while the UTSI N66UT Navion VSRA has a gross weight of approximately 3150 lbs.  Therefore, the mass and 
inertia properties listed in the table are approximate values for N66UT. A 3-view drawing and principal dimensions 
of a Navion are shown in Figure 39. 
 
The Navion has a wing area of 17.112 m2 (184 ft2) and a wing span of 10.20 m (33.38 ft).  The Navion wing has 
a dihedral of 7.5° and a slight leading edge sweep of 2.996°.  The Navion uses a NACA 4415R airfoil and an 
incidence angle of 2° at the wing root.  At the wing tip, the Navion uses a NACA 6410R airfoil and -1° of incidence.  
From propeller to trailing edge of the rudder, the Navion is 8.35 m (27.41 ft) long.  The center of gravity is located 
approximately 2.44 m (8.0 ft) aft of the propeller.  The horizontal tail has an area of 4.0 m2 (43 ft2) and a span of 
4.01 m (13.16 ft).  The horizontal tail has an aspect ratio of 4.0, a taper ratio of 0.67, and a slight leading edge sweep 
of 6°.  The horizontal tail utilizes a NACA 0012 airfoil set at an incidence angle of approximately -3°. 
  
N66UT was extensively modified for variable stability research and used by Princeton University until 1988 
when it was acquired by UTSI.  N66UT is powered by a 285 hp Teledyne-Continental IO-520 engine.  A Hartzel 




been replaced to allow for landing tests with a maximum sink rate of 12.5 ft/s43.  The flight instrumentation system 
is capable of providing time histories of various sensors for data collection.  
 
The cockpit of the N66UT VSRA, shown in Figure 40, has been modified with control panels for the variable 
stability system.  The control panels consist of an array of panel-mounted potentiometers and pilot stations for an 
evaluation and safety pilot. An evaluation pilot sits in the left seat and controls the aircraft through use of a 
conventional yoke arrangement.  A safety pilot sits in the right seat and monitors aircraft operations and has the 
ability to disengage the variable stability system through use of a disconnect switch. 
 
The N66UT VSRA is capable of simulating five degrees-of-freedom (yawing moments, longitudinal forces, 
pitching moments, rolling moments, and normal forces) through use of hydraulic power-actuated control surfaces.  
The hydraulic power-actuated control surfaces use servos that have been modified from original B-58 servos and use 
built-in solenoids and pilot disengage features.  The hydraulic power-actuated control surfaces are commanded by 
electrical signals received from the variable stability control system. 
 
The basic dimensional stability and control characteristics of the Navion can be modified to simulate the 
handling qualities of the Argo VII Mars airplane through the appropriate setting of the variable stability system 
control panel potentiometers shown in Figure 40.  As discussed earlier in this paper, through the use of a parameter 
matching technique, the required longitudinal static stability potentiometer setting, P M  , was determined to be 
“dialed in” to the variable stability system control panel.  With the potentiometer set to the required value, the 
Navion N66UT VSRA would then simulate the longitudinal static stability handling qualities of the Argo VII Mars 
airplane. 
 
IVB. Flight Test Plan 
 
The flight test plan for the Argo VII was formulated on the basis that an unproven Mars airplane design was 
being evaluated for suitability for the Mars mission, discussed earlier in this paper, through two methods.  The first 
method involved the use of a computer flight simulation program.  The second method was to involve the use of 
pilot evaluation using the UTSI Navion VSRA.  The primary objectives of the flight test plan were two-fold: to 
validate the performance, stability, control, and handling qualities of the Argo VII Mars airplane design, and to 




IVB.1. Flight Test Methods 
 
The flight test plan centered on only the longitudinal axis.  This necessitated consideration of a variety of flight 
test methods that were relative to the longitudinal axis only, but would also provide a sound evaluation of each of 
the test plan objectives.  Three classes of flight test methods were considered for use in the flight test plan: steady-
state, quasi-steady-state, and dynamic.  Steady-state methods, i.e., Gliding Flight Method, allow for the most 
accurate data, due to the aircraft being in a trim state throughout the flight test.  However, steady-state methods 
require the most flight time to complete and provided only a single point of data per flight test.  Quasi-steady-state 
methods, i.e., Level Acceleration Method, provide several data points over a range of airspeeds per flight test.  
However, because the aircraft is not maintained in a true trim state, the data acquired through this class of method 
carries a degree of uncertainty not found in steady-state-method data.  Dynamic methods, i.e., Roller Coaster 
Method, provide several data points over a range of angle of attacks per flight test.  Dynamic methods take the least 
amount of time to perform.  However, due to the inherent dynamic nature of the test methods, data acquired through 
this method tends to be the least certain of the three classes of test methods discussed thus far. 
 
Table 20 shows a test matrix for the proposed Argo VII flight test plan that summarizes the flight test methods 
and the type of aircraft data obtained from each method.  Specifically, the following test methods were considered: 




Acceleration Method for evaluating aircraft energy performance; and Short and Long Period Methods for evaluating 
aircraft dynamic longitudinal stability.   
 
The Gliding Flight Method consists of a series of relatively short gliding descents at a constant airspeed covering 
the range of desired test airspeeds.  The altitude data band for the descent used for the Argo VII flight tests was +/-
250 ft of the target altitude, for a total altitude data band of 500 ft.  The following steps were used for the Gliding 
Flight Method flight tests for the Argo VII: 
 
1. Stabilize the aircraft in a steady glide at the desired airspeed prior to entering the top of the data band. 
2. Start a timer as the aircraft passes through the top of the data band. 
3. Stop the timer as the aircraft passes through the bottom of the data band. 
4. Record the following: 
a. Glide Speed 
b. Altitude at top of data band (Hstart) 
c. Altitude at bottom of data band (Hend) 
d. Altitude of data band (ΔH) 
e. Time of flight through the data band (Δt) 
 
The Level Acceleration Method consists of a series of a series of level accelerations performed at different 
altitudes for the flight envelope under consideration.  Altitude tolerance is typically +/- 300 ft of the target altitude 
and normal acceleration tolerance is typically +/- 0.1 g without serious penalties in the accuracy of the data.  The 
following steps were used for the Level Acceleration Method flight tests for the Argo VII: 
 
1. Stabilize the aircraft at the lowest speed possible slightly above the target altitude. 
2. Once the target altitude is reached, smoothly apply full throttle (or in the case of the Argo VII, turn on the 
rocket engine). 
3. During the acceleration run, maintain the target altitude as smoothly as possible. 
4. Terminate the acceleration run when the aircraft stops accelerating. 




The Long Period Method consists of performing a series of step inputs of varying amplitudes and frequencies 
until the aircraft’s long period response is excited.  For the Argo VII simulations, a variety of automated step inputs 
were performed until a correct combination of frequency and amplitude was found that excited the aircraft response.  
The following steps were used for the Long Period Method flight tests for the Argo VII: 
 
1. Stabilize the aircraft at the target altitude and trim airspeed. 
2. Provide a step input that displaces airspeed by approximately +/- 10 kts of the trim airspeed. 
3. Rapidly reset elevator to trim position. 
4. Record the following for at least 2 cycles: 
a. Time 
b. Airspeed 
c. Angle of Attack 
d. Pitch Attitude 
 
The Short Period Method consists of performing a series of doublet inputs of varying amplitudes and frequencies 
until the aircraft’s short period response is excited.  For the Argo VII simulations, a variety of automated doublet 
inputs were performed until a correct combination of frequency and amplitude was found that excited the aircraft 
response.  The following steps were used for the Short Period Method flight tests: 
 
1. Stabilize the aircraft at the target altitude and trim airspeed. 
2. Provide a doublet input of frequency and amplitude that excites the aircraft’s response. 




4. Record the following for at least 2 cycles: 
a. Time 
b. Airspeed 
c. Angle of Attack 
d. Pitch Attitude 
 
The Roller Coaster Method (also referred to as a pushover-pull-up (POPU)) consists of performing a series of 
smooth sinusoidal variations of load factor or angle of attack over time in order to acquire an aircraft drag model.  
For the Argo VII simulations, the known range of angle of attack of the aircraft served as the maximum points of the 
roller coaster.  The keys to performing accurate roller coasters are to perform a smooth entry input from the aircraft 
trim angle of attack, perform a sinusoidal input that is symmetrical and within the desired load factor or angle of 
attack range, and to finish the maneuver back at the trim angle of attack.  The following steps were used for the 
Roller Coaster tests: 
 
1. Stabilize the aircraft at the target altitude and trim airspeed. 
2. Perform a pushover to the negative angle of attack maxim. 
3. Then perform a pull-up to the positive angle of attack maxim. 
4. After attaining the positive angle of attack maxim, perform a pushover back to the trim angle of attack. 
5. Record the following: 
a. Time 
b. Airspeed 
c. Angle of Attack 
d. Altitude 
e. Load Factor 
f. Pitch Attitude 
g. Elevator Deflection Angle 
 
The Split-S Method is based on a fighter tactics maneuver that is used to change direction and altitude very 
rapidly.  A portion of the maneuver is an inverted pull-up during which normal acceleration is varied from 1.0 to the 
limit g of the aircraft (or the angle of attack reaches the maximum).  This flight test method is performed rapidly, 
usually taking approximately 3 to 8 seconds to perform.  Airspeed loss is typically very small during the data portion 
of the maneuver, and an altitude loss of generally 2,000 ft is typical.  The key to performing an accurate Split-S 
maneuver is to perform the inverted pull-up rapidly so that airspeed remains constant through the data portion of the 
maneuver.  For the Argo VII simulations the aircraft maximum angle of attack served as the limit to the inverted 
pull-up.  Also, the simulations were started with the aircraft already in the inverted position, by adjusting the initial 
aircraft configuration in the MATLAB aircraft configuration script.  The following steps were used for the Split-S 
tests: 
 
1. Stabilize the aircraft in an inverted state at the target altitude and trim airspeed. 
2. Perform a rapid inverted pull-up until the aircraft maximum angle of attack is attained. 
3. Record the following: 
a. Time 
b. Airspeed 
c. Angle of Attack 
d. Altitude 
e. Load Factor 
f. Pitch Attitude 
g. Elevator Deflection Angle 
 
 
IVB.2. Flight Configurations and Conditions 
 
The second step in constructing the flight test plan, after determining which types of flight test methods to use, 




of an unproven Mars airplane design given the time constraints.  The two aircraft configurations were determined to 
be a beginning-of-mission (BOM) configuration, and an end-of-mission (EOM) configuration.  These two 
configurations were chosen based on that fact that these two configurations represented the extremes of the center of 
gravity travel over the duration of a Mars mission.  The BOM configuration consisted of testing the aircraft at a full-
fuel configuration, in which the aircraft would have a gross mass of 164 kg (11.24 slugs) and a corresponding most-
forward center of gravity location of 1.23 m (4.04 ft).  The EOM configuration consisted of testing the aircraft at a 
zero-fuel configuration, in which the fuel payload of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) would be depleted, leaving the aircraft mass 
at 116 kg (7.95 slugs) and a corresponding most-aft center of gravity location of 1.24 m (4.07 ft). 
 
In order to keep risk low, it was decided to use a gradual build-up approach when considering the flight 
conditions.  Because aircraft performance, stability, and control deteriorate with increasing altitude due to a decrease 
in air density, it was decided to perform the flight tests at three ascending altitudes.  First at a low-Earth altitude, 
then at a high-Earth altitude, and finally at the Mars mission altitude discussed earlier in this paper; an altitude at 
which the atmospheric properties are akin to a very high-Earth altitude of approximately 106,500 ft. 
 
The low-Earth altitude flight condition consisted of performing the flight tests at a target altitude of 2 km (6,562 
ft) over a Mach range of 0.05 to 0.2.  The Mach number range corresponded to a chord Reynolds number range of 
1.19 x 106 to 4.8 x 106.  The Mach number range was chosen based on the predicted stall speed and maximum speed 
of the Argo VII at the atmospheric conditions.  The cruise speed of the Argo VII was predicted to be Mach 0.08. 
 
The high-Earth altitude flight condition consisted of performing the flight tests at a target altitude of 21.3 km 
(70,000 ft) over a Mach range of 0.2 to 0.4.  This Mach range corresponded to a chord Reynolds number range of 
366,000 to 731,000.  The flight test Mach range was chosen based on the predicted stall and maximum airspeeds of 
the Argo VII at the atmospheric conditions.  The cruise speed of the Argo VII at this altitude was predicted to be 
Mach 0.35. 
 
The Mars mission altitude flight condition consisted of performing the flight tests at a target altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) on Mars over a Mach range of 0.5 to 0.65.  The Mach range corresponded to a chord Reynolds number 
range of 150,873 to 202,016.  The Mach range was chosen based on the predicted stall speed and critical Mach 
number determined earlier in this paper. 
 
Once the flight configurations and conditions were determined, the flight test methods were arranged into a flight 
test plan whose execution would provide for a low-risk gradual approach to the flight testing.  In general, the order 
of execution of the flight test plan began with the execution of the steady-state methods, then the quasi-steady-state 
methods, and finally the dynamic methods.  Each class of flight test method was performed first at the low-Earth 
altitude conditions, then the high-Earth altitude conditions, and finally at the Mars mission altitude conditions.  At 
each altitude, the BOM aircraft configuration was tested first, and then the EOM configuration.   
 
IVC. Flight Simulation  
 
IVC.1. MATLAB and Simulink 
 
Once the flight test plan was completed, it was executed using a MATLAB and Simulink-based computer 
simulation program.  MATLAB version 7.5.0 (R2007b) by The Mathworks, Inc. was used for the simulations, along 
with the included version of Simulink.  MATLAB is based on a high-performance language for technical computing 
that integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems and 
solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation44.   
 
Simulink is software for modeling, simulating, and analyzing dynamic systems.  Simulink is tightly integrated 
with MATLAB.  Simulink requires MATLAB to run, depending upon MATLAB to define and evaluate model and 






The MATLAB and Simulink-based flight simulation program used to execute the flight test plan consisted of 
three primary components: 1) A MATLAB aircraft configuration script (M-file), 2) A Simulink “Wind Trim” 
model, and 3) A Simulink “Flight” model.  A set consisting of these three components was created for each planet, 
i.e., one set for Mars and one set for Earth.  The aircraft configuration script is the first step when running a flight 
simulation.  The aircraft configuration script allows for the input of the initial conditions for a flight simulation.  In 
the aircraft configuration script, the aircraft’s properties such as gross and empty weights, center of gravity location, 
and inertias are input.  The desired initial flight conditions such as altitude, airspeed, and aircraft orientation are also 
defined.  When the configuration script is run, it calls upon the Simulink Wind Trim model.  The Wind Trim model 
takes the inputs from the configuration script and calculates the aircraft’s trim state.  Once the trim state is 
determined, the Simulink Flight model can be run to perform the flight tests. 
 
The Simulink Flight model, shown in Figure 41, is composed of three main components: 1) Input, 2) Aircraft 
Dynamics, and 3) Output/Visual Interface.  The Input component, shown on the left-hand side of Figure 41 consists 
of two methods for providing inputs during flight simulations.  One method allows for the use of a conventional 
yoke configuration or joystick to manually fly the aircraft during simulations.  The second method allows for an 
automated elevator input to be used during simulations.   
 
The Aircraft Dynamics component, shown in the center of Figure 41, contains the nonlinear 6DOF aircraft 
model of the Argo VII.  Within the Aircraft Dynamics block are seven subsystem blocks.  Four blocks represent 
“user input” blocks where the Argo VII aerodynamic, engine, and mass, c.g., and inertia parameters are input, along 
with atmosphere parameters.  The various outputs from the Argo VII user-defined blocks are then fed into three 
blocks.  In these three blocks the linear accelerations and moments, equations of motion, and flight parameters of the 
Argo VII are calculated. 
 
The third component of the Simulink Flight model, Output/Visual Interface, is shown as the single green block 
in the upper right corner of Figure 41.  This block provides position, attitude, and airspeed information for visual 





The execution of the flight test plan resulted in the completion of a total of 65 simulation runs.  The test matrices 
for the simulation runs performed for each of the flight test methods utilized are shown in Tables 21 to 23.  Forty 
runs were performed using the Gliding Flight Method.  Seven runs were performed using the Level Acceleration 
Method.  Six runs each were performed using the Long and Short Period Methods.  Three runs were performed 





V. Results and Discussion 
 
 
This chapter discusses the results from the 65 simulation runs performed with the MATLAB and Simulink-based 
flight simulation program in accordance with the flight test plan developed in the previous chapter. The results from 
four mission evaluation simulations are also discussed.  The results are grouped into four main headings: Evaluation 
of Aircraft Aerodynamic Performance, which gives the results from the Gliding Flight, Roller Coaster, and Split-S 
flight test methods and discusses the Argo VII aerodynamic performance as a result of these flight test methods; 
Evaluation of Energy Performance gives the results from the Level Acceleration flight test method and discusses the 
Argo VII energy performance as a result of this flight test method; Evaluation of Dynamic Longitudinal Stability 
gives the results from the Long and Short Period flight test methods and discusses the Argo VII dynamic 
longitudinal stability as a result of these flight test methods; Mission Evaluations discusses the evaluation of four 
mission requirements in which maneuvers and tasks that the aircraft might be required to perform on Mars are 
performed. 
VA. Evaluation of Aerodynamic Performance 
 
VA.1. Flight Test Methods 
 
The aerodynamic performance of the Argo VII was evaluated using three flight test methods.  The first method 
was the Gliding Flight Method, which consisted of performing a series of relatively short gliding descents at a 
constant airspeed covering a range of desired test airspeeds.  The second method was the Roller Coaster Method, 
which consisted of performing a series of smooth sinusoidal variations of angle of attack over time.  The third 
method was the Split-S Method, which consisted of performing a series of inverted pull-ups during which angle of 
attack was varied from the trim angle of attack to the aircraft maximum angle of attack.  
 
VA.2. Data and Plots 
 
Data from the Gliding Flight Method can be found in Figures 42 to 48.  Lift-curve data from the Split-S and 
Roller Coaster Methods is shown in Figure 42. Sample calculations of the Gliding Flight Method data reduction 
process can be found in Appendix G. Table 24 summarizes Argo VII aerodynamic performance parameters. 
 
VA.3. Analysis and Discussion 
 
The lift-curve slope derived from the Gliding Flight, Split-S and Roller Coaster Methods is shown in Figure 42.  
The data in the figure is only representative of the linear lift region of the Argo VII, as simulation model data was 
not available for the stall and post-stall regions.  The lift coefficient data up to an angle of attack of 12° represents 
data that was input into the MATLAB and Simulink simulation model.  The lift coefficient data beyond an angle of 
attack of 12° is based upon extrapolation techniques used by MATLAB.  Lift-curve data acquired from the three 
different flight test methods were very similar.  For all three test methods, a maximum lift coefficient of 1.35 
occurred at an angle of attack of 18°.  A minimum lift coefficient of 0.07 occurred at an angle of attack of 0.7°.  The 
lift-curve slope from the Gliding Flight Method data is 4.126 per radian (0.072 per degree).  The lift-curve slope 
from the Split-S Method data is 4.3 per radian (0.075 per degree).  The lift-curve slope from the Roller Coaster 
Method is 4.0 per radian (0.07 per degree).  The lift-curve slopes from the three flight test methods agreed relatively 
well with the predicted lift-curve slope of 4.581 per radian (0.079 per degree). 
 
Drag polar data at all 4 altitudes tested using the Gliding Flight Method is shown in Figure 43.  As altitude 
increased, minimum drag coefficient increased and aircraft aerodynamic efficiency decreased.  At an Earth altitude 
of 2 km (6,562 ft), the minimum drag coefficient was 0.0082 and the aerodynamic efficiency was 0.81.  At a Mars 




relatively large variation in altitude of approximately 30.5 km (100,000 ft) resulted in a relatively small variation in 
aircraft minimum drag coefficient (0.0061) and aerodynamic efficiency (0.085). 
  
The maximum range and endurance lift coefficients and lift-to-drag ratios were determined from the drag polars 
shown in Figure 43.  As altitude increased, lift coefficient required for maximum range and endurance increased, 
while maximum range and endurance lift-to-drag ratios decreased.  At an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the lift 
coefficient for maximum range was 0.35 and the lift coefficient for minimum sink was 0.61.  At a Mars altitude of 2 
km (6,562 ft), the lift coefficient for maximum range was 0.44 and the lift coefficient for minimum sink was 0.76.  
A 30.5 km (100,000 ft) variation of altitude resulted in a 0.09 variation of maximum range lift coefficient values, 
and a 0.15 variation of minimum sink lift coefficient values.  At an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), the maximum 
lift-to-drag ratio was 21.34 and the maximum endurance lift-to-drag ratio was 18.6.  At a Mars altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft), the maximum lift-to-drag ratio was 15.5 and the maximum endurance lift-to-drag ratio was 13.3.  A 
variation in altitude of 30.5 km (100,000 ft) resulted in a 5.84 variation of maximum lift-to-drag ratios and a 5.3 
variation of maximum endurance lift-to-drag ratios. 
   
Sink rate data at two aircraft configurations for an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is shown in Figure 44.  The 
two aircraft configurations, BOM and EOM, were discussed in the previous chapter and refer to aircraft masses of 
164 kg (11.24 slugs) and 116 kg (7.95 slugs) respectively.  The data shown in Figure 44 illustrates the effects of a 
variation of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) of aircraft mass and a 0.01 m (0.03 ft) shift in aircraft c.g. location.  With the aircraft in 
the BOM configuration, the aircraft had a minimum sink rate of 86 m/min (282 ft/min) at an airspeed of 27 m/s (88 
ft/s).  The airspeed for maximum range was 35 m/s (116 ft/s).  With the aircraft in the EOM configuration, the 
aircraft had a minimum sink rate of 73 m/min (240 ft/min) at an airspeed of 23 m/s (74 ft/s).  The airspeed for 
maximum range was 30 m/s (97 ft/s).  At this altitude, a variation of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) of aircraft mass and a 0.01 m 
(0.03 ft) shift in aircraft c.g. resulted in a 13 m/min (43 ft/min) variation of minimum sink rate, a 4 m/s (13 ft/s) 
variation of the airspeed for minimum sink rate, and a 5 m/s (16 ft/s) variation of the airspeed for maximum range. 
 
Sink rate data at an Earth altitude of 21.3 km (70,000 ft) is shown in Figure 45.  With the aircraft in the BOM 
configuration, the aircraft had a minimum sink rate of 348 m/min (1140 ft/min) at an airspeed of 99 m/s (326 ft/s).  
The airspeed for maximum range was 130 m/s (427 ft/s).  With the aircraft in the EOM configuration, the aircraft 
had a minimum sink rate of 294 m/min (960 ft/min) at an airspeed of 84 m/s (274 ft/s).  The airspeed for maximum 
range was 110 m/s (360 ft/s).  At this altitude, a variation of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) of aircraft mass and a 0.01 m (0.03 ft) 
shift in aircraft c.g. resulted in a 53 m/min (174 ft/min) variation of minimum sink rate, a 15 m/s (49 ft/s) variation 
of airspeed for minimum sink rate, and a 20 m/s (66 ft/s) variation of airspeed for maximum range. 
 
Sink rate data at a Mars altitude of 1 km (3,281 ft) is shown in Figure 46.  With the aircraft in the BOM 
configuration, the aircraft had a minimum sink rate of 546 m/min (1800 ft/min) at an airspeed of 125 m/s (411 ft/s).  
The airspeed for maximum range was 166 m/s (543 ft/s).  With the aircraft in the EOM configuration, the aircraft 
had a minimum sink rate of 456 m/min (1500 ft/min) at an airspeed of 106 m/s (346 ft/s).  The airspeed for 
maximum range was 139 m/s (457 ft/s).  At this altitude, a variation of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) of aircraft mass and a 0.01 
m (0.03 ft) shift in aircraft c.g. resulted in a 90 m/min (295 ft/min) variation of minimum sink rate, a 19 m/s (62 ft/s) 
variation of airspeed for minimum sink rate, and a 27 m/s (89 ft/s) variation of airspeed for maximum range. 
 
Sink rate data at a Mars altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) is shown in Figure 47.  With the aircraft in the BOM 
configuration, the aircraft had a minimum sink rate of 546 m/min (1800 ft/min) at an airspeed of 131 m/s (431 ft/s).  
The airspeed for maximum range was 173 m/s (566 ft/s).  With the aircraft in the EOM configuration, the aircraft 
had a minimum sink rate of 474 m/min (1560 ft/min) at an airspeed of 111 m/s (363 ft/s).  The airspeed for 
maximum range was 145 m/s (477 ft/s).  At this altitude, the differences in aircraft configurations resulted in a 72 
m/min (236 ft/min) variation of minimum sink rate, a 20 m/s (66 ft/s) variation of airspeed for minimum sink rate, 
and a 28 m/s (92 ft/s) variation in airspeed for maximum range. 
 
The effects of a variation of 48 kg (3.3 slugs) of aircraft mass and a 0.01 m (0.03 ft) shift in aircraft c.g. on 
descent performance were more pronounced as altitude increased.  At an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), a 48 kg 
(3.3 slugs) variation of aircraft mass and a 0.01 m (0.03 ft) shift of aircraft c.g. resulted in a 13 m/min (43 ft/min) 




variation of maximum range airspeed.  At a Mars altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), the same variations in aircraft mass and 
c.g. resulted in a 72 m/min (236 ft/min) variation of minimum sink rate, a 20 m/s (66 ft/s) variation of minimum sink 
rate airspeed, and a 28 m/s (92 ft/s) variation of maximum range airspeed. 
 
The sink rate data for all four altitudes tested with the aircraft in the BOM configuration is shown in Figure 48.  
The figure illustrates the effects that altitude had on the Argo VII descent performance.  As altitude increased, 
descent performance degraded.  As the altitude increased, the minimum sink rate increased from 86 m/min (282 
ft/min) to 546 m/min (1800 ft/min).  For a variation in altitude of 30.5 km (100,000 ft), minimum sink rate varied by 
460 m/min (1518 ft/min).  The airspeed for minimum sink rate increased from 27 m/s (88 ft/s) to 131 m/s (431 ft/s), 
a difference of 104 m/s (343 ft/s).  The airspeed for maximum range increased from 35 m/s (116 ft/s) to 173 m/s 
(566 ft/s), a difference of 128 m/s (450 ft/s).  
VB. Evaluation of Dynamic Longitudinal Stability 
 
VB.1. Flight Test Methods 
 
The dynamic longitudinal stability of the Argo VII was evaluated using two flight test methods.  The first 
method was the Long Period Method.  The Long Period Method involved the utilization of a step input to excite the 
aircraft’s long period response.  The aircraft’s airspeed over time was recorded during the aircraft response.  The 
second method was the Short Period Method.  The Short Period Method involved the use of a doublet input of a 
given frequency and amplitude to excite the aircraft’s short period response.  The angle of attack over time was 
recorded during the aircraft response. 
 
VB.2. Data and Plots 
 
Data from the Long Period Method can be found in Figures 49 to 52.  Data from the Short Period Method can be 
found in Figures 53 to 56.  Sample calculations from the Long and Short Period Method data reduction processes 
can be found in Appendix G. 
 
VB.3. Analysis and Discussion 
 
Table 25 summarizes long period characteristics derived from the Long Period Method flight test simulations.  
Long period responses for the BOM and EOM aircraft configurations at an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) are 
shown in Figure 49.  A step input with amplitude of 0.035 radians (2 degrees) and duration of 4 s was used to excite 
the long period response.  The airspeed oscillated around the trim airspeed, and a slight short period response was 
evident by the slight oscillation of the angle of attack.  For both aircraft configurations, the long period response was 
damped with converging oscillations, indicating that the aircraft possessed positive dynamic and static longitudinal 
stability.  The oscillations completely dampened out at 190 s after the initial aircraft response. 
 
The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the BOM configuration was 60 kts, a deviation of 7 kts 
from the aircraft trim airspeed of 53 kts.  The damping ratio was 0.05.  The response had a period of 14.97 s and  
damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.42 rad/s (24.07 deg/s).  The time to half amplitude was 33 s and the 
number of cycles to half amplitude was 2.204.  The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the EOM 
configuration was 63 kts, a deviation of 10 kts from the aircraft trim airspeed of 53 kts.  The damping ratio was 0.05.  
The response had a period of 16.13 s and damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.39 rad/s (22.35 deg/s).  
The time to half amplitude was 35.54 s and the number of cycles to half amplitude was 2.203.  The 0.01 m (0.03 ft) 
shift in aircraft c.g. between the two aircraft configurations resulted in a 1.16 s difference in period, a 0.03 rad/s 
(1.72 deg/s) difference in damped and undamped natural frequencies, a 2.54 s difference in time to half amplitude, 
and a 0.001 difference in the number of cycles to half amplitude.  Of the two aircraft configurations tested at this 
altitude, the BOM configuration was more positively dynamically stable than the EOM configuration. 
 
Long period responses at an Earth altitude of 21.3 km (70,000 ft) are shown in Figure 50 for the two aircraft 
configurations.  A step input with amplitude of 0.035 radians (2 degrees) and duration of 4 s was used to excite the 




characteristic of the classic long period mode.  For both aircraft configurations the long period response was 
relatively lightly damped with converging oscillations, indicating positive dynamic and static longitudinal stability.  
 
The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the BOM configuration was 228 kts, a deviation of 9 
kts from the aircraft trim airspeed of 219 kts.  The damping ratio was 0.053.  The response had a period of 49.3 s 
and damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.127 rad/s (7.3 deg/s).  The time to half amplitude was 103 s and 
the number of cycles to half amplitude was 2.1.  The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the EOM 
configuration was 223 kts, a deviation of 14 kts from the aircraft trim airspeed of 219 kts.  The damping ratio was 
0.048.  The response had a period of 49.85 s and damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.126 rad/s (7.22 
deg/s).  The time to half amplitude was 114.6 s and the number of cycles to half amplitude was 2.30.  The 0.01 m 
(0.03 ft) shift in aircraft c.g. between the two aircraft configurations resulted in a 0.005 difference in damping ratios, 
a 0.55 s difference in period, a 0.001 rad/s (0.0573 deg/s) difference in damped and undamped natural frequencies, a 
11.6 s difference in time to half amplitude, and a 0.2 difference in number of cycles to half amplitude.  Of the two 
aircraft configurations tested at this altitude, the BOM configuration was more positively dynamically stable than 
the EOM configuration. 
 
Long period responses at a Mars mission altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) are shown in Figure 51 for the two aircraft 
configurations.  A step input with amplitude of 0.07 radians (4 degrees) and duration of 7.1 s was used to excite the 
long period response.  The airspeed oscillated while angle of attack remained virtually constant, as is characteristic 
of long period responses.  For both aircraft configurations the response was very lightly damped, as barely one cycle 
had elapsed over 240 s.  For both aircraft configurations, approximately 6,500 ft of altitude was lost in the time it 
took for approximately one cycle to occur.  For both configurations the long period response was characterized by 
converging oscillations, indicating positive dynamic and static longitudinal stability.  
 
The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the BOM configuration was 280 kts, a deviation of 8 
kts from the aircraft trim airspeed of 272 kts.  The damping ratio was 0.043.  The response had a period of 149.22 s, 
damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.0421 rad/s (2.412 deg/s), time to half amplitude of 382.81 s, and a 
number of cycles to half amplitude of 2.56.  The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the EOM 
configuration was 285 kts, a deviation of 13 kts from the aircraft trim airspeed of 272 kts.  The damping ratio was 
0.04.  The response had a period of 148.62 s, damped and undamped natural frequencies of 0.0423 rad/s (2.424 
deg/s), time to half amplitude of 409.6 s, and a number of cycles to half amplitude of 2.76.  The 0.01 m (0.03 ft) 
shift in aircraft c.g. between the two aircraft configurations resulted in a 0.003 difference in damping ratios, a 0.6 s 
difference in period, a 0.0002 rad/s (0.0115 deg/s) difference in damped and undamped natural frequencies, a 26.8 s 
difference in time to half amplitude, and a 0.2 difference in number of cycles to half amplitude.  Of the two aircraft 
configurations tested at this altitude, the BOM configuration was more positively dynamically stable than the EOM 
configuration. 
 
The long period responses for the BOM configurations at all three altitudes tested are shown in Figure 52 to 
illustrate the effect of altitude on the aircraft’s long period response.  The aircraft response was most heavily damped 
at an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft).  As the altitude increased, the damping became lighter, as would be expected 
due to thinning air density with altitude.  At the Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the damping ratio was 0.05 and at 
the Mars altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the damping ratio was 0.043.  As the altitude increased, the period of the 
response increased.  At an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the period was 14.97 s and at the Mars altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) the period multiplied by a factor of ten to 149.22 s.  The time to half amplitude increased with altitude.  At 
an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the time to half amplitude was 33s, while at a Mars altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) 
the time to half amplitude was increased by a factor of eleven to a value of 382.8 s.  For a change in altitude of 30.5 
km (100,000 ft) the dynamic longitudinal stability of the Argo VII decreased by a factor of approximately 10.  A 
change in altitude of 30.5 km (100,000 ft) resulted in a 134.25 s increase in period, a 0.38 rad/s (21.77 deg/s) 
decrease in damped and undamped natural frequencies, and a 350 s increase in time to half amplitude.  A 48 kg (3.3 
slugs) difference in aircraft mass and a corresponding 0.01 m (0.03 ft) shift in aircraft c.g. had an increasing effect 
on response characteristics as altitude increased.  At an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) the shift in aircraft c.g. 
resulted in no difference in damping ratio, a 1.16 s difference in period, a 0.03 rad/s (1.72 deg/s) difference in 
damped and undamped natural frequencies, a 2.54 s difference in time to half amplitude, and a 0.001 difference in 




0.003 difference in damping ratio, a 0.65 s difference in period, a 0.0002 rad/s (0.0115 deg/s) difference in damped 
and undamped natural frequencies, a 26.8 s difference in time to half amplitude, and a 0.2 difference in the number 
of cycles to half amplitude.   
 
Table 26 summarizes short period characteristics derived from the Short Period Method flight test simulations.  
Short period responses for the BOM and EOM aircraft configurations at an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) are 
shown in Figure 53.  A number of doublet inputs of varying frequencies and amplitudes were input to the aircraft.  
However, as can be seen from the data in the figure, the virtually constant angle of attack over time indicated that 
the aircraft short period dynamics were so heavily damped at this altitude that the aircraft exhibited virtually no 
response at this altitude.  However, as evident in Figure 49, the long period response of the aircraft at the same 
altitude also indicated a slight short period response.  It was unknown why the short period response showed up in 
the long period response data, but was not evident in the data shown in Figure 53. 
 
Short period responses at an Earth altitude of 21.3 km (70,000 ft) are shown in Figure 54 for the BOM and EOM 
aircraft configurations.  A doublet input of amplitude 0.07 radians (4 degrees) and duration of 0.32 s was used to 
excite the short period response.  The aircraft angle of attack oscillated over time, while the aircraft airspeed 
remained virtually constant, characteristic of the classic short period mode.  For both aircraft configurations, the 
short period response was relatively heavily damped with converging oscillations that damped out completely by 
one second into the response. The responses indicated that the aircraft possessed positive dynamic and static 
longitudinal stability. 
 
The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the BOM configuration was 10.1°, a deviation of 4° 
from the aircraft trim angle of attack of 6.1°.  The response had a period of 0.97 s and a damping ratio of 0.35.  The 
damped natural frequency was 11.63 rad/s (666 deg/s) and the undamped natural frequency was 12.41 rad/s (711 
deg/s).  The time to half amplitude was 0.16 s and the number of cycles to half amplitude was 0.3.  The peak 
amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the EOM configuration was 8.4°, a deviation of 4.1° from the aircraft 
trim angle of attack of 4.3°.  The response had a period of 0.5 s and a damping ratio of 0.45.  The damped natural 
frequency was 12.57 rad/s (720 deg/s) and the undamped natural frequency was 14.08 rad/s (807 deg/s).  The time to 
half amplitude was 0.11 s and the number of cycles to half amplitude was 0.22.  A shift in aircraft c.g. of 0.01 m 
(0.03 ft) between the two aircraft configurations resulted in a 0.04 s difference in period, a difference in damping 
ratios of 0.1, a difference in damped natural frequency of 0.94 rad/s (54 deg/s), a 1.67 rad/s (96 deg/s) difference in 
undamped natural frequency, a 0.05 s difference in time to half amplitude, and a 0.08 difference in the number of 
cycles to half amplitude.  The EOM aircraft configuration was the more positively dynamically stable of the two 
configurations tested. 
 
Short period responses for the BOM and EOM configurations at a Mars altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) are shown in 
Figure 55.  A doublet input of amplitude 0.07 radians (4 degrees) and duration of 0.32 s was used to excite the 
aircraft short period response.  The aircraft angle of attack oscillated over time while the aircraft airspeed remained 
virtually constant, as is characteristic of short period responses.  For both aircraft configurations the short period 
response was damped with converging oscillations damping out by 5 s, indicating that the aircraft possessed positive 
dynamic and static longitudinal stability. 
 
The peak amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the BOM configuration was 10.5°, a deviation of 2.2° 
from the aircraft trim angle of attack of 8.3°.  The response had a period of 0.97 s and a damping ratio of 0.15.  The 
damped natural frequency was 6.48 rad/s (371 deg/s) and the undamped natural frequency was 6.55 rad/s (375 
deg/s).  The time to half amplitude was 0.705 s and the number of cycles to half amplitude was 0.725.  The peak 
amplitude of the initial response oscillation for the EOM configuration was 8.5°, a deviation of 2.7° from the aircraft 
trim angle of attack of 5.8°.  The response had a period of 0.85 s and a damping ratio of 0.2.  The damped natural 
frequency was 1.39 rad/s (423 deg/s) and the undamped natural frequency was 7.54 rad/s (432 deg/s).  The time to 
half amplitude was 0.46 s and the number of cycles to half amplitude was 0.54.  A shift in aircraft c.g. of 0.01 m 
(0.03 ft) between the two aircraft configurations resulted in a 0.12 s difference in period, a 0.05 difference in 
damping ratio, a difference in damped natural frequency of 0.91 rad/s (52 deg/s), a difference in undamped natural 




number of cycles to half amplitude.  The EOM configuration was slightly more positively dynamically stable of the 
two configurations tested. 
 
The short period responses for the BOM configurations at all three altitudes tested are shown in Figure 56 to 
illustrate the effect of altitude on the aircraft short period response.  The aircraft went from having a heavily damped 
response at an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) to having a response that was considerably more lightly damped at a 
Mars altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft).  The aircraft short period response became less stable as the altitude increased.  An 
increase in altitude of 30.5 km (100,000 ft) resulted in a decrease in damping ratio of at least 0.85, an increase in 
period of 0.97 s, an increase in time to half amplitude of 0.705 s, and a 0.725 increase in the number of cycles to half 
amplitude.   
VC. Evaluation of Energy Performance 
 
VC.1. Flight Test Methods 
 
The energy performance of the Argo VII flying on Mars was evaluated using the Level Acceleration Method.  
The Level Acceleration Method consisted of performing a series of level flight accelerations over the airspeed range 
of the aircraft at altitudes of interest.  During the level accelerations, the aircraft airspeed and altitude were recorded 
versus time.  The altitude was held within +/- 300 ft of the target altitude during each run. 
 
VC.2. Data and Plots 
 
Data from the Level Acceleration Method simulations can be found in Figures 57 to 59.  Sample calculations 
from the Level Acceleration Method data reduction process can be found in Appendix G. 
 
VC.3. Analysis and Discussion 
 
Aircraft true airspeed versus time is shown in Figure 57 for the seven altitudes tested on Mars.  At all altitudes, 
the aircraft had a constant acceleration until the engine ran out of fuel, as evidenced by the nearly linear airspeeds 
over time.  However, as the fuel was depleted and the aircraft mass decreased, the aircraft acceleration should have 
increased.  The 62 N (14 lbf) thrust provided by the rocket engine was more than enough to overcome the aircraft 
drag forces.  As the altitude increased, the airspeed curve shifted down, with only a slight decrease in aircraft 
acceleration.  At an altitude of 500 m (1,640 ft), the aircraft acceleration was 0.1526 m/s2 (0.5005 ft/s2).  At an 
altitude of 10 km (32,800 ft), the aircraft acceleration was 0.1405 m/s2 (0.4608 ft/s2), a decrease of 0.0121 m/s2 (0.04 
ft/s2) for a 9.5 km (31,160 ft) increase in altitude. 
 
Aircraft specific excess power versus true airspeed is shown in Figure 58 for all altitudes.  Since the aircraft 
altitude was kept within +/- 300 ft (91.5 m) of the target altitude during the flight tests, any change in altitude was 
not factored into the results.  The specific excess power at all altitudes is linear, due to the constant acceleration 
experienced by the aircraft at all altitudes, as discussed previously.  At all altitudes, specific excess power increased 
with airspeed.  As the altitude increased, the specific excess power curve shifted down, indicating a decrease in 
available specific excess power with increasing altitude.  At a mission cruise airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s) at an 
altitude of 500 m (1,640 ft), the aircraft has a specific excess power of 5.95 m/s (19.52 ft/s).  At the same airspeed at 
an altitude of 10 km (32,800 ft), the aircraft has a specific excess power of 5.45 m/s (17.88 ft/s).  A decrease in 
specific excess power of 0.5 m/s (1.64 ft/s) is experienced with a 9.5 km (31,160 ft) increase in altitude.  At Mars 
mission conditions of altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) and airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s), the Argo VII has a specific 
excess power of 5.8 m/s (19.02 ft/s), or 348 m/min (1,141 ft/min). 
 
Lines of constant specific excess power, Ps, and constant energy height, Es, have been plotted versus altitude and 
true airspeed in Figure 59.  All lines of constant Ps are virtually vertical up to an altitude of 10 km (32,800 ft).  The 
lines of constant Ps begin to show slight curvature at an altitude of approximately 6.7 km (22,000 ft).  The virtually 
vertical Ps lines indicate that the quickest way for the Argo VII to change altitude, or energy states, is to climb 






VD. Mission Evaluations 
 
An evaluation of four mission requirements in which maneuvers and tasks that the aircraft might be required to 
perform on Mars was performed.  The mission evaluations were performed with respect to specific landmarks on 
Mars that might be of scientific interest.  The aircraft range performance was evaluated using a science traverse 
scenario.  The aircraft climb and descent performance was evaluated using a crater that the aircraft was required to 
descend and then climb out of.  A boost-glide technique was used to evaluate the aircraft’s ability to traverse a 
distance beyond its predicted maximum range.  The final mission evaluation involved a series of tasks, performed in 
sequence, which the aircraft might perform during the course of an entire Mars mission. 
 
VD.1. Mission Evaluation #1: Science Traverse 
 
The range of the Argo VII was evaluated using a traverse similar to that used by the ARES-2 to evaluate crustal 
magnetism on Mars.  A traverse consisting of two parallel legs, each 240 km (149 mi) in length, for a total range 
requirement of 480 km (298 mi), at a constant altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) was conducted.  The Argo VII is to begin 
the mission flying north at 34.6 degrees south and 188.6 degrees west for 240 km (149 mi) (4 degrees of latitude).  
At the end of the first leg, the airplane will turn 180 degrees, with a turn radius of 9 km (6 mi), and fly 240 km (149 
mi) south.  The aircraft is to fly the mission at a constant altitude, and at an airspeed not exceeding Mach 0.7.  Since 
the Argo VII simulation is limited to the longitudinal axis only, the turn will not be performed.  Instead, the aircraft 
will fly the mission at a constant altitude for the required range of 480 km (298 mi). 
 
The mission was flown by turning the rocket engine on and off in order to maintain the required altitude.  The 
rocket engine was supposed to have 287 s worth of fuel that is independent of the computer simulation time.  
However, after 287 s of computer simulation time, the rocket engine indicated that it was out of fuel and no longer 
operational, although only about 120 s worth of fuel had actually been used.  Therefore, the airplane was only able 
to traverse 156 km (97 mi) (2.6 degrees of latitude).  Had the full 287 s worth of fuel been available, the aircraft 
would have traversed 373 km (232 mi).  Previous predictions indicated that the Argo VII should have been able to 
traverse at least 500 km (311 mi). 
 
VD.2. Misison Evaluation #2: Hellas Impact Crater Climb and Descent 
 
The climb and descent performance of the Argo VII was evaluated by descending into and climbing out of the 
Hellas Impact Basin (crater), centered at 42.7 degrees south and 70 degrees east.  The altitude difference between 
the rim and the bottom of the crater is approximately 7 km (4.3 mi).  The Argo VII is to begin the mission flying 2 
km (6,562 ft) at an airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s) near the outer rim of the crater.  Once the airplane reaches the rim 
of the crater, the aircraft will descend into the crater at an airspeed not exceeding Mach 0.7 to an altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) above the floor of the crater, a descent of 7 km (4.3 mi).  Once stabilized at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) 
and airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s) above the floor of the crater, the airplane will perform a 7 km (4.3 mi) climb back 
out of the crater to an altitude of 2 km above the surface. 
 
The airplane completed the 7 km (4.3 mi) descent into the crater in 745 s (12.4 min) over a distance of 224.4 km 
(139.4 mi) (3.74 degrees of latitude).  The airplane sink rate was 9.4 m/s (30.8 ft/s), which agreed well with 
predicted performance.  With the rocket engine on, the airplane was able to complete only 1.5 km (5,000 ft) of the 
required 7 km (4.3 mi) climb at an average airspeed of 146 m/s (480 ft/s) in 290 s (5 min).  The average rate of 
climb was 5.17 m/s (17.0 ft/s), which was close to the predicted rate of climb of 6.1 m/s (20 ft/s) at similar 
conditions. 
 
VD.3. Mission Evaluation #3: Extending the Range of the Argo VII Using a Boost-Glide Technique 
 
A technique for extending the range of the Argo VII was evaluated using combinations of rocket boost-assisted 
climbs and glides to extend the range of the airplane past the predicted 500 km (232 mi) maximum range.  The 




degrees south and 268 degrees east, to the Ascraeus Mons, centered near 12 degrees north and 256 degrees east.  
The distance from Valles Marineris to the Ascraeus Mons is approximately 1092 km (679 mi) (18 degrees of 
latitude).  The aircraft begins the mission at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) and an airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s).  A 
combination of rocket boost-assisted climbs, and glides are performed to cover the required range.  The aircraft 
airspeed is not to exceed Mach 0.7. 
 
Three scenarios were performed to assess the ability of the airplane to traverse the required distance.  The first 
scenario consisted of performing a glide from an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) at the predicted airspeed for maximum 
endurance of 131 m/s (431 ft/s).  At this flight condition, the airplane was only able to traverse 53 km (33 mi) (0.883 
degrees of latitude) of the required distance in 226 s (3.8 min).  The second scenario consisted of performing the 
traverse at a constant altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) with the rocket engine on.  When the rocket engine shut off at 
approximately 290 s (5 min), the airplane had traversed 373 km (232 mi) of the required distance.  The third 
scenario consisted of performing a series of glides, with the rocket engine turned off, and climbs, with the rocket 
turned on for one minute per climb.  As mentioned previously, the full 287 s (5 min) worth of fuel for the engine 
was not available.  Therefore, in the 775 s (13 min) duration of the mission, the rocket engine was only able to be 
turned on for a total of 180 s (3 min).  Therefore, for this scenario, the airplane was only able to traverse 166 km 
(103 mi) of the required distance in 775 s (13 min).  Had the aircraft had the full 287 s worth of fuel, and using 
extrapolation techniques, the aircraft should have been able to traverse at least 190 km (118 mi) of the required 1092 
km (679 mi) requirement.  As evident by the data, the boost-glide technique used to perform this scenario was not an 
effective method of increasing the range of the aircraft. 
 
VD.4. Mission Evaluation #4:  Entire Mission Scenario 
 
The ability of the Argo VII to perform a series of tasks and maneuvers that might be performed over the course 
of an entire Mars mission was evaluated.  The airplane begins the mission at the moment of aeroshell extraction, at 
an altitude of 9 km (5.6 mi).  The airplane will then glide down to an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) above the surface.  
Once at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), the airplane will stabilize in level flight and perform an aerial survey, 
consisting of two legs, each 250 km (155 mi) in length, for a total length of 500 km (311 mi).  At the end of the 
aerial survey, the aircraft will descend into a crater of depth 2 km (6,562 ft), and perform a 100 km (62 mi) aerial 
survey at an altitude of 1 km (3280 ft) above the crater floor at an airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s).  The 3 km (9842 ft) 
descent into the crater shall be performed at an airspeed not exceeding Mach 0.7.  At the end of the survey of the 
crater floor, the aircraft will perform a climb of 3 km (9,842 ft) out of the crater, to an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) 
over the surface.  Once out of the crater, the airplane will then fly 100km, at an altitude of 2 km, to an 
environmentally-safe impact site, where the mission will then be terminated. 
 
The airplane was only able to perform the initial glide from the point of aeroshell extraction and a partial traverse 
of the initial aerial survey.  The rest of the required mission could not be completed.  The airplane was able to 
perform the 7 km (4.3 mi) glide from an altitude of 9 km (29,520 ft) to 2 km (6,562 ft) in 745 s (12 min) in a 
distance of 224 km (139 mi).  The airplane was then only able to traverse 373 km (232 mi) of the required 500 km 








An in-flight simulation of the longitudinal handling qualities of the Argo VII at a Mars mission cruise condition 
was planned using a Ryan Navion variable stability research aircraft.  The in-flight simulation was not conducted.  
However, some calculations were made for future work.  For a Mars mission cruise condition at an altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) and airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s), the Argo VII longitudinal static stability derivative, M  , was -25 /s
2.  
Through the use of a parameter matching technique, it was determined that a potentiometer setting of 77 was 
required to be input into the Navion variable stability system control panel in order to simulate the Argo VII 
longitudinal static stability handling qualities.  The pitch damping derivative, M q , of the Argo VII was determined 
to be -368.3 /s2.  Through the use of the parameter matching technique, it was determined that a potentiometer 
setting of 655 was required to be input into the Navion variable stability system control panel. 
 
Extensive flight tests were performed using a MATLAB and Simulink-based flight simulation program.  
Specifically, aerodynamic performance, dynamic longitudinal stability, energy performance, and task evaluations of 
the airplane were investigated.  A total of 65 simulations were performed at altitudes on Earth and Mars in order to 
compare the effects of altitude on performance.  Six flight test methods were used.  The Gliding Flight, Split-S, and 
Roller Coaster Methods wwere used to evaluate aerodynamic performance.  The Long and Short Period Methods 
were used to evaluate dynamic longitudinal stability.  The Level Acceleration Method was used to evaluate the 
energy performance. 
 
The Argo VII aerodynamic performance was evaluated on Earth and Mars.  On Earth, performance was 
evaluated at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) and an altitude of 21.3 km (70,000 ft).  On Mars, performance was 
evaluated at an assumed Mars mission altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) at two aircraft configurations.  A full-fuel 
configuration, designated BOM, consisted of an aircraft mass of 164 kg (11.24 slugs) and a corresponding aircraft 
c.g. location of 1.23 m (4.04 ft).  An empty-fuel configuration, designated EOM, consisted of an aircraft mass of 116 
kg (7.95 slugs) and a corresponding aircraft c.g. location of 1.24 m (4.07 ft). 
 
As altitude increased, from an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) on Earth to an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) on Mars, 
aerodynamic performance decreased.  At an Earth altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft), the maximum lift-to-drag ratio was 
21.34.  The maximum lift-to-drag ratio at an altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) on Mars was 15.5.  An approximate 30.5 km 
(100,000 ft) increase in altitude resulted in a 5.84 decrease in maximum lift-to-drag ratio.  At an altitude of 2 km 
(6,562 ft) on Mars, the lift coefficient for maximum range was 0.44.  With the aircraft in the BOM configuration, the 
airspeed for maximum range was 173 m/s (566 ft/s).  The lift coefficient for maximum endurance was 0.76, the 
airspeed for maximum endurance was 131 m/s (431 ft/s), and the minimum sink rate was 546 m/min (1800 ft/min).  
With the aircraft in the EOM configuration, overall aerodynamic performance increased by approximately 16%. 
 
The Argo VII dynamic longitudinal stability was evaluated at the previously mentioned altitudes on Earth and 
Mars.  As altitude increased, dynamic longitudinal stability decreased.  At all altitudes and flight conditions, the 
Argo VII possessed dynamic longitudinal stability and was damped.  The dynamic longitudinal stability of the Argo 
VII flying on Mars was approximately 10% of that of the airplane flying on Earth.  With the airplane in the BOM 
configuration and flying at the Mars mission cruise conditions, the airplane exhibited the following long period 
characteristics: the damping ratio was 0.043, the period was 149.22 s, the damped and undamped natural frequencies 
were 0.0421 rad/s (2.41 deg/s), and the time to half amplitude was 382.8 s.  With the airplane in the EOM 
configuration, the long period responses indicated an approximate 6% decrease in dynamic longitudinal stability.  
With the airplane in the BOM configuration, the airplane exhibited the following short period characteristics: the 
damping ratio was 0.15, the period was 0.97 s, the damped natural frequency was 6.48 rad/s (371 deg/s), the 
undamped natural frequency was 6.55 rad/s (375 deg/s), and the time to half amplitude was 0.705 s.  With the 





The energy performance of the Argo VII was evaluated at seven altitudes on Mars.  The lowest altitude was 500 
m (1,640 ft) and the highest altitude was 10 km (32,800 ft).  At all altitudes the airplane experienced a constant 
acceleration until the engine ran out of fuel.  However, as the aircraft fuel was depleted and aircraft mass decreased, 
the acceleration should have increased.  The 14 lbf (62 N) of thrust generated by the rocket engine was more than 
enough to overcome the airplane drag forces.  As altitude increased, the rate of aircraft acceleration decreased.  At 
an altitude of 500 m (1,640 ft), the airplane acceleration was 0.1526 m/s2 (0.5005 ft/s2).  At an altitude of 10 km 
(32,800 ft), the acceleration was 0.1405 m/s2 (0.4608 ft/s2), a decrease in acceleration of 0.0121 m/s2 (0.04 ft/s2) for 
a 9.5 km (31,160 ft) increase in altitude. 
 
The specific excess power at altitudes was linear, due to the constant acceleration of the airplane.  At all 
altitudes, specific excess power increased with airspeed.  As altitude increased, specific excess power decreased at a 
constant airspeed.  At a mission cruise airspeed of 145 m/s (476 ft/s) at an altitude of 500 m (1,640 ft), the specific 
excess power was 5.95 m/s (19.52 ft/s).  At the same airspeed at an altitude of 10 km (32,800 ft), the specific excess 
power was 5.45 m/s (17.88 ft/s).  A 9.5 km (31,160 ft) increase in altitude resulted in a 0.5 m/s (1.64 ft/s) decrease in 
specific excess power.  At the Mars mission flight condition of altitude 2 km (6,562 ft) and airspeed of 145 m/s (476 
ft/s), the airplane had a specific excess power of 5.8 m/s (19.02 ft/s), or 348 m/min (1,141 ft/min).  Using analytical 
techniques, the predicted specific excess power was 180 m/min (591 ft/min) at the same flight condition, a 
difference of 168 m/min (550 ft/min) between the two prediction methods. 
 
Lines of constant specific excess power were virtually vertical up to an altitude of 10 km (32,800 ft).  At an 
altitude of approximately 6.7 km (22,000 ft), the lines of constant specific excess power began to show some slight 
curvature.  The virtually vertical lines of constant specific excess power indicated that the quickest way for the 
airplane to change altitude, or energy state, was to climb to the desired altitude at a constant equivalent airspeed. 
 
This thesis resulted in the successful evaluation of the aerodynamic performance and stability and control 
characteristics of a Mars airplane.  The successful execution of flight tests centered on the longitudinal axis provided 
insight into the aircraft’s longitudinal flying qualities and ability to perform maneuvers and tasks that might be 
required during a Mars mission.  The research indicated that a powered airplane is a viable means for collecting 
scientific data on Mars.  In the future, a full 6DOF simulation of the Argo VII using the MATLAB and Simulink-
based flight simulation program would extend the findings of this thesis.   The additional execution of flight tests in 
the lateral and directional axes would provide additional insight into the flying qualities and mission evaluation of 
the aircraft.  Also, a pilot evaluation of the Mars airplane design using the Navion variable stability aircraft would 
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Table 2.  Influence of Design Requirements on the ARES Design 
Design Requirement Influence on Design 
Fit within a 2.65 m diameter Viking-derivative 
aeroshell 
Number of folds versus wing span, aeroshell 
extraction 
Survive launch and entry load environments Mounting in aeroshell, aerial platform selection 
Maintain sub-pixel smear for science instrumentation Platform stability, maximum ground speed 
Maintain continuous communication link with carrier 
spacecraft 
Restricted maneuvering, endurance limited by 
communication window 
Science traverse range > 500 km Propulsion system, cruise efficiency, platform 
selection 
Altitude 1-2 km above ground level Maneuvering requirements, platform selection 




Table 3.  ARES-1 Geometry Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Wingspan 6.33 m (20.8 ft) 
Overall Length 4.3 m (14.1 ft) 
Overall Height 0.7 m (2.3 ft) 
Reference Area 7.11 m2 (76.5 ft2) 
Reference Chord 1.20 m (3.94 ft) 
Wing Aspect Ratio 5.64 
Wing Sweep 30° 
Tail Anhedral 34° 
Projected Horizontal Tail Area 0.88 m2 (9.47 ft2) 
Horizontal Tail Volume 
Coefficient 
0.28 
Projected Vertical Tail Area 0.3 m2 (3.2 ft2) (each) 





Table 4.  ARES-2 Geometry Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Wingspan 6.25 m (20.5 ft) 
Overall Length 4.4 m (14.4 ft) 
Overall Height 0.7 m (2.3 ft) 
Reference Wing Area 7.0 m2 (75.35 ft2) 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord 1.25 m (4.10 ft) 
Wing Aspect Ratio 5.58 
Wing Sweep  30° 
Tail Anhedral 37° 
Projected Horizontal Tail Area 1.1 m2 (11.8 ft2) 
Horizontal Tail Volume Coefficient 0.37 
Projected Vertical Tail Area 0.4 m2 (4.3 ft2) (each) 
Vertical Tail Volume Coefficient 0.053 (total) 
Maximum Expected Mass (dry) 101 kg (6.92 slugs) 
Propellant Mass 48 kg (3.3 slugs) 
Static Margin (maximum propellant) 8% 
Static Margin (dry) 7% 
Wing Loading (beginning of mission) 79 N/m2 (1.65 lb/ft2) 
Mass Moment Of Inertia About Roll Axis (beginning of mission) 56 kg-m2 (41 slugs-ft2) 
Mass Moment Of Inertia About Pitch Axis (beginning of mission) 38 kg-m2 (28 slugs-ft2) 





Table 5.  ARES-2 Predicted Cruise Performance* 
 Maximum Allocation Mass Maximum Expected Mass 
Mass (full fuel) 175 kg (12 slugs) 149 kg (10.2 slugs) 
Mass (zero fuel) 127 kg (8.7 slugs) 101 kg (6.9 slugs) 
Stall Velocity (full fuel) 116 m/s (381 ft/s) 107 m/s (351 ft/s) 
Lift Coefficient 0.52 to 0.71 0.41 to 0.61 
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 14.0 to 14.4 13.3 to 14.4 
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 0.093 0.109 
Instantaneous Climb Rate 180 m/min (591 ft/min) 329 m/min (1,079 ft/min) 
Instantaneous Range 500 km (311 mi) 600 km (373 mi) 
Instantaneous Endurance 60 min 71 min 




Table 6.  ARES-2 Stability and Control Derivatives 
Parameter Value 





  -0.07 
Weathercock Stability, C n   0.0630 /rad (0.0011 /deg) 
Dihedral Effect, C l   -0.0286 /rad (-0.0005 /deg) 
Pitch Damping, C mq   -6.8 /rad (-0.1187 /deg) 
Yaw Damping, C nr   -0.07 /rad (-0.00122 /deg) 
Roll Damping, C l p   -0.42 /rad (-0.00733 /deg) 
Rudder Control Power, C nr   -0.0802 /rad (-0.0014 /deg) 
Effect of Rudder Deflection on Roll Moment, C l r
 -0.0172 /rad (-0.0003 /deg) 
Elevator Control Power, C me  -0.8022 /rad (-0.0140 /deg) 
Adverse Yaw, C na   0.01146 /rad (0.0002 /deg) 
Roll Control Power, C la




Table 7.  Argo VII Weight and Balance Summary 
Component Weight Arm Moment 
Wing 73.82 kg (162.4 lb) 1.26 m (4.13 ft) 93 kg-m (671 lb-ft) 
Fuselage 4.74 kg (10.43 lb) 0.7 m (2.30 ft) 3.32 kg-m (29.96 lb-ft) 
Horizontal Stabilizer 1.74 kg (3.83 lb) 4.19 m (13.74 ft) 7.29 kg-m (52.60 lb-ft) 
Vertical Stabilizer 1.60 kg (3.52 lb) 4.22 m (13.84 ft) 6.75 kg-m (48.71 lb-ft) 
Propulsion System 3.0 kg (6.6 lb) 1.76 m (5.77 ft) 5.28 kg-m (38.10 lb-ft) 
Tail Boom 5.0 kg (11.0 lb) 2.68 m (8.79 ft) 13.4 kg-m (96.69 lb-ft) 
Science Payload 14.3 kg (31.46 lb) 0.1 m (0.328 ft) 1.43 kg-m (10.32 lb-ft) 
Subsystem Payload 11.3 kg (24.86 lb) 0.1 m (0.328 ft) 1.13 kg-m (8.15 lb-ft) 
Fuel 48 kg (105.6 lb) 1.26 m (4.13 ft) 60.5 kg-m (436.4 lb-ft) 










Reference Area 7.34 m2 (79 ft2) 1.37 m2 (14.75 ft2) 0.74 m2 (7.96 ft2) 
Span 6.66 m (21.84 ft) 2.0 m (6.56 ft) 0.98 m (3.21 ft) 
Root Chord 1.76 m (5.77 ft) 1.05 m (3.44 ft) 1.16 m (3.80 ft) 
Tip Chord 0.44 m (1.44 ft) 0.315 m (1.03 ft) 0.348 m (1.14 ft) 
Taper Ratio 0.25 0.3 0.3 
Leading-Edge Sweep 30° 35° 35° 
Quarter-Chord Sweep 25° 27.5° 16° 
Half-Chord Sweep 20.12° 18.83° 1° 
Mean Chord 1.23 m (4.03 ft) 0.75 m (2.46 ft) 0.83 m (2.72 ft) 
Distance of Mean Chord to Centerline 1.33 m (4.36 ft) 0.41 m (1.34 ft) 0.4 m (1.31 ft) 
Aspect Ratio (Effective) 6 3 1.3 (2.0) 
Twist (“washout”) 3° 0 0 
Geometric Dihedral 3° 0 0 
Volume Coefficient 0 0.44 0.043 









NACA 0009 Airfoil 
Vertical Stabilizer 
NACA 0006 Airfoil 
Thickness 9.22 %* 9.0 %* 6.0 %* 
Maximum Thickness Position 28.60 %* 30.5 %* 30.5 %* 
Camber 2.91 %* 0.0 %* 0.0 %* 
Maximum Camber Position 42.20 %* 0.0 %* 0.0 %* 
Maximum Lift Coefficient, 
C lmax  
1.24 0.6847 0.65 
Minimum Drag Coefficient, 
C d min   
0.01082 0.01319 0.01 
Zero Lift Pitching Moment 
Coefficient, C m0   
-0.1074 0 0 
Lift-Curve Slope, C l  7.28 /rad (0.13 /deg) 5.74 /rad (0.1001 /deg) 6.6 /rad (0.1151 /deg) 












Subsonic Lift-Curve Slope, 
C L   
4.584 /rad (0.08 /deg) 5.233 /rad (0.0913 /deg) 5.44 /rad (0.095 /deg) 
 Subsonic Parasite Drag 
Coefficient , C Do  
0.0170 0.01427 Not Calculated 
Zero Lift Pitching Moment 
Coefficient, C mo   
0.0423 Not Calculated 0.0417 




 Not Calculated 0.494 Not Calculated 
 Maximum Lift-to-Drag Ratio  17.42 14.18 14.4 
 Pitching Moment Slope, C m  
(full-fuel)  
-0.478 /rad (-0.008/deg) Not Calculated -0.48 /rad* (-0.008/deg) 
Pitching Moment Slope, C m  
(zero-fuel) 
-0.44 /rad (-0.008 /deg) Not Calculated -0.48 /rad* (-0.008/deg) 
Static Margin (full-fuel) 10.4 % Not Calculated 8 % 
Static Margin (zero-fuel) 9.6 % Not Calculated 7 % 
* Unknown fuel condition. 












Stability,C m   
(full-fuel)  
-0.311 /rad (-0.005/deg) -0.48 /rad (-0.008  /deg) -0.48 /rad (-0.01 /deg)* 
Static Longitudinal 
Stability,C m   
(zero-fuel) 
-0.44 /rad (-0.008 /deg) -0.44 /rad (-0.008 /deg) -0.48 /rad (-0.01 /deg)* 













-0.0955 -0.09622 -0.07 
Static Directional Stability, 
C n   
0.107 /rad (0.002  /deg) Not Calculated 0.063 /rad (0.0011 /deg) 
Static Lateral Stability, C l   -0.034 /rad (-0.001/deg) Not Calculated -0.03 /rad (-0.001 /deg) 
Pitch Damping, C mq   -7.09/rad (-0.1237 /deg) Not Calculated -6.8 /rad (-0.1187 /deg) 
Yaw Damping, C nr   -0.097 /rad (-0.002/deg) Not Calculated -0.07 /rad (-0.0012/deg) 
Roll Damping, C l p   -0.54 /rad (-0.009  /deg) Not Calculated -0.42 /rad (-0.007 /deg) 
Rudder Control Power, C nr   -0.07 /rad (-0.0012/deg) Not Calculated -0.08 /rad (-0.001 /deg) 
Effect of Rudder Deflection  
on Roll Moment, C lr
  0.026 /rad (0.005  /deg) Not Calculated -0.02 /rad (-0.0003/deg) 
Elevator Control Power, C me  -0.81 /rad (-0.014 /deg) Not Calculated -0.802 /rad (-0.014/deg) 
Adverse Yaw, C na  -0.02 /rad (-0.0003/deg) Not Calculated 0.012 /rad (0.0002 /deg) 
Roll Control Power, C la





Table 12.  Argo VII Predicted Cruise Performance* 
Parameter Value 
Mass (full-fuel) 164 kg (11.24 slugs) 
Mass (zero-fuel) 116 kg (7.95 slugs) 
Stall Velocity (full-fuel) 118 m/s (387 ft/s) 
Lift Coefficient 0.44 to 0.67 
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 13.4 to 14.1 
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 0.095 
Climb Rate 180 m/min (591 ft/min) 
Range 673 km (418 mi) 
Endurance 86.9 min 




Table 13.  Comparison of Argo VII and ARES-2 Geometric Parameters  
Parameter Argo VII ARES-2 
Mass 164 kg (11.24 slugs) 175 kg (12 slugs) 
Wing Span 6.66 m (21.84 ft) 6.25 m (20.5 ft) 
Wing Reference Area 7.34 m2 (79 ft2) 7.0 m2 (75.35 ft2) 
Mean Chord 1.23 m (4.03 ft) 1.25 m (4.10 ft) 
Wing Aspect Ratio 6 5.58 
Wing Sweep 30 30 (inboard sweep) 
13 (outboard sweep) 
Length 4.65 m (15.26 ft) 4.4 m (14.4 ft) 
Height 0.7 m (2.3 ft) 0.7 m (2.3 ft) 
Tail Anhedral 0 37 
Horizontal Tail Reference Area 1.37 m2 (14.75 ft2) 1.1 m2 (11.8 ft2) 
Horizontal Tail Span 2 m (6.56 ft) 1.81 m (5.94 ft) 
Horizontal Tail Volume Ratio 0.44 0.37 
Vertical Tail Reference Area 0.74 m2 (7.96 ft2) 0.4m2 (4.3 ft2) (each) 
Vertical Tail Volume Ratio 0.043 0.053 (total) 
Wing Loading (beginning of mission) 1.74 lb/ft2 (83 N/m2) 1.94 lb/ft2 (93 N/m2) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Roll Axis  
(beginning of mission) 
60 kg-m2 (44 slugs-ft2) 56 kg-m2 (41 slugs-ft2) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Pitch Axis  
(beginning of mission) 
28 kg-m2 (30 slugs-ft2) 38 kg-m2 (28 slugs-ft2) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Yaw Axis  
(beginning of mission) 





 Table 14.  Comparison of Argo VII and ARES-2 Cruise Performance Parameters  
Parameter Argo VII ARES-2 
Mass (full-fuel) 164 kg (11.24 slugs) 175 kg (12 slugs) 
Mass (zero-fuel) 116 kg (7.95 slugs) 127 kg (8.7 slugs) 
Stall Velocity (full-fuel) 118 m/s (387 ft/s) 116 m/s (381 ft/s) 
Lift Coefficient 0.44 to 0.67 0.52 to 0.71 
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 13.4 to 14.1 14 to 14.4 
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 0.095 0.093 
Climb Rate 180 m/min (591 ft/min) 180 m/min (591 ft/min) 
Range 673 km (418 mi) 500 km (311 mi) 




Table 15.  Planetary and Atmospheric Parameters for Earth and Mars (from Ref. 37) 
Parameter Earth Mars 
Mean Orbital Radius  1.5x1011 m (4.9x1011 ft) 2.3x1011 m (7.5x1011 ft) 
Distance From Sun  0.98-1.02 AU 1.38-1.67 AU 
Year Length (Earth days) 365.24 686.98 
Equatorial Radius  6.4x106 m (21x106 ft) 3.4x106 m (11x106 ft) 
Surface Gravity 9.81 m/s2 (32.2 ft/s2) 3.72 m/s2 (12.2 ft/s2) 
Surface Pressure 101,300 Pa (2116 lb/ft2) ~600 Pa (12.5 lb/ft2)  










Gas Constant 287 J/kg/K (1716 ft-lb/slug/R) 192 J/kg/K (1147 ft-lb/slug/R) 




Table 16.  Summary of Argo VII Atmospheric Mission Cruise Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Altitude (above ground level) 2 km (6,562 ft) 
Temperature 240.2 K (432.4 R) 
Pressure 0.584 kPa (12.19 lb/ft2) 
Density 0.01265 kg/m3 (2.45x10-5 slug/ft3) 
Absolute Viscosity 1.2x10-5 kg/m-s (2.6x10-7 slug/ft-s) 
Kinematic Viscosity 9.63x10-4 m2/s (0.0104 ft2/s) 
Speed of Sound 243.8 m/s (799.6 ft/s) 
Density Ratio 0.8377 
True Airspeed 158.42 m/s (519.62 ft/s) 
Equivalent Airspeed 145 m/s (475.7 ft/s) 
Mach Number 0.65 




Table 17.  Summary of Mars Surface Conditions 
Parameter Mars Earth 
Temperature 242 K (435.6 R) 288.15 K (518.7 R) 
Density 0.0151 kg/m3 (2.93x10-5 slug/ft3) 1.225 kg/m3 (0.00237 slug/ft3) 
Pressure 0.7 kPa (14.62 lb/ft2) 101.3 kPa (2116.2 lb/ft2) 
Gas Constant 191.8 J/kg/K (1147 ft-lb/slug/R) 287.1 J/kg/K (1716 ft-lb/slug/R) 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.29 1.4 





Table 18.  Summary of Argo VII Atmospheric Mission Cruise Parameters  
Parameter Mars Earth 
Altitude (above ground level) 2 km (6,562 ft) 2 km (6,562 ft) 
Temperature 240.2 K (432.4 R) 275.2 K (495.4 R) 
Pressure 0.5838 kPa (12.19 lb/ft2) 79.5 kPa (1661 lb/ft2) 
Density 0.0126 kg/m3 (2.45x10-5 slug/ft3) 1.007 kg/m3 (1.95x10-3 slug/ft3) 
Absolute Viscosity 1.2x10-5 kg/m-s (2.5x10-7 slug/ft-s) 1.7x10-5 kg/m-s (3.6x10-7 slug/ft-s) 
Kinematic Viscosity 9.64x10-4 m2/s (0.0104 ft2/s) 1.72x10-5 m2/s (1.846x10-4 ft2/s) 
Speed of Sound 243.8 m/s (799.6 ft/s) 332.5 m/s (1091 ft/s) 
Density Ratio 0.8377 0.8021 
True Airspeed 158.42 m/s (519.62 ft/s) 161.9 m/s (531.2 ft/s) 
Equivalent Airspeed 145 m/s (475.7 ft/s) 145 m/s (475.7 ft/s) 
Mach Number 0.65 0.49 




Table 19.  Summary of Ryan Navion Principal Dimensions (from Ref. 42)  
Parameter Value 
Wing Area 17.112 m2 (184 ft2) 
Wing Span 10.2 m (33.38 ft) 
Wing Leading Edge Sweep 2.996° 
Wing Aspect Ratio 6.04 
Wing Taper Ratio 0.54 
Wing Mean Aerodynamic Chord 1.74 m (5.7 ft) 
Wing Dihedral 7.5° 
Wing Incidence at Root 2° 
Wing Incidence at Tip -1° 
Wing Tip Airfoil NACA 6410R 
Wing Root Airfoil NACA 4415R 
Tail Area 4.0 m2 (43 ft2) 
Tail Span 4.01 m (13.16 ft) 
Tail Leading Edge Sweep 6° 
Tail Aspect Ratio 4.0 
Tail Taper Ratio 0.67 
Tail Airfoil NACA 0012 
Tail Incidence -3° 
Vertical Tail Area 1.163 m2 (12.5 ft2) 
Vertical Tail Offset 2° 
Vertical Tail Root Airfoil Modified NACA 0013.2 
Vertical Tail Tip Airfoil Modified NACA 0012.04 
Gross Weight  1335.76 kg (2948 lb) 
Center of Gravity, Percent Mean Chord 25 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Roll Axis 1742.33 kg-m2 (1284.08 slug-ft2) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Pitch Axis 3762.4 kg-m2 (2772.86 slug-ft2) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Yaw Axis 4389.10 kg-m2 (3234.72 slug-ft2) 
Flaps (plain) Control Surface Area 7.775 m2 (83.6 ft2) 
Stabilizer Control Surface Area 2.79 m2 (30 ft2) 
Elevator Control Surface Area 1.31 m2 (14.1 ft2) 
Aileron Control Surface Area 0.502 m2 (5.4 ft2) 




Table 20.  Test Matrix for Proposed Argo VII Flight Test Plan 










Gliding Flight X X   
Level Acceleration  X X  
Long Period     X 
Short Period    X 
Roller Coaster X    





Table 21.  Gliding Flight Method Simulation Test Matrix 
Mars Earth 
Altitude 2 km (6,562 ft) 1 km (3,281 ft) 2 km (6,562 ft) 
21.3 km 













































































































Table 22.  Level Acceleration Method Simulation Test Matrix 
Mars Earth 








































































Table 24.  Summary of Aerodynamic Performance Parameters  










Max.  Range Lift Coefficient 0.35 0.36 0.44 0.44 
Max.  Lift-to-Drag Ratio 21.34 19.6 15.5 15.5 
Max. Endurance Lift Coefficient 0.61 0.62 0.77 0.76 
Max. Endurance Lift-to-Drag 
Ratio 
18.6 16.8 13.6 13.3 






























*BOM=Beginning of Mission aircraft configuration (mass=164 kg, c.g.=4.04 ft), EOM=End of Mission aircraft 





Table 25.  Summary of Long Period Parameters  








































Damping Ratio 0.05 0.053 0.043 0.05 0.048 0.04 
Period 14.97 s 49.3 s 149.22 s 16.13 s 49.85 s 148.62 s 


























Time to Half Amplitude 33 s 103 s 382.8 s 35.54 s 114.6 s 409.6 s 




Table 26.  Summary of Short Period Parameters  








































Damping Ratio  ≥ 1 0.35 0.15  ≥ 1 0.45 0.2 
Period 0 0.54 s 0.97 s 0 0.5 s 0.85 s 



















Time to Half Amplitude 0 0.16 s 0.705 s 0 0.11 s 0.46 s 








































Figure 2.  DSI, Inc. Astroplane (from Ref. 4) 














Figure 4.  Final AME Mars Airplane Concept Drawing (from Ref. 10) 










Figure 6.  JPL Mars Glider Wilbur Stowed Under Launch Aircraft (NASA) 












Figure 8.  NASA Ames Canyon Flyer (from Ref. 11) 

















Figure 10.  NASA Dryden Inflatable Wing Design (from Ref.  5) 










Figure 12.  University of Kentucky BIG BLUE (from Ref. 16) 
Figure 11.  University of Colorado at Boulder Mars Aerial Research Vehicle (MARV)  








Figure 14.  Cranfield University M-4 Minerva Mars Atmospheric Flight Vehicle  (from Ref. 19) 






























Figure 18.  Sd7037 Airfoil Drag Polar, Lift Curve, and Moment Curve 




















Figure 20.  NACA 0009 Airfoil Drag Polar, Lift Curve, and Moment Curve 

















Figure 22.  NACA 0006 Airfoil Drag Polar, Lift Curve, and Moment Curve 

























Figure 25.  Argo VII Drag Polar, Lift Curve, Moment Curve, and L/D Curve 
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Figure 39.  Three-View Drawing and Principal Dimensions of Ryan Navion (Ref. 42) 
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Earth Altitude = 6562 ft
Earth Altitude = 70k ft
Mars Altitude = 3281 ft
Mars Altitude = 6562 ft
 
























Earth Alt=2 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
Earth Alt=2 km, Mass=116 kg, CG=1.24 m
 






















Earth Alt=21.3 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
Earth Alt=21.3 km, Mass=116 kg, CG=1.24 m
 



























Mars Alt=1 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
Mars Alt=1 km, Mass=116 kg, CG=1.24 m
 




























Mars Alt=2 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
Mars Alt=2 km, Mass=116 kg, CG=1.24 m
 





























Mars Alt=2 km, Mass=164 kg
Mars Alt=1 km, Mass=164 kg
Earth Alt=2 km, Mass=164 kg
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s) mass=164 kg, cg=1.23 m

























































































s) mass=164 kg, cg=1.23 m





















































































s) mass=164 kg, cg=1.23 m



















































































Earth 2 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
Earth 21.3 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
















































































Mass=164 kg, cg=1.23 m













































































) Mass=164 kg, cg= 1.23 m


















































































Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m




















































































) Earth Alt=21.3 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m
Mars Alt=2 km, Mass=164 kg, CG=1.23 m






































































































































































































Calculation of Aerodynamic Parameters 
 
 
The various analytical and semi-empirical equations that were used to calculate the aerodynamic parameters for 
the Argo VII are presented.  It should be noted that the equations presented in this appendix apply to a rigid airplane 
in gliding flight.  The effects of changes in airplane speed, aeroelastic effects, influence of propulsion system effects, 
etc., were not included in the equations. 
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII lift-to-drag ratio under mission cruise conditions was calculated through the use of 
methods presented by Raymer29.  The Oswald span efficiency factor, e, was estimated for the Argo VII wing-body 
using the following semi-empirical formula: 
 




@ 3.1 (C-1) 
 
Where, 
A = Wing-body aspect ratio 
LE = Wing-body leading edge sweep (deg) 
 
Using the Oswald span efficiency factor, a drag-due-to-lift factor, K , was calculated using: 
 







A = Wing-body aspect ratio 
 e = Oswald span efficiency factor 
 
The lift coefficient at a minimum drag flight condition, CLminD , was calculated using: 
 








 CD o = Subsonic parasite drag coefficient 
 K = Drag-due-to-lift factor    
 









 LminD = Lift at minimum drag conditions (lbf)  
 q= Dynamic pressure (lb/ft2) 
 S = Wing-body reference area (ft2) 
CLminD = Lift coefficient at a minimum drag flight condition 
 
The drag at minimum drag conditions, DminD , was then calculated using: 
 





 DminD = Drag at minimum drag conditions (lbf) 
 q  = Dynamic pressure (lb/ft2) 
 S = Wing-body reference area (ft2) 
CDo = Subsonic parasite drag coefficient 
    
 



















= Llift-to-drag ratio at minimum drag flight conditions 
LminD = Lift at minimum drag conditions (lbf) 




An estimate of the downwash, , behind a wing with an elliptical lift distribution, based on finite-wing theory, 
was calculated using methods presented in Nelson30.  The downwash equation is based on the 3-D wing lift 
coefficient and the wing aspect ratio.  The following equation does not take into account the position of the tail 
empennage relative to the wing: 
 










 = Downwash (rad) 
 CLw = 3-D wing-body lift coefficient 
 A= Wing-body aspect ratio 
 





















= Rate of change of downwash angle with angle of attack 
 CL w = Wing-body 3-D lift-curve slope (/rad) 
A= Wing-body aspect ratio 
 
Subsonic Lift-Curve Slope 
 




, is the lift-curve slope, usually written as  
CL .  Equation (C-9) is a semi-empirical formula from Datcom
36 that is used for the estimation of the 3-D wing lift-
curve slope based on lifting-line theory.  Equation (C-9) is accurate in the lift region below the stall and is applicable 
to straight-tapered wings (conventional, fixed trapezoidal wings).  The 3-D lift-curve slope equation is presented as 
a function of wing aspect ratio, mid-chord sweep angle, Mach number, and airfoil section lift-curve slope: 
 






















 CL = 3-D lift-curve slope (/rad) 
 A = Aspect ratio 







 Cl = Airfoil section lift-curve slope (/rad) 
  = Compressibility factor (   1@M 2q
wwwwwwwwww
) 





Once the 3-D lift-curve slopes have been calculated for the wing and horizontal stabilizer, an estimate of an 
aircraft’s total 3-D lift-curve slope, CL
b c
total
















= Aircraft total 3-D lift-curve slope (/rad) 
 CL w = 3-D lift-curve slope of the wing (/rad) 
 CL t = 3-D lift-curve slope of the tail (/rad) 
 S t = Tail reference area (ft
2) 
 S w = Wing reference area (ft2) 
 
t
= Tail efficiency factor (assumed to be 1 for Argo VII) 
 
Subsonic Parasite Drag (Zero-lift drag) 
 
An estimate of aircraft subsonic parasite drag is presented in Equation (C-11) below and is based on a 
component buildup method presented by Raymer29.  The component buildup method is based on the minimum drag 
coefficient and reference area of each component included in the subsonic parasite drag estimate.  The minimum 
drag coefficient of each component is multiplied by the component’s reference area to obtain an equivalent flat plate 
drag area for each component.  The sum of all component equivalent flat plate drag areas are then divided by the 
Argo VII wing-body reference area to obtain the total aircraft parasite drag coefficient.  The major components of 
















= Total aircraft subsonic parasite drag coefficient 
 c = Sum of components 
 CDc = Minimum drag coefficient of component 
 S c = Component reference area (ft2) 
 S w = Argo VII wing-body reference area (ft2)  































Static Longitudinal Stability Derivatives 
 
 
Several of the stability derivatives are presented that were used to determine the Argo VII stability and control 
characteristics in all three axes.  A short, general discussion regarding each stability derivative coefficient present is 
also included.  It should be noted that the equations presented in this appendix apply to a rigid airplane in gliding 
flight.  The effects of changes in airplane speed, aeroelastic effects, influence of propulsion system effects, etc., were 
not included in the equations. 
 
 Pitch Stability Derivative, C m   
 




, is represented by the 
stability derivative coefficient, Cm .  The static longitudinal stability of an airplane is representative of the static 
stability of an airplane about its y-axis.  There are two conditions that must be fulfilled in order for an airplane to 
possess static longitudinal stability.  First, the aircraft pitching moment curve must have a negative slope, i.e. 
Cm

fffffff< 0 .  Second, the airplane must be able to be trimmed at a positive angle of attack, i.e. the airplane pitching 
moment coefficient at zero lift must be positive, Cm0 > 0.  An airplane is considered to possess positive 
longitudinal static stability if the airplane is disturbed from an equilibrium flight condition and its initial tendency is 
to return to the trimmed equilibrium condition. 
 
The principle contributors to longitudinal static stability are an airplane’s wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail.  An 
estimate of the longitudinal static stability can be determined by summing the contributions of each component: 
 
  Cm Cm w  Cm f  Cm t  (D-1) 
 
Where, 
Cm w = Wing contribution to longitudinal static stability (/rad) 
Cm
f
= Fuselage contribution to longitudinal static stability (/rad) 
Cm t = Horizontal tail contribution to longitudinal static stability (/rad) 
 
The fuselage component was removed because it was assumed that a fuselage contribution would be negligible, 
as the Argo VII uses a blended wing-body design.  The removal of the fuselage contribution left only the 
contributions from the wing and horizontal tail.  The contribution of the wing to longitudinal static stability can be 
estimated using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 














CL w = Wing-body 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
xcg = Distance from the leading edge of the wing-body mean aerodynamic chord to the airplane center of gravity 
(m) 




= Wing-body mean aerodynamic chord (m) 
 
 
The contribution of the horizontal tail to longitudinal static stability can be determined by an equation presented 
by Nelson30: 
 







Cm t = Horizontal tail change in pitching moment due to change in angle of attack (/rad) 

t
= Horizontal tail efficiency 
V h = Horizontal tail volume ratio 




= Rate of change of downwash angle with angle of attack parameter 
 
The horizontal tail efficiency was assumed to be a value of 1.0 because the tail empennage was elevated above 
the wing-body.  The rate of change of the downwash angle with angle of attack parameter is generally difficult to 
estimate, and is usually determined from wind tunnel tests.  However, an equation for an estimate was presented in 
Nelson30 and was calculated to be 0.494. 
 
The summation of the Argo VII wing and horizontal tail contributions to longitudinal static stability results in: 















 Pitch Damping Derivative, C mq  
 








, is represented by the stability 
derivative coefficient Cmq .  In general, Cmq  represents the various aerodynamic effects that accompany the rotation 
of an airplane about its y-axis while its angle of attack remains zero.  For this reason, Cmq  is sometimes referred to 
as the pitch stability of an airplane. Cmq is usually a negative value and represents a resistance to rotation in pitch.  It 





The principle contributors to Cmq are an airplane’s wing and horizontal tail, as the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a pitching airplane affect these components most.  In general, the contribution of the wing to Cmq is small in 
comparison to that of the horizontal tail.  For this reason, when estimating a value of the Cmq , it is common practice 
to estimate the horizontal tail contribution and then increase that value by approximately 10% to account for the 
wing.  The following equation is presented by Nelson30 for the determination of an estimate of the horizontal tail 
contribution: 
 






Cmq = Change in pitching moment due to pitching velocity (/rad) 

t
= Horizontal tail efficiency 
CL t = Horizontal tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
V h = Horizontal tail volume ratio 
lt = Distance from center of gravity to the horizontal tail aerodynamic center (m) 
c
ff
= Wing-body mean aerodynamic chord (m) 
 
It should be noted that Equation (D-5) is considered to be a quasi-static estimate of Cmq  due to the fact that the 
time it takes for the tail lift to rise to a steady-state value following a change in airplane pitching velocity has not 
been accounted for. 
  
Elevator Control Power, C me  
 




, is represented 
by the stability derivative coefficient, Cme .  Cme is representative of an airplane’s static longitudinal control and is 
sometimes referred to as elevator control power.  The larger the value of Cme , the more effective the elevator is in 
creating a control moment. 
 
The principle contributor to an airplane’s elevator control power is the horizontal tail.  The elevator control 
power is a function of the horizontal tail volume ratio, horizontal tail efficiency, horizontal tail 3-D subsonic lift-
curve slope, and a flap effectiveness parameter.  The flap effectiveness parameter is a function of the control flap 
(elevator) to the total area of the lifting surface to which it is attached (horizontal tail reference area). 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII elevator control power can be determined using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 
  Cme @t V h CL t   (D-6) 
 
Where, 
Cme = Elevator control power (/rad) 

t




CL t = Horizontal tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
V h = Horizontal tail volume ratio 
= Flap effectiveness parameter (See Fig. 2.21, Ref. 30) 
 




The change in an airplane’s pitching moment due to the lag in the downwash field is represented by the stability 
derivative coefficient, Cm
A
.  This stability derivative arises from the fact that as the angle of attack of a wing 
changes, the circulation around the wing is altered.  This alters the downwash at the horizontal tail.  The change of 
the circulation takes time to occur; hence a lag occurs in the arrival of the downwash at the horizontal tail. 
 
The principle contributor to Cm
A
 is the horizontal tail.  Cm
A
is a function of the horizontal tail efficiency, 
horizontal tail volume ratio, horizontal tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope, downwash factor, and horizontal tail 
moment arm.  When estimating a value for the Cm
A
of an airplane, it is common practice to estimate the horizontal 
tail contribution and then increase that value by approximately 10%. 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII change in pitching moment due to the lag in downwash field can be determined 

















= Change in pitching moment due to lag in the downwash field (/rad) 

t
= Horizontal tail efficiency 
CL t = Horizontal tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
V h = Horizontal tail volume ratio 
lt = Distance from center of gravity to the horizontal tail aerodynamic center (m) 
c
ff








Static Lateral Stability Derivatives 
 
 Dihedral Effect, C l  
 




, is represented by the 
stability derivative coefficient Cl .  The static lateral stability of an airplane, commonly referred to as dihedral 




respects to an airplane’s longitudinal static stability, Cm , and directional static stability, Cn , in that it is desirable 
that the airplane tend to return to a wings-level equilibrium attitude after being subjected to a disturbance.  The 




ffffff< 0 . 
 
The principle contributors to lateral static stability are an airplane’s wing and vertical tail.  Wing dihedral angle 
and sweepback are the primary characteristics of a wing that contribute to the dihedral effect.  In general, when a 
wing with dihedral is disturbed from a wings-level equilibrium attitude, it experiences a sideslip.  A component of 
the relative wind is redirected toward the side of the airplane.  The leading wing into the sideslip experiences an 
increase in angle of attack and therefore an increase in lift, while the trailing wing experiences the opposite.  The 
end result is the production of a restoring moment that tends to return the airplane to its original wings-level attitude. 
 
When a wing with sweepback is disturbed from a wings-level attitude and begins to sideslip, an effective 
decrease in sweep angle is experienced by the wing into the wind.  The trailing wing experiences an effective 
increase in sweep angle.  The leading wing experiences an increase in lift coefficient due to the effective decrease in 
sweep angle.  The trailing wing experiences a decrease in lift coefficient due to the effective increase in sweep 
angle.  The end result is similar to that of the effect of the wing dihedral angle in that a restoring moment is 
produced that tends to return the airplane to its original wings-level attitude. 
 
The vertical tail contributes to the dihedral effect through the side force produced on the vertical tail due to 
sideslip.  The side force on the vertical tail produces both a yawing and rolling moment.  In general, the yawing 
moment contribution occurs due to the local change in sideslip angle.  In general, the rolling moment contribution 
occurs due to the location of the vertical tail center of pressure above the airplane center of gravity. 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII dihedral effect can be determined using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 







k  Cl  (D-8) 
 
Where, 
Cl= Argo VII change in rolling moment due to a change in sideslip angle (/rad) 




= Empirical factor (See Fig. 3.11, Ref. 30) 
Cl= Wing tip shape factor (See Fig. 3.11, Ref 30) 
 
 Roll Control Power, C la
 
 




, is represented by 
the stability derivative coefficient Cl a
.  Cl a
is representative of an airplane’s lateral control and is sometimes 
referred to as aileron control effectiveness or roll control power.  The larger the value of Cl a
, the more effective the 





An estimate of the Argo VII roll control power can be determined using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 
  Cl a























= Roll control power (/rad) 
CL w = Wing-body 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
= Flap effectiveness parameter (See Fig. 2.21, Ref. 30) 
cr = Wing-body root chord (m) 
S w = Wing-body reference area (m2) 
bw = Wing-body wing span (m) 
y1 = Distance from wing root to inboard edge of aileron (m) 
y2= Distance from wing root to outboard edge of aileron (m) 
= Wing-body taper ratio 
 
 Roll Damping, C l p  
 




, is represented by the stability derivative 
coefficient Cl p .  Cl p  is usually a negative value and represents a resistance to roll motion.  Therefore, it is 
sometimes referred to as the roll damping derivative. 
 
The principle contributor to Cl p is the wing.  The roll damping derivative is a function of the airplane 3-D lift-
curve slope and the wing taper ratio. 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII roll damping derivative can be determined using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 









Cl p = Change in rolling moment due to rolling rate (/rad) 
CL = 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 







Effect of Rudder Deflection on Roll Moment, C lr
 




, is represented by the 
stability derivative coefficient Clr
.  In general, Clr
represents the effect the side force, created as a result of rudder 
deflection, has on the rolling moment. 
 
The Clr
 derivative is a function of the ratio of the vertical tail reference area to wing reference area, flap 
effectiveness parameter, and the ratio of the height of the vertical tail above the fuselage to the wing span.  The flap 
effectiveness parameter is a function of the control flap (rudder) to the total area of the lifting surface to which it is 
attached (vertical tail reference area). 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII change in rolling moment due to a change in rudder deflection angle can be 
determined using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 










= Change in rolling moment due to a change in rudder deflection angle (/rad) 
S v = Vertical tail reference area (m2) 
S w = Wing-body reference area (m2) 
zv = Distance from vertical tail center of pressure to wing-body centerline (m) 
bw = Wing-body wing span (m) 
= Flap effectiveness parameter (See Fig. 2.21, Ref. 30) 




Static Directional Stability Derivatives 
 
Weathercock Stability, C n  
 




, is represented by the stability 
derivative coefficient Cn .  The static directional stability of an airplane, commonly referred to as weathercock 
stability, is representative of the static stability of an airplane about its z-axis.  The weathercock stability is 
analogous in some respects to an airplane’s static longitudinal stability, Cm , and lateral static stability, Cl , in that 
it is desirable that the airplane tend to return to its equilibrium condition after being subjected to a yawing 
disturbance.  The requirement for an airplane to possess static directional stability is that the slope of the yawing 
moment curve be positive, i.e. 
Cn

ffffff> 0 .  Generally, if an airplane possesses positive static directional stability, it 





The principle contributors to static directional stability are an airplane’s fuselage and the vertical tail.  In most 
cases the wing has little influence on directional stability.  The fuselage contribution to directional stability is 
destabilizing.  Therefore, it is important that the vertical stabilizer is adequately sized so that the airplane possesses 
static directional stability.   
 
In the case of the Argo VII design, the directional static stability contributed by the fuselage component was 
removed from the estimate of the Argo VII weathercock stability.  The fuselage component was removed because a 
blended wing-body concept was utilized for the Argo VII, and therefore it was assumed that a fuselage contribution 
would be negligible.  With the fuselage component removed from the estimate of the weathercock stability, the 
estimate of the Argo VII weathercock stability then became a function of the Argo VII vertical tail efficiency, 
vertical tail volume ratio, vertical tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope, and a side wash factor. 
 
A modified form of an equation presented by Nelson30 was used to estimate the weathercock stability for the 
Argo VII: 
 







Cn= Change in yawing moment due to change in sideslip (/rad) 
V v = Vertical tail volume ratio 







= Simple algebraic equation presented by Nelson30 for estimating the combined side wash and 


























ffffd e 0.009Aw  (D-13) 
 
Where, 
S v = Vertical tail reference area (m2) 
S w = Wing-body reference area (m2) 
c
4
ff= Wing-body quarter-chord sweep (deg) 
zw = The distance, parallel to the z-axis, from the vertical tail root quarter-chord point to wing-body centerline 
(m) 
d= Maximum fuselage depth (m) 








 Yaw Damping, C nr  
 




, is represented by the stability derivative 
coefficient Cnr .  In general, a yawing rate causes a change in the side force acting on the vertical tail.  The result is 
a change in the local sideslip angle of the vertical tail.  The change in the sideslip angle of the vertical tail results in 
the production of a yaw moment.  Cnr  is usually a negative value and represents a resistance to yaw motion.  
Therefore, it is sometimes referred to as the yaw damping derivative. 
 
The principle contributor to Cnr is the vertical tail.  The yaw damping derivative is a function of the vertical tail 
efficiency, vertical tail volume ratio, vertical tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope, and the vertical tail moment arm.  An 
estimate of the Argo VII damping-in-yaw derivative can be determined using an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 
  Cnr @ 2v V v
lv
bw
fffff gCL v  (D-14) 
 
Where, 
Cnr = Change in yawing moment due to yaw rate (/rad) 

v
= Vertical tail efficiency 
lv = Distance from center of gravity to the vertical tail aerodynamic center (m) 
bw = Wing-body wing span (m) 
CL v = Vertical tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
 
 Rudder Power, C nr  
 




, is represented by 
the stability derivative coefficient Cnr .  Cnr is representative of an airplane’s directional control and is sometimes 
referred to as rudder control effectiveness or rudder power.  Generally, it is desirable that Cnr be large enough in 
value to make it possible for an airplane to maintain zero side slip. 
 
The principle contributor to rudder control effectiveness is the airplane’s vertical tail.  Rudder control 
effectiveness is a function of the vertical tail efficiency, vertical tail volume ratio, vertical tail 3-D subsonic lift-
curve slope, and a flap effectiveness parameter.  The flap effectiveness parameter is a function of the control flap 
(rudder) to the total area of the lifting surface to which it is attached (vertical tail reference area). 
 
An estimate of the Argo VII rudder control effectiveness can be determined using an equation presented by 
Nelson30: 
 






Cnr = Change in yaw moment due to a change in rudder deflection angle (/rad) 

v
= Vertical tail efficiency 
V v = Vertical tail volume ratio 
CL v = Vertical tail 3-D subsonic lift-curve slope (/rad) 
= Flap effectiveness parameter (See Fig. 2.21, Ref. 30) 
 
 
 Adverse Yaw, C na  
 




, is represented 
by the stability derivative coefficient Cna .  In general, Cna represents the effectiveness of the ailerons in producing 
a yawing moment.  The deflection of the ailerons during a turn creates an adverse yawing moment to the intended 
direction of the turn.  For example, to execute a left turn the right aileron is deflected downward and the left aileron 
is deflected upward.  As a result of the deflection of the right aileron an increase in lift force, and thus drag force, 
acts on the right wing.  As a result of the deflection of the left aileron a decrease in lift force, and thus drag force, 
acts on the left wing.  The resulting drag differential results in a nose-right yawing moment; a movement that is 
adverse to the intention of turning the airplane left.  Therefore, this stability derivative is sometimes referred to as 
aileron adverse yaw. 
 
The change of yawing moment due to a change in aileron deflection angle is a function of roll control power and 
the airplane’s reference lift coefficient.  An estimate of the Argo VII aileron adverse yaw can be determined using 
an equation presented by Nelson30: 
 
  Cna  2CL0 Cla  (D-16) 
 
Where, 
Cna = Change in yawing moment due to change in aileron deflection angle (/rad) 
= Empirical factor (see Fig. 3.13, Ref. 30) 
CL0 = Reference lift coefficient 
Cl a
= Roll control power (/rad) 
 
    






























Detailed Calculations of Martian Atmospheric Model 
 
 
The detailed calculations are presented that were used to determine the Mars atmospheric model that was used 
throughout this thesis.  The atmospheric parameters calculated were for the assumed Argo VII mission cruise 
conditions.  The Mars temperature, pressure, density, dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity, speed of sound, 
density ratio, true airspeed, Mach number, and Reynolds number were calculated. 
 
 
1.  Calculate the temperature at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km: 
 
 T @31@0.000998h (E-1) 
 
 T @ 31@ 0.000998 2000 m
` a
 @ 32.996  C  240.2 K  
 
2.  Calculate the pressure at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km: 
 
 p  0.699e@ 0.00009h  (E-2) 
 
 p  0.699e
@ 0.00009 2000 m
` a
 0.5838 kPa 
 















ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff g 1.265B10@ 2 kg
m 3





4.  Calculate the absolute (dynamic) viscosity at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km using Sutherland’s formula, 
with the assumption that 100% of the Martian atmosphere is composed of carbon dioxide (CO2) and that 
Sutherland’s constant for carbon dioxide (CO2) = 240 K, Reference Temperature (To) = 293.15 K, and the Reference 
Viscosity at the Reference Temperature, 
0

















   14.8 x10@ 6 Pa A s
b c 293.15 K  240 K










































6.  Calculate the speed of sound at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km with = 1.29 and R = 191.8 J/kg/K: 
 















































8.  Calculate the true airspeed at the mission cruise altitude of 2 km and at aircraft equivalent cruise airspeed (Ve) 
of 145 (m/s):  
 



























































































For convenience, the various parameters needed to calculate the variable stability system potentiometer settings 
have been gathered from the various tables, figures, and references mentioned earlier in this paper and summarized 
in the following two tables.  The first table summarizes the parameters relevant to the Argo VII Mars cruise mission 
that have been discussed elsewhere in this paper.   
 
The second table summarizes the parameters relevant to assumed flight test conditions in the Earth’s atmosphere 
using the Navion variable stability aircraft.  The Earth atmospheric parameters listed are with respect to standard 
atmospheric conditions.  An assumed flight test altitude of 5,000 ft was chosen based on experience.  The true 
airspeed was chosen based on a typical Navion cruise airspeed. During the flight test, the Navion will be flown in 
the “clean” configuration; the flaps will be fully retracted and the landing gear will be retracted.  The Navion 
horizontal tail efficiency parameter was assumed to have a value of 1 because test data was not available.  The 
“baseline” Navion referred to in this appendix refers to the Navion aircraft without any effects contributed by the 
variable stability system. 
 
 
Table F.1  Argo VII Mars Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Wing Reference Area, S A  7.34 m
2 (79 ft2) 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, c
ff
A  1.23 m (4.03 ft) 
Pitch Stability Coefficient, Cm
A
(full-fuel) -0.4782 /rad (-0.0083 /deg) 
Pitch Damping Coefficient, Cm q
A
 -7.086 /rad (-0.1237 /deg) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Pitch Axis, I y A (full-
fuel) 
27.58 kg-m2 (20.34 slug-ft2) 
Altitude 2,000 m (6,562 ft) 
Density 0.01265 kg/m3 (2.45x10-5 slug/ft3) 
True Airspeed 158.42 m/s (519.62 ft/s) 






Table F.2.  Navion Earth Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Wing Reference Area, S N  17.09 m
2 (184 ft2) 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, c
ff
N  1.74 m (5.70 ft) 
Pitch Stability Coefficient, Cm
N
 -0.683 /rad (-0.0119 /deg) 
Pitch Damping Coefficient, Cm q
A
 -9.96 /rad (-0.1738 /deg) 
Mass Moment of Inertia About Pitch Axis, I y N  4,070 kg-m
2 (3k slug-ft2) 
Horizontal Tail Efficiency, 
H N
 1 
Horizontal Tail Volume Ratio, V H N  0.65 
Increase of Horizontal Tail Lift Coefficient Due to Elevator Deflection, 
CLe N
 0.355 /rad (0.006 /deg) 
Altitude 1,524 m (5,000 ft) 
Density 1.06 kg/m3 (0.002 slug/ft3) 
True Airspeed 52.99 m/s (173.8 ft/s) 
Dynamic Pressure, qN  1,482 N/m2 (30.93 lb/ft2) 
k (Switch Up) From Calibration Curve, Figure 32 (for PM   calculations) -0.0911 
k (Switch Down) From Calibration Curve, Figure 32 (for PM   
calculations) 
0.0896 
G0 (Switch Up) From Calibration Curve, Figure 32 (for PM   
calculations) 
0.0007 
G0 (Switch Down) From Calibration Curve, Figure 32(for PM   
calculations) 
-0.039 
k (Switch Up) From Calibration Curve, Figure 33 (for PM q  calculations) -0.1588 
k (Switch Down) From Calibration Curve, Figure 33 (for PM q  
calculations) 
0.1534 
G0 (Switch Up) From Calibration Curve, Figure 33 (for PM q  
calculations) 
0.0083 






Variation of Pitching Moment with Angle of Attack, P M   
 
1.  Determine the dimensional pitching moment for Argo VII on Mars, M  A , using: 
 
 M  A 
Cm
A
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2.  Determine the dimensional pitching moment for the baseline Navion on Earth, M  NB , using: 
 
 M  NB 
Cm
N
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3.  Determine the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitching moment, M VSS , using: 
 
 
  M VSS 
CLe N





 (F-3)  
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4.  Determine the Navion total pitching moment, M  N
b c
total
, as the sum of the baseline Navion dimensional 
pitching moment, M  NB  , and the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitching moment, M VSS  , 
using: 
 
  M  N
b c
total















   
 
 
5.  Define the ratio of Navion total pitching moment, M  N
b c
total
, to the Argo VII pitching moment, M  A , to be 







ffffffffffffffff 1 (F-5) 
 
 
6.  Solve Equation (F-5) for Argo VII pitching moment, M  A , leading to: 
 
 M  A  M  N
b c
total
 M  NB  M VSS
b c
 (F-6)  
 
 
7.  Solve Equation (F-6) for effect of variable stability system on the Navion pitching moment, M VSS , leading 
to: 
 M VSS  M  A@M  NB  (F-7) 
 













8.  Determine the desired variable stability system gain, G , by equating the effects of the variable stability 










  G 








9.  The relationship between the desired variable stability system gain, G , and the variable stability system 
control panel potentiometer setting, P M  , was determined from the calibration curve shown in Figure 32 to be: 
 
  G  G 0  kP M   (F-8) 
 
 
10.  Determine the required potentiometer setting, P M  , by solving Equation (F-8), leading to: 
 
 P M  





















12.  For the variable stability system control panel switch in the “down” position, the potentiometer setting, 
P M  , is: 
 
 
P M  







Variation of Pitching Moment with Pitch Rate, P M q  
 
1.  Determine the dimensional pitch damping moment for Argo VII on Mars, M qA , using: 
 
 M qA 
Cmq
A
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2.  Determine the dimensional pitch damping moment for the baseline Navion on Earth, M qNB , using: 
 
 M qNB 
Cmq
N
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3.  Determine the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitch damping moment, M qVSS , using: 
 
 
  M qVSS 
CLe N





 (F-12)  
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4.  Determine the Navion total pitch damping moment, M qN
b c
total
, as the sum of the baseline Navion 
dimensional pitch damping moment, M qNB  , and the effect of the variable stability system on the Navion pitch 
damping moment, M qVSS  , using: 
 
  M qN
b c
total
M qNB  M qVSS  (F-13) 
 
















5.  Define the ratio of Navion total pitch damping moment, M qN
b c
total
, to the Argo VII pitch damping moment, 







fffffffffffffff 1 (F-14) 
 
 
6.  Solve Equation (F-14) for Argo VII pitch damping moment, M qA  , leading to: 
 
 M qA  M qN
b c
total
 M qNB  M qVSS
b c
 (F-15)  
 
 
7.  Solve Equation (F-15) for effect of variable stability system on the Navion pitch damping moment, M qVSS , 
leading to: 
 M qVSS  M qA@M qNB  (F-16) 
 













8.  Determine the desired variable stability system gain,G q , by equating the effects of the variable stability 


















9.  The relationship between the desired variable stability system gain, G q , and the variable stability system 





  Gq G 0  kP M q  (F-17) 
 
 
10.  Determine the required potentiometer setting, P M q , by solving Equation (F-17), leading to: 
 






















12.  For the variable stability system control panel switch in the “down” position, the potentiometer setting, 
P M q , is: 
 
 






































Sample calculations are provided from the data reduction processes of the data acquired from the flight tests 
performed with the Argo VII.  In Chapters 4 and 5, the various simulations, flight tests, and results of the flight tests 
were discussed.  The sample calculations presented here represent a portion of those simulations.  Sample 
calculations of data acquired from the Gliding Flight Method, Long and Short Period Methods, and the Level 
Acceleration Method follow.  The sample calculations are with respect to the respective flight test performed at an 
altitude of 2 km (6,562 ft) on Mars.  The data reduction for the Long and Short Period Method is the same.  
Therefore, only sample calculations from the Short Period Method will be shown. 
 
 
Gliding Flight Data Reduction  
 















2.  Calculate the glide angle, 
g



































 3.55    
 














2B137.4 lbBcos 3.55 
` a









W =Aircraft weight (lb) 

g
= Glide angle (deg) 
S = Wing reference area (ft2) 
= Air density (sl/ft3) 
V t = True Airspeed (ft/s) 
 
4.  Calculate the drag coefficient,CD , using the lift coefficient, CL , and the glide angle,  g :  
 CD C L tan g  (G-4) 
 
 CD  1.0078B tan 3.55 
` a
 0.0625  
 
5.  Plot CD  versus CL
2
 and determine the equation of the curve to be: 
 CD  0.0732 CL
2  0.0143 (G-5) 
6.  From Equation (G-5), efficiency parameter, , is 0.0732, and minimum drag coefficient,CD0 , is 0.0143. 
 




















, to be 15.4, and the 





, to be 13.3. 
 
9.  Plot sink rate, ws , versus true airspeed, V t .  From the sink rate versus true airspeed curve, determine the 
minimum sink rate, wsmin , to be 546 m/min.  Determine the airspeed for minimum sink rate, V min sink , to be 131 






Long and Short Period Data Reduction  
 
1.  Plot angle of attack,  , versus time and determine the peak amplitudes of the curve. 
 
2.  Using the Transient Peak Ratio Method, the average damping ratio,  , is 0.15, 
 
3. Determine the period of the response, T , as the time between the peak amplitude of the initial oscillation and 
the next peak amplitude to be 0.97 s. 
 
















5.  Determine the undamped natural frequency,n , using the damped natural frequency, d , and the damping 

















6.  Determine the time to half amplitude, t1
2























7.  Determine the number of cycles to half amplitude, N 1
2
ff, using the damped natural frequency, d , the 



































Level Acceleration Data Reduction  
 
1.  Plot true airspeed, V t , versus time and determine the equation of the curve to be: 
 V t  0.4983t  375.72 (G-11) 












3.  Calculate the specific excess power, Ps , assuming that altitude is held constant, using true airspeed, V t , the 
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